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I was very pleased to be invited by the Society to give an address during this year. I
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application on the use and purposes of history in Jubilee celebrations. I have, in
fact, gone completely the other way and, instead of taking a macro view of history
in the Jubilee, have taken a micro view and intend to explore in a personal way a
subject which is a matter of some considerable controversy and debate. I certainly
don't expect all of you to agree with all the views I express but I'm certainly happy
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to debate them very vigorously with you, as indeed I have done in other forums and
on other occasions.
I would say, incidentally, in commencing my address that I'm here not just as the
Premier of South Australia, but also as a member of the Society of some long
standing a financial member I might add I pay my dues! The President hasn't
made me any Honorary offers yet, but I'm happy to pay my dues because I think
the Society's publications are of great interest and value. Anybody purporting to be
active in public life and affairs in this State ought to have some access to the papers

REPORT
The Society's Activities, 1985

THE ALIENTATION OF THE ADELAIDE PARKLANDS

imagine you would expect me to have spoken on a lofty topic of general

and publications promoted by the Society. Even if I didn't have the personal
interest in history which I do, I would feel some responsibility as Premier of this
State to understand its history, its origins and what makes it tick. Without it, we
can't govern very well.
I would probably prefer to be standing before you as an historian, a writer or
researcher into some of these historical topics. Indeed, at one stage I toyed with the
idea of such a career but the immediacy of political life and other circumstances
have impelled me into the position of making history or at least subjecting myself

to some kind of assessment by historians. This is a pretty daunting thought at
times, although so many Premiers have been not terribly distinguished that there
may not be very much to fear in that respect. Although preferring to bean observer,
at the moment my fate is to be in a position where at times the decisions that I am
responsible for can affect the life and indeed the history of the State for good or ill.
I believe, as I've said, that an interest in, and appreciation of history should be a
requirement for anyone in public life. It enables one firstly to havea perspective on
the events of the day when invariably the media presentation is one of immediacy.
Often the impression is that something has happened for the first time and that for
the first time we are grappling with particular problems when indeed that may not
be the case. In fact, it may have only been last week, last year or perhaps 50 years ago

that these problems were confronted.
Secondly, it helps one dispel a lot of the romantic myths that are often peddled
about particular decisions and particular aspects of policy making. Many people
call history to their aid to support a particular point of view. It is therefore useful to
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Australia and wouldn't want to be anywhere else, or if we were, we'd hope it would

only be on a temporary basis. I'm particularly thinking of Canberra when I say
that, although that's a planned city too.
Because I see planning as important, I thought I would focus on the area of
planning, environment and development. But instead of making lofty policy
pronouncements about that, I will look more particularly at a limited area as an
example; draw lessons from it; see how the questions are posed; and see what
influence history has had on it. In other words, to illustrate it by a particular micro
example. In this particular instance I have decided to look at an important area
which affects all of us who live and work in this city; to express some personal views
about it; and try to relate its history to some of the decisions and controversies of
today.

My area is the development or alienation of our Adelaide parklands. In this I'm

not so much intent on exploring their history. That's been very well done in a
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be able to analyse the facts and to dispel some of the myths that can build up around
particular issues to get a better perspective of current events and attitudes.

In addressing your Society in the Jubilee 150 year then I thought: how can I
illustrate this point, what area of policy could be examined and in what way?
What's special about South Australia that could be chosen? I suppose what stands

out is the fact that South Australia didn't 'happen' by accident. It was a planned
settlement. Right from the beginning, ideas formed a part of our development and
the reason for our existence. It is something that has continued with us throughout
the 150 years of our history and has made us somewhat special. Economic and
social planning and the partnership of the public and private sectors have been
important components of the development of South Australia. In a polit ical sense I
would see in the history and development of South Australia a very strong thread of
that democratic socialist tradition that lays great stress on social responsibility and

planning.
That approach has its strengths and I think we've demonstrated them in many
ways. The quality of life and the way in which our City and our State is shaped is
testimony to that. But I acknowledge it also has its weaknesses. Planning can be
inflexible. It can be overly bureaucratic. It of ten does not respond when it should to
genuine economic forces or social influences. It can at times even create
vulnerability. People point the finger at South Australia and say the reason that
this State suffered so acutely, for instance during the Great. Depression, was because
it was an artificial creation. Our society has developed through an idea and based

on plans, with no trueeconomicbaseor imperative. There is some truth in that, but

not a great deal. That's why so many of us enjoy living and working in South

number of articles, in reports and in chapters of books, such as Derek Whitelock's.
The most useful and comprehensive I would suggest is Jim Daly's University of
Adelaide M.A. thesis of 1980
'The Adelaide Parklands: A History of Alienation',
which I have had the privilege of reading and having done so would certainly hope
to see published at some stage. It's a very important basic document and analysis of
the parklands and what they mean to Adelaide. But I don't intend to explore, except

incidentally, that history while drawing on those sources and references as
appropriate. I'd rather confine myself to the way in which the parklands have
personally impacted on a particular citizen of Adelaide, who at the moment,
however temporarily, has some policy decision- making power
namely myself.
In reflecting on that I realise that i have spent a very great deal of time in them
over a period of more than 40 years, and continue even now on a daily basis, in sonie

way or oilier, to have contact with the Adelaide parklands. incidentally, that period
a somewhat sobering thought.
Through Jubilee 150 we are constantly reminded of just how short our history is,

of time is nearly a third of their existence

how far we've come in such a very short time, and how much change and
development lies ahead. The parklands have played a very significant part in my
life and i think the true significance of them and feelings about them were brought
to a head in the very lively controversy around the development called the ASER
project. In fact, it was in that context that I did a lot of thinking about the parklands
and what they meant to Adelaide. In the course of that controversy I certainly
received a lot of correspondence attacking the way i had assisted in the so- called
desecration and alienation of the parklands. And I know there are still some people
who believe as they look at the splendid buildings rising over the Railway Station
area that their views are being thoroughly confirmed. Naturally, I don't share those
views but I'll come to that in a moment.
The stimulus of Light's decision to incorporate parklands in the way he did in
this City and the intended use of those parklands have been well explored although
not terribly well documented. 'The fact is that for 150 years we have had a ring of
parklands around this Ci ty. Tliereare some 2,300 acres with ami extraordinary lange

of institutional and public uses, comprising one of the most distinctive and
important parts of the Adelaide scene. And they have survived despite all the
beneficial and not so beneficial depredations of them. I'd like to believe, in looking
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back at that history, that whatever else influenced the Colonisation Commissioners
and t he honoured Colonel, that the concept of space accessi ble to the general public
a sort of democratic approach to access was to the fore in their thinking. Jim
Daly, in the thesis that I've just referred to, draws attention to the instruction of the

Commissioners to Colonel Light: that 'you will make the necessary reserves for
squares, public walks and quays'. He links the reference to 'public walks' with an
1833 Report of a Select Committee of the House of Commons on Public Walks with
which, of course, the Colonisation Commissioners would have been familiar. That
Committee examined the question of `public walks or open spaces fitted to afford

means of exercise and amusement to the middle and humbler classes'. It was a
question of public amenity with a social purpose. Put in the terms of those days,
they were reserved for the amusement (under due regulation to preserve order) of
the humbler classes, and by so doing 'to assist to wean them from low and debasing

pleasures'. There was an earnest social purpose in providing the middle and
humbler classes with this access to recreational space around their City. Those
'debasing pleasures' included drinking, dog fights and boxing matches. If they had
thought of it, it probably would have included Casinos as well.
I subscribe to the very broad concept of the parklands providing amen i ties for all
and believe that due regard must be had to the very different needs and expectations
of ordinary people in our community. They're not the preserve of the middle class,
of the educated or of any particular interest group. The school of thought that sees
every development on the parklands as alienation or destruction and yearns for a
belt of natural and presumably untended bushland, and the less extreme variants of

it, often ignores the very differing needs for recreation and amenity of ordinary
people in our community.
In any case, I think it's worth mentioning again that the natural stale of the
parklands didn't last long. Trees were cut, immigrants' camps and huts erected,
stone quarried, horses, cows and sheep were grazed and rubbish was dumped, right
from the beginning. In 1840 there were apparently six keepers employed in the
parklands but these were convalescent destitute immigrants so I'm not sure how
effective they were as rangers. Incidentally, when I talk about temporary buildings,
dwellings and huts, that's not something that one goes back to the 1840s to find.
One need only go back to the 1930s. There are many people in this City who can
remember the parkland areas around the Torrens, near Botanic Park and so on,
being put to just that unfortunate use.
Today, of course, some of those things continue. The neglect is still there in a
uumher of areas of the parklands. How many of you, for instance, have looked over
the top of the mound at the back of the Postal Institute oval, on the side of the road
to the airport. If you do, you will see an appalling rubbish dump in a most terrible

state. It's quite attractively hidden and there's been some good plantings on the
astound. But I suggest you look over the top if you believe the rubbish dumping days
of the parklands are over. As to stock, you don't have to he too old to remember cows

grazing in the South parklands area. The quarries have certainly gone despite

complaints about the economic cost that that world bring about. But our
quarrying predecessors obviously didn't want us to forget them. They cut quarries
into the face of the Mount I.crfty Range so that we'd all be able to have a good view
of them and be reminded of our need for stone.

in giving this personal view of the parklands I thought it might be appropriate to
take an easy stroll, or perhaps a jog around them. My conclusion will be that by and
large they have been very well tended, well protected and marvellously improved
despite the alienation which has occurred. Indeed, the last 15 years or so have seen
more improvements in access and enjoyment of parklands for the citizens of this
State than at any time in the 150 years of their history. There has been controversy
over those changes and that is welcomed. One thing about people in this City is that
they do care about their parklands and what happens to them and they are not
afraid to say what they think. Thank goodness we don't have the apathy that has

attended some alienations of the parklands in years gone by.
To begin our stroll around the parklands, I've identified a number of what I call
improvement areas. The word 'improvement' will have a different value to some of
you. i might say that, as i mentioned earlier, i've lived nearly all my life within a
couple of miles of the parklands of Adelaide. Sometimes in splendid middle -class
comfort, at other times in almost squalid accommodation. So I've known a fair
variety. At times the parklands have just been across the road. At present, it takes a
brisk six or seven minute jog up the road to reach this marvellous arcadia.

We start in the Botanic Park

a very good starting point I think for the

parklands of Adelaide. It's a haven, like the gardens themselves, for many people
with insufficient recreation space and its use demonstrates that every day of the
week. In my case. and my family's case, it was a particular haven in those dreaful
years just after the war when accommodation was appalling and the best thing a
mother could do with small children was get them out of the house and into open
space. in our case, it was to the Botanic Park and Gardens, so I remember them
fondly and intimately.
But the Park of those clays was very different from the one we see today. It was a
veritable jungle and was heavily overgrown. It was a place which contained many
speakers' rings. scenes of all sorts of activity religious, political, social, revivalist.
Most of them in my period were already decaying, but some were still in use, and
able to provide a political and social education.
I noted, when I became a Labor Member of Parliament, there was a provision in
our Party rules that stated that one of the duties of the Member was to attend the

Labor Party Ring on Sundays when so directed by the Party Secretary. And it
seemed a very odd requirement because we didn't have meetings on a Sunday and
the Labor Ring in the parklands didn't exist at this time. The rule, incidentally, has

since been removed, which is a break with history but a rather practical
demonstration that we're actually updating our rulebook. The reason for this
provision was that there were a lot of backsliding members who didn't like doing
duty in the Botanic Park. The meetings could be fairly rough or onerous and the
Party Secretary in despair eventually had a rule inserted putting their pre-selection
on the line in default. The last big Labor Party rally I can recall in the parklands

was with the new Federal Leader, Arthur Calwell, and his Deputy, Gough
Whitlam, in about 1961. They were there in the Labor Ring and it was packed.
The Communist Party, of course, stayed on to the end. Even when I was at school

I attended some of their meetings to get a bit of education. I can remember Jim
Moss, who has since recently distinguished himself as an historian with his book
on the history of the labour movement Sound of Trumpets. Jim was discoursing

on the evils of Yankee imperialism when I cut in with a withering interjection of

'What about Hungary ?' I'm not sure whether it had much affect on Jim, his
audience or anybody else, but I certainly thought it was magnificent intervention
in the political process. Well, you learn after a while. Those things have gone and
I'd like to call that Improvement Area No. 1. While I regret the passing of the open
air meetings and all that surrounded them, the improvements that have taken place
in and around the Botanic Park certainly warrant being recognised as such.
The Gardens Board has always had a sort of love -hate relationship with the Park.
It usually wants to ensure that it has total control of the Park and you can see that
reflected in its history as bits and pieces have been chewed off for zoos and various
other functions. Every now and again it gets an excess of annoyance at the intrusion

of motor cars into the Botanic Park and wants to put fences, gates and other
enclosures around it. But basically, and I think most importantly, the Park is still as

open and accessible to anyone. People certainly take
it always has been
advantage of it. I can well remember Noel Lothian's major refurbishment in the
1950s. It looked like the greatest act of vandalism of all times. Big trees and stumps
were cut down. Thére were fires burning there for what seemed like days. The end
result was very good indeed and the Botanic Park we have today isa consequence of
the culling and improvement that took place then.
Other improvements have included the closure of the commuter road to the City.

Thousands of cars travelled every day right slap bang through the middle of
Botanic Park. That's often forgotten today. I can well remember it because for
about five or six years my bedroom was the tower room of Athelney House which
sits in a direct line with the road through the Botanic Park. There was a very large
spoon drain at the Hackney Road entrance and every car that approached with their
lights on full beam (there was no lighting in the Park) would bounce into the spoon
drain and up over onto my window. The sort of strobe light effect took some years
of getting used to. Incidentally, with the closing of that road, a magnificent early
construction bridge has been preserved for ever and is well worth looking at.

One thing I would say about Improvement Area No. I is that there is still an
ambivalence about the Park and its future development. On some occasions it has
been neglected as the Board claims that it didn't really have the resources to do new
plantings or develop without major enclosure. But every now and again there's an
excess of plantings. I thought the scheme which had a hedge of acacia iteaphylla
planted along the Hackney Road frontage was disastrous. I'm glad to see the Board
or staff must have agreed because they've pulled out a lot of them and left a few
acceptable clumps. But I think the Botanic Park does need more attention. I don't
think cars should be banned from it completely because I think that would prevent
a number of people from enjoying it.
Improvement Area No.2 is the Botanic Gardens itself. It is constantly improving

and is one of the most pleasant places in this State. When you think of all the
the relocation of lunatic asylums, hospitals and other
turmoil that went on
problems that the Botanic Gardens have had it's a mighty tribute to the staff that
they produce such splendid shows and such varied plants so successfully. A few
memories of those earlier days like the original morgue (now a garden shed) still
stand there. At one stage the gardens went through a very zealous phase of native

vegetation planting when attempts were made to hide some of the then
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unfashionable Victoriana. I remember the hapless Linnaeus whose bust stood in
front of the class grounds. A very large bush grew in front of him and he became
more and more enveloped as part of a plan to rid the Gardens of such artifacts.
Fortunately, he has been returned to his glory recently and presides unencumbered
by bushes in the new class ground at the moment. The gardens are splendid despite
the odd cemented creek and one or two other things one might object to. They will
expand on that site and so they should.
When the Government came to discuss the moving of the Hackney Tram Barn, it
was clear that one of the beneficiaries had to be the Botanic Gardens. And that
brings me, of course, to Improvement Area No. 3 the Hackney Tram Barn itself. I
remember in my youth the trams rolling in and out, and I can recall the museum, I
suppose one might call it, of old buses and horse drawn vehicles that stood at one

end of the area in the open. Trams went and buses replaced them and some
demolition occurred but effectively there it stayed a real condemnation, I would
suggest, of earlier planning practice and a disastrous alienation of the parklands.

And now it is an expensive job to try to return it to parkland use.
It's interesting that the Government of the day, in 1906 or 07 when the decisions
were made, was an administration headed by Tom Price, the first Labor Premier of
South Australia. Somebody reminded me of that in the course of the ASER
controvery, I might add. It is also interesting that the Government of the day was
wary of alienating parklands as such. In fact they were very cunning because they
first proposed a site opposite the East End Markets, clearly defined as parklands.
The public outcry and reaction to that was such that the City Council and Cabinet
hastily pronounced that they would preserve these parklands and transfer the site to

Hackney, which being the Government Orchard, was definitely not parklands.
Strictly speaking that was true, but the alienation occurred and the tram depot and
subsequently the bus depot remained. I call it an improvement area because you
will be well aware that the Government has made the decision and is commencing
the process of transferring the bus depot and returning it to the parklands. It won't
be done overnight but it is a major step in restoring an important area of parkland
to the people.
But there's the interesting thing about heritage issues. One sees that disaster of
alienation, but when a later Government makes the decision to move it, suddenly
people stand up an say if you're going to move it, you can't knock down the
buildings on site as they're heritage items.' Well, that's a different conundrum. It's
occurred in one or two other areas as well, but I'll come to that when I discuss the
Railway Station. There will be at least one building preserved on the Hackney site,
but despite the beauty of the brickwork of Tom Price's tram barns, we don't accept
their heritage value and they will come down.
Improvement Area No. 9, as we continue our stroll, is the old Engineering and

Water Supply Depot. The first depot was established in the 1850s. There were
people who lived in and around Hackney, College Park and so on whose fathers
and grandfathers worked in that depot and were appalled at the thought that this
was going to be removed. They couldn't understand why anyone would suggest
that this really was part of the parklands. But parklands it was although there had
been quite recent developments on that site. I can always remember the big
building that fronted Botanic Road. It had GVIR on the Coat of Arms of it, being

built round about 1939. That's gone, so have all the other buildings. There is some
memorial left to the fact that the E &WS operated there, but finally another major
area of parklands has been returned. And that's a plus and it's only happened in the
last few years.
Improvement Area No. 5 is the Rymill Gardens and those areas further to the
South. I'd put a large question mark over the Bowling Club one of the most
privileged bowling clubs in Australia when one thinks about it. It was given prime
parklands by Kintore Avenue at its establishment last century and a 29 -hour liquor
licence to boot which it's held on to through thick and thin, war, depression and
adversity, to this very day. And when at last it moved, it was to another salubrious
parkland site. I've never examined the membership list but I think that it might be

more rewarding than the Adelaide Club. I say that with due deference to any
Adelaide Bowling Club members who may be present.
Now let me venture into the major horns of controversy as I turn to Improvement
Area No. 6. This is the Victoria Park Racecourse and the Grand Prix track. A lot of
things have been said about that, but I believe that the way in which that particular
event has been handled has demonstrated there is a compatibility between an
international and economically important activity taking place in Adelaide with
the preservation and indeed the development of the parklands. The solution for our
street circuit for the Grand Prix did involve putting down a piece of permanent

bitumen in the carparking areas of the Victoria Park Racecourse. But in

consequence of that event (and I'm putting to one side completely the enormous
economic, tourist and other benefits that it has already shown for us) there have
been some considerable improvements to the parklands area which would not
otherwise have occurred. There's been a great increase in planting. There's been
installation of watering systems and progreShively, over time, I think we will find
that there will be some very positive results and the price of it is that access is
restricted once a year. The joggers, the walkers, the riders, the racegoers, everybody

else who enjoys the amenities, will continue to do so, but in an enhanced
environment because of that development.
For Improvement Area No. 7, one moves into the South parklands. This is an
area where for about four or five years when I was living in the City, in Gilles Street,

I jogged or walked daily. Even in that period of time there were tremendous
developments in plantings and in rejuvenation of what was a fairly rundown area.
And a road closure too. Can one remember George Joseph saying the commuters
would not stand for this and the closure was going to strangle the City? The road is
closed and I haven't seen the City strangled or disaster caused. But there has been a
very definite improvement to the amenity for those living and recreating in that
corner of the City.
I admire the gardens developments along that strip of the South parklands
there's a great mixture there. The latest addition is the Japanese Garden, the gift of
our Japanese Sister City, Himeji, which has been extremely tastefully done and is
well worth looking at. There are also the formal Veale Gardens which are well
worth a visit. The Council obviously puts a lot of resources and energy into it and
thousands of people take advantage of that. The vistas you can get from the playing

fields are all an important part of that section of parklands
improvement area.
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a definite

Unfortunately, I cannot say the same for the West Terrace Cemetery. Ambitious
plans have been made at various times to do something about that. There are some
extremely important sites and buildings and I think the time must soon come when

years. We then have to decide what we're going to do with the site and building.
There are a number of quite imaginative suggestions. It's going to be another
splendid heritage area. Unfortunately, resources to develop it are fairly
constrained.
Adjoining it, the Thebarton Police Barracks is a longer -term proposition. But
the Government has undertaken in principle to move at least some of the non parklands type functions. One of the most valuable aspects of the Thebarton Police

some resources are put into doing something serious about the Cemetery. The
preliminary work has been done. The recommendations are there. The resources,
the will to do it so far, or the priority, hasn't emerged.
The next Improvement Area is the strip going further North along the Western
rim of the parklands where the new airport road is being constructed. Like much of

the road construction that has been going on in and around the parklands, it's

Barracks is the stabling and agistment areas for the Police grays. That's a

usually been accompanied with either road closures or re- routing and a net gain to

compatible use and there are ways of designing the site to reduce the general use by
Police but still provide it for particular purposes. The little block occupied by the
E &WS is also one that we would like to see freed up but that's even further down the
track. However, there is an active plan developed at the request of the Government

parklands atea. In this particular case I don't know what the statistics arc, but
certainly the new road will enable a far better and tighter access to turnoffs and
railway property while allowing for a whole new landscaping of that area.
The Postal Institute buildings are to be removed. The Commonwealth has
agreed to give them up. The High School still stubbornly remains there and
probably will for a very long time to come. There was a post -war decision to
develop it further and consolidate it. We should be grateful that it didn't go into the
site near Frome Road which was suggested in the 1930s. On the other hand, when
one looks at some of the developments that have occurred clown that end of the
parklands
the institute of Technology Car Park and so on one wonders if a
school wouldn't have been a better alternative. The Weather Bureau Building has
gone and again that caused considerable controversy and debate. The High School

by Commissioner Tomkinson which looks at the possibilities and their cost.
Moving North to Improvement Area No. I I, we find the golf courses and the road
closures and re- constructions that have been taking place in the North -West corner
of the parklands. The golf courses are a great amenity. They are open to the public,
they are well used by golfers more in a recreation than a competitive sense, but they
are also accessible to the general public for walking, jogging or whatever providing

you look at who is driving off at an appropriate moment. It's a very good way of
ensuring that a large tract of parklands can be kept in pristine condi tion, well treed,
grassed, watered, at no major cost because the golf courses fund themselves through
the green fees that are collected. And those courses are certainly of a standard that
any private club would be proud of, particularly since the greening of the North
course. Not so long ago it was just a dry, fairly barren tract. But now it is watered
and it has certainly made a tremendous difference to that area of the parklands. A
number of the through -road closures that took place which have rationalised the
traffic have also meant a net gain of parkland in that area.
Improvement Area No. 12 is the North Parklands and the famous or infamous
swimming pool. When the City baths were closed and demolished, there was
clearly a need for another public swimming pool facility. It was a cheap expedient
to use parklands in which to locate it. There should have been an effort made to
raise the finance and identify a site which would have avoided that easy option.
That's been the history of the parklands; the Tram Barn and a number of other
incursions represent those easy options. It's a pity that as late as 1971 or so, they
were still being taken. But the swimming pool is there, a fact of life. A very
considerable sum of public money was put into developing it on that site. But the
pool had lights, it was open air. And it was very intrusive visually. It was unusable

could have made very good use of those buildings and wanted to do so. The Cabinet
of the clay had to insist on the building being demolished on a number of occasions
as there was some bureaucratic resistance. In fact, when I became a Minister in 1978,
the matter was still being discussed and, as long as the building stood, there were
always last minute attempts to save it -But it was cleared on the principle that where
possible we should try and return the parklands to original purposes. Landscaping
and tree planting over that area and the adjoining Railway Oval are making major
transformations.

improvement Area No. 9 is the area of the Torrens Bank, Bonython Park and
surrounds, usually known as the Western Parklands. There are pools which people
with model boats can use. There are walking trails. There are pleasure canoes on
the Torrens in that sector. There are some fairly wild areas. It's really a marvellous
section of the Adelaide parklands and if you go there any weekend you will see
thousands of people, sometimes at functions, sometimes at circuses, but more often
than not, simply as small family groups or groups of friends enjoying the amenities
of that arca. And it's been greatly improved in recent years. It's no longer a jungle.
It's safe and accessible.
The 10th Improvement Area in this vicinity is the Adelaide Gaol and Thebarton
Police Barracks. The Adelaide Remand Centre is almost complete and as it and the

for more than half of the year and something had to be clone about it. What has been
done is I think the best possible solution to that problems. I think you will find the
swimming pool, which is of an interesting, innovative design, will become a prized

new Mobilong Medium Security Prison are established, so Adelaide Gaol will
become available for other than prison uses. Not before time. It's a disgraceful
place. It's overcrowded and some of its facilities, particularly its sewerage facilities,
are totally substandard. It's an 1840s prison and still largely in its original state. A

great museum. The trouble is that living, breathing human beings occupy it.
They're going to be moved out as soon as we possibly can over the next two or three
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landmark and at the sane time provide a very important amenity to this State and
City. The view of it as you fly over in the evening is quite remarkable. it's like a
great glowing pyramid a thing front outer space. From the ground, particularly
as the trees and vegetation develop around it, it will not be, and isn't really at the
moment, visually intrusive. The expediency of the early 1970s has been replaced by
a fairly expensive, but nonetheless effective, long -tern improvement which has
raised the amenity of that area of parkland.
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As we then travel back again towards the East, the horse track, the old cross
country course, the olive grove on Park Terrace and the road closures that have
taken place there in lower North Adelaide, have again made very significant
differences in recent years, making it Improvement Area No. 13. The roadworks
were again accompanied by controversy. I think all of us remember the demolition
of 'Portus House' which we were told was absolutely essential to the construction.
But then when you look at what actually happened to that area, you wonder why it
was so essential. Nonetheless, the changes went ahead and again they have resulted
in a net increase in parkland area in that section of parklands with the closure of

Stanley Street, MacKinnon Parade and Kingston Terrace

a far greater

improvement on traffic flow. As a jogger who runs through that area frequently,
the road is a lot easier to traverse than it used to be, and new olive trees have been
planted in profusion to preserve its historic appearance. Its a good example of the
improved road traffic management of the parklands.
The next Improvement Area, No. 14, is the Torrens Bank itself. As somebody
who has walked and jogged around this area since the late 1940s, the overal I change

that has taken place is very much for the better. I remember being somewhat
alarmed at the thought that the area to the East of the Albert Bridge would become
the landscaped formal gardens that the Council seemed intent on developing. In
fact, that hasn't occurred. The way in which the tracks have been put through and
the plantings that have been made will ensure that it retains a real bushland aspect
but more importantly, will also give access to people in areas you just couldn't go
into before. That impenetrable thicket of reeds or weeds in which snakes lurked has
gone to be replaced by environmentally compatible but nonetheless accessible areas
at the back of the zoo.
The 15th Improvement Area is the zoo itself, upgraded progressively over the

years. It's a true zoological garden and I think that there have been enormous
improvements in the display of animals, in the sensitivity of plantings and the
environmental improvements that have been made. The response of the public is
obviously testimony to that. Across the road the old Koala Farm has gone and
there's a bit more parkland now accessible to people.
Improvement Area No. 16 comprises the cultural boulevard and our institutions.
The Museum redevelopment is the classic and most dramatic example of modern
public expenditure to upgrade, preserve and put to new uses some of our most
historic buildings. It's one of the most exciting projects of its type in Australia. It is

progressing well and, as each stage is unveiled, I think public acceptance will
quickly demonstrate that money has been spent wisely.
I don't wish to say much about the University, Hospital and Institute areas
because I think this has been one of the big failures in parklands preservation. Over
the years those institutions have been vigorous lobbyists skilled in getting their way
and getting access to land. Some of their designing work and building development

the Teachers' College Building and the Playford Building in the Institute for
instance
have been, I think, environmentally quite unacceptable. Others have
not fitted their environment despite the intrinsic value that they have. That whole
area is one where you can regret the gradual encroachments that have been made
and the cost cutting and low class design that's often accompanied that alienation.
But let's not forget the amenity of it. We have a central city university, technology
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institute and teaching hospital of a kind that any city in the world would be proud.

They are confined onto a small area but are very accessible and produce high
quality results.
Improvement Area No. 17 is the Festival Centre and environs. Major controversy
surrounded the siting of the Festival Centre. I don't think you'd find many people
now, after the demolition of the City Baths and the old Government Printer's Office
and the changes made to Elder Park in consequence, who would argue that the
Festival Centre has not been a marvellous success and is well sited. There are still

some criticisms, and perhaps valid ones, about the accessibility of that area,
particularly if one looks at the plaza. I don't think the plaza has ever worked.
Indeed, riot only has it not worked, but at the moment it's deteriorating in an
unacceptable way and very considerable sums of public money need to be spent its
upgrading and restructuring it. The net effect, though, will be a great improvement
because we are taking advantage of the structural changes that have to be made to
the Festival Plaza to make it more warm and inviting to people. Some of the effect of
that could be seen at the last Festival of Arts. We hope to reproduce some elements
in the final design and planning of the plaza redevelopment of the Festival Centre.
But the Centre itself stands as a very successful piece of archi tecture, very functional
and a very good symbol of the City.
The Constitutional Museum is also well worthy of note. It is an excellent and
imaginative example of new use for an old building, and it all happened in the last
10 years. We take these things for granted after they've occurred, but even in my
short time as a Member of Parliament I remember sitting in an office down in the
basement of Parliament House looking at apprentices sitting in lecture rooms
bored with their studies in the decaying old Assembly Building with tap- dancing

lessons taking place on the floor upstairs. All those things have gone. It's been
greatly improved and refurbished.
Let me come now to the last improvement area No. 18. This is the Railway
Station and the Adelaide Station and Environs Redevelopment project. I don't
want to speak about it at length because it's of very recent vintage and the debates
and arguments pro and con are all fairly fresh in our minds. It's probably a matter
of regret that Colonel Light didn't provide for railways in his plan or think about
what sort of depredations they would wreak on the City, but the fact is that no
railways existed at the time he drew it up. Their real impact and the fact that they
were going to develop to the extent they did was not apparent. Incidentally, as far
back as 1850 when plans were being discussed for the railways, it was said that the
best place for a terminal for the line was in the existing Torrens stone quarry. The
area, in other words, at that time was not an area of high amenity or parkland but
was an ugly quarry unfilled and in pretty poor condition. A great place to put a
railway line, and that's exactly what was done. We've had a couple of railway
buildings on that site and the latest one is of fairly late vintage 1930 and is
another interesting example of what I call the 'tram barn effect'.
One of the big criticisms levelled at the ASER development was that we were
putting the new buildings the Hotel and Convention Centre next to a heritage
building. A very recent heritage
and the Casino development has refurbished
and upgraded it. It is now helping to return to the State Treasury the vast sums it
took from it in the 1920s as part of the empire of Railways Commissioner Webb.
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this particular project on the
The other argument was that we were doing
inconsistency in that sort of argument

parklands. Now i suggest that there's some
by the same people. The railways are a
because both of those arguments were used rail system, we're going to need a City
fact of life and so long as we have a suburban much you can do with railway yards.
railway station where it is, and there's not very for those railway yards, workshops
Certainly, a lot of prime land has been alienated opposition to the project cannot be
and so on and that's a source of great regret. But
great confidence that the ASER
based on alienation of parklands. I haveof employment and wealth for South
development will not only be a major source symbol of the 1980s revival. For
Australia, but will provide a compelling Memorial Drive Courts across the
completeness, I should mention the Oval and pleasing sports venues in the world.
river two of the finest and most aesthetically
is patchy and filled with highs
The story of the parklands like the land itself
I
and some disasters. Naturally,
and lows. There have been some brilliant decisions,
nothing
but
behind us, and that
would like to think that the disaster stage is
Realistically,
history tells us that this
brilliant decisions will be made from now on.
is
very
positive
for all the users
is unlikely to be the case. Overall, the balance sheet
rightly be on
and
the
onus
will
always
of the parklands. The line has been held
their
value.
For the
to demonstrate
those who wish to introduce new uses to them development of the Torrens Linear
future we have a great model to assist us in the in the outer ring.
Park and the second generation of parklands
Australia values its history and heritage but
Our micro -study reveals that Souih
backward
looking period piece.
as a living usable asset, not a

THE 1901 ROYAL VISIT TO ADELAIDE: AN
ACCOUNT BY WILLIAM AND GWENDOLINE
BRAGG
JOHN JENKIN

The highly personal and fascinating account of the visit to Adelaide in 1901 of the
Duke and Duchess of Cornwall and York which is reproduced below was written by

Professor William Bragg and his wife Gwendoline (née Todd). Recorded in a
carbon -copy hook, the top copy was almost certainly sent to Bragg's relatives in
England, while the bound carbon copy was retained by the family as their own
record of the hectic events to which they devoted so much preparation and in which
they participated with such feverish excitement.

William Henry Bragg, Elder Professor of Mathematics and Physics at the
University of Adelaide from 1886 to 1909, is perhaps the most important scientist to

have worked in Australia for an extended period of time. The fame which he and
his elder son, William Lawrence Bragg, later achieved as joint Nobel Laureates and
leaders of British science has overshadowed their early lives and scientific education

and research in Adelaide. Nevertheless, during this period W.11. Bragg (WHB)

produced some outstanding work of lasting importance and developed the
personal and professional skills that were the foundations of his later prominence
and scientific eminence, while W.L. Bragg ('Willie' or WLB) was born, raised and
educated in Adelaide, where he was subject to all the important influences that
these brief words imply.'
WHB was born in Cumberland, England in 1862, but due to the early death of his
mother and the inability of his father to care for all three children, WHB spent his

boyhood under the guardianship of his stern uncle, William Bragg, at Market
Harborough in Leicestershire. Here his abilities in mathematics were first
developed at the local school. His secondary education was obtained at King
William's College on the Isle of Man, from where he won a scholarship to Trinity

College, Cambridge. Bragg completed the first two parts of the Mathematical
Tripos in 1884, being placed third on the merit list, and in 1885 obtained first -class
honours in Part III. He spent much of his final year as a student in the Cavendish

Laboratory, undertaking Professor J.J. Thomson's informal conversion course
from mathematician to experimental natural philosopher, or physicist. Late that
same year, at the age of 23, he was elected to succeed Horace Lamb in the Adelaide
chair.
Bragg's appointment surprised him. He was very young and had been persuaded
by Thomson, who was on the selection committee, to submit an application only at
the last moment. His educational background was ideal for the position, but he had
no teaching or administrative experience and was, by nature, quiet and somewhat

withdrawn. His rigid Victorian childhood and youth, devoid of female affection
1)r John Jenkin is a Reader in Physics at I.a "Probe lheiversity, Victoria. ile is cntrently
engaged tyxat a detailed study of the Bragg years in Adelaide.

and companionship, had been relieved only briefly in his final year at King
William's College and his last year at Cambridge. He was a solitary young man: 'I
liked peace and was content to be alone with hooks or jobs of any sort.'2

In Adelaide WHB's career and personality blossomed. He had an enormous
teaching load, which encouraged him to become an accomplished lecturer and
widely -read mathematician and physicist, and his position invited others, both
inside and outside the University, to seek his guidance and assistance.3 Here we
shall be concerned only with those activities which find expression in the account
of the 1901 Royal visit.
On his very first day in Adelaide WIIB was entertained at 'Montefiore' by S.J.

(later Sir Samuel) Way, Chief Justice of the colony and Chancellor of the
University, and then, with his guide Dr Alfred Lendon, at the home of the South
Australian Government Astronomer and Postmaster General, Charles (later Sir
Charles) 'Todd. Todd was one of the very few physical scientists in the colony; WHB
would find pleasure in his company and together they would later pioneer radio in
Australia.4
.....-..,

Bragg family on the front steps of their East Terrace home, circa 1901 -02. Left to Right: William
Lawrence, Gwendoline, Robert Charles and William Henry Bragg.

The other members of the Todd family were to become even more important to
WHB; Alice Todd and the six children impressed him at once with their relaxed
friendliness. Elizabeth's home in England later provided a base for visitors to the
United Kingdom; Dr Charles ('Charlie') would consult WHB in the future on the
medical use of the new X -rays and with his wife Elsie appears frequently in the
Royal visit account; Hedley Lawrence, whose wife Jessie is also mentioned, would
later seek WIIB's advice on the electrification of the city; Maude, after her marriage
to the Rev. F.G. Masters and their transfer to Victoria, would visit Adelaide with her

young baby during the Royal visit; Gwendoline, only 16 years old at the time of
their first meeting, was to become WHB's wife; and Lorna, who never married, was
to occupy a special place in the childhood and permanent affections of WLB. The
Todd family nicknamed WHB the 'Fressor', and he blossomed under the social,
cheerful and inconsequential atmosphere they created.

The courtship of William Bragg and Gwendoline Todd is notable for the
man t ri t y of the young girl and the uneasiness of the professor. 'Will' was worried by

the unfamiliar emotions that emerged; she was comforting, urging him to be
patient and not 'such a silly old goose... you old dear'.5 'Gwen' was a little
concerned about her limited education and her 'manner of spelling ... far past all
telling', of which there is some evidence in the Royal visit account. She was a
talented artist and introduced WIIB to the pleasures of days spent drawing and
painting in the countryside around Adelaide. They both became prominent
members of the Society of Arts, which later elected WHB as its representative on the
Board of Governors of the Public Library, Museum and Art Gallery. Gwendoline
prepared design sketches and the Church of England Mothers' Union Address for
the Royal visit.
They were married by the University Vice Chancellor, Canon George Farr, at St
Luke's Church, Whitmore Square, on I June 1889; Alfred Lendon was WI IB's best man. The young couple moved into a house on Lefevre Terrace, North Adelaide,
Arrival of the Duke and Duchess of Cornwall and York at the University of Adelaide.

which they rented front the noted silversmith Henry Steiner, and here their two
sons were born: William Lawrence in 1890 and Rober Charles in 1892.6 Soon
afterwards a Prussian nursemaid, Charlotte, joined the family; she stayed with

them for nearly thirty years. WLB later recalled that she 'was not the right person to
be a nurse; she was neurotic and fierce'. He escaped to the company of his Aunt
Lorna whenever he could.' Gwendoline Bragg continued to paint and to enjoy the
social whirl of Adelaide society; WHB played lacrosse and tennis, and later became
a dedicated golfer.
In 1898 WHB visited the United Kingdom on study leave. He wished to renew his
acquaintance with British science and scientists, to introduce his Australian family
to his relatives in England, and to examine the state of all levels of education there.
To Gwendoline the trip was a total delight, particularly as time was taken to visit
numerous countries on the boat trip over, as well as much of the United Kingdom.
During the outward journey WHB and GB kept a joint diary in a series of triplicate
carbon -copy books; the top copy and first carbon were sent to Uncle William in
England and the Todd family in Adelaide; the second carbon remained in the book
as their own record. An unused volume was later used in a similar way to record the
events of the 1901 Royal visit. Like its predecessors, it remains in the Bragg family.
On their return, WHB purchased the block of land on the corner of East Terrace
and Carrington Street, Adelaide, and built the Edwardian home that remains now
as the Public Schools' Club. Like their Lefevre Terrace house it looks out over
parklands to the Adelaide Hills, a view WHB and GB both loved. Opposite Victoria
Park, it also provided an ideal location from which to observe the Royal Review
and the arrival and departure of the Royal party. Theaccompanying photograph
shows the Bragg family on the front steps of the house at about this time.
By 1908 WHB's research work had become known world -wide , and he himself
felt a pressing need to be closer to fellow British researchers.° He accepted
appointment to the Cavendish Chair of Physics at the University of Leeds, and the
family departed early in 1909. WLB continued his education at Cambridge, and it
was on one vacation trip home to Leeds that he and his father began to discuss the
new results from Germany that were to be the basis of their future fame.

The Duke and Duchess of Cornwall and York, later King George V and Queen

Mary, visited Australia in 1901 to open the first Federal Parliament. They arrived in
Adelaide on Tuesday, 9 July and departed on Monday, 15 July. The visit aroused
extraordinary public interest and the newspapers carried extensive reports of all the
preparations and events.° The Register correctly foresaw that 'the week just begun
will probably be in many respects the most remarkable which has yet taken a place

in the chronology of the State of South Australia'.10
The following events with which the Braggs were involved are mentioned in
their account; private functions are shown in square brackets:
Tuesday, 9 July
Procession to and around Adelaide

City illuminations
Wednesday, 10 July
Levee and presentation of addresses at Government House
Football match (SPSC v PAC) at Adelaide Oval
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Thursday, 11 July
Visit to Art Gallery and University
Fireworks at Montefiore Hill
Reception at Government House
[Dinner at Chief Justice Way's home]
Friday, 12 July
[Impromptu dance at Charles and Elsie Todd's home]
Saturday, 13 July
Review and presentation of medals at Victoria Park
State concert at Exhibition Building
Sunday, 14 July
St Peter's Cathedral ceremonies and service

WHB played a central role in the Royal visit to the University. A Special
Committee of the University Council first met on 6 June 1901. It agreed that the
programme should embrace: the laying of the foundation stone of the new science
building, later called the Prince of Wales building, by the Duke; the reading and
presentation of a Latin address of welcome by Professor Bensley; the conferring of
an LL.D. degree ad eundem gradum upon the Duke; and the opening of the new
Elder Conservatorium organ by the Duchess. In line with established practice there
was also to be a `student programme' both before and during the ceremony."
There were, however, an enormous number of other details to be attended to in
implementing the programme. These were left to a sub - committee of Professors
Bragg and Douglas, and the Special Committee met briefly only twice more to
approve the arrangements and the draft programme that they submitted. From the
minutes it is clear that WHB shouldered the major burden. Apart from matters of
protocol, special guests, security and safety, tickets and seating, dress, music,
photography, and alternative arrangements in the event of bad weather, there was
the potential problem of student unruliness. At the annual degree ceremonies or
Commemorations the students traditionally interposed their own items, which,
largely because of Chancellor Way's unsympathetic response, sometimes exceeded
reasonable bounds. Because of his youth, sporting prowess, central contribution to
the development of the University Union, and personal qualities and
understanding WHB had developed a special relationship with the students. On
this, as on other occasions, he was asked to negotiate with them regarding their
unscripted contribution to the Royal Special Congregation. It was an outstanding
success, several of the songs composed by Mr Bevan receiving wide acclaim,
particularly `There is a Ladye'.12
The Latin address of welcome was read by Professor Bensley and then presented
to the Duke in a casket designed by the Director of the School of Design, H.P. Gill.
Here again WHB's hand is evident. Gwendoline Bragg had earlier been a student at
the School, and after their marriage the Braggs had been neighbours of the Gills,
WLB and Eric Gill being close friends. WHB and Gill had designed the hoods for

the various University degree gowns, and on this occasion Bragg's skilled
technician, Arthur Rogers, assisted in the construction of the Çtsket.73
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[G.B. ] I am going to start at once while everything is fresh in our minds, & tell

you everything from beginning to end of our Royal Visit. Its all very
well to say from the beginning, but the beginning began as far as we

were concerned so many weeks back that really we can hardly
remember when we were not preparing for the Duke and Duchess.
Such a work as it was. So many sketches to be done, addresses to be
designed and seen to, & Committees to be attended that really as the
time drew near we felt we should never be done. The whole town was in
a ferment. Everything that could be done, to make the streets beautiful,

was done. Tall Venetian masts lined each side of all the principal
streets bearing flags & streamers & festoons of flowers & greens. The
brighter & more festive the streets became, the more excited we all got,
till really when everything was finished we felt fit for anything. How I
wish you could have seen it all really we felt proud of the town. The

whole of the way down Rundle St (which is narrower than King
William St of course) was canopied with brilliant streamers of stuff
festooned & interlaced from pole to pole accross [sic] the street, relieved

wound round the poles
&
by wreathes of greenery & flowers
criscrossing between the streamers. Pretty graceful arches formed
entirely of greenery crowned by palms & bearing devices in oranges
were thrown accross the
Sc lemons with festoons of the same fruit
street down towards the market end of the town. I thought that end was
one of the prettiest parts the fruit seemed to lend itself to decoration.
But I wont say any more about the decorations for you will see them all
in the illustrated papers we send, tho' you can't see the colours, nor the

brilliant sunshine, that crowned and macle little Adelaide look "Fair
25
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Adelaide" indeed, as all our visitors named her. Well to continue.

Charlie's house' is of course in quite one of t he most conspicuous parts
of the town and -as the Royal Procession was to go round the Queen's
of course we were
Statue & down Wakefield St passing the house
anxious to make it look very bright & gay. So Elsie & I had a morning at
then we set
it on the Wednesday before planned everything out

the whole family to work on Saturday & the whole of Monday &
it slid
Tuesday morning & really we felt repaid when all was done
festooned
in
two
shades
of
blue
look so super. The whole house was
the
one
a
turquoise
blue
&
muslin (the Duchess' favourite colour)
Wherever
the
festoons
were
caught
up
other a bright peacock blue.
the
which
we
made
out
of
crinkled
paper
there hung a large blue bell
exact shade of the muslin. At the entrance door which is accross the
street we made two huge spikes of flowers like this to arch out on either

because you see the Royal Carriage with its 4 bays 8c postillions had
been sent home, so we only had a very ordinary carriage & coachman &
footman from the people's point of view it was a disappointment
but no one could be disappointed in the Duchess herself. She looked &
was absolutely charming.
The Duke was not looking his best as he had a raging toothache
it
seems absurd to be a duke & still subject to toothache. How we cheered
Sc how we waved everyone on the balcony had flags, pale & darker
blue alternately. First in the procession came a troop of mounted rifles,
then the three carriages with the staff, then a guard of honour then
the grooms riding & then the Royal Carriage, followed by the whole
mounted force. How the people cheered. The whole of Wakefield St
was lined with State schoolchildren & it was just lovely to hear the
deaffening [sic] noise they made. After the excitement had passed we all

fell to our tea, which was most comforting as the wind was really
sharp. Everyone stayed on the balcony though, as the procession on its
return rout was to pass quite close again. We really did have such

fun. Everyone was in the gayest of spirits & just bent on enjoying
themselves. We sang God Save the King & everything else of a loyal
strain we could think of after all was over until at last we had to stop
from sheer exhaustion Sc want of breath. After it was all over, Will took
Nora, the boys, Charlotte & me all through the Streets to see the fun
they were absolutely packed but it was a wonderful Sight to see such an
eager, happy crowd. Back home to dinner, dog tired. We were all going
in to see the illuminations in the evening but I went to bed instead.
Will Sc Nora met the rest of the family Sc they all went round together &

side of the door they must have been 8 or 9 ft high. The blue looked
wood work. We
so well against the red brick of the house & the white
said it
were quite repaid for our trouble for even the Duchess herself
&
several
of
the
staff
was so pretty & asked whose the blue house was

remarked on it as they passed. But oh dear how tired we all were.

Almost to [sic] tired to fly home, scurry into our best, have some lunch
& down again to the house at 2, for Elsie of course had crowds of poeple
coming to her house as it was one of the very best views in town for the
procession. I had Nora Herring staying with me, & we all bundled off
[sic] the moment we had swallowed our lunch boys in the wildest
& red white &
state of excitement & bedecked all over with medals
leaving
the
house
in
the
charge
of one of the
blue ribbon, maids & all
I
thought
capable
of
scaring
away
Club mothers & two babies, whom
already & had been
burglars.
The
streets
were
crammed
any amount of
for hours; however, we got to Elsie's at two to find her balcony already
crammed with guests even at that early hour. There was plenty of room
Sc a grand view for everyone, however, & we really had the merryest

time. The procession itself was robbed of half its impressiveness,
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had a lovely time. On Wednesday Professor Kernot from Melbourne
arrived.2 It was really a distracting day. Will was so busy arranging
about the University function which was to come off on the following
day. He had been working I might almost say day & night for the last
fortnight, but Wednesday was the worst & busyest day of all, Sc poor
boy, he felt he never could get through all that had to be done. I was to
have looked after our Professor, but when the morning paper arrived
we discovered that all presentations to the Duke & Duchess were to take
place upon that morning at 12, & that the presentation (of which I was

on the executive committee) was to take place first. So when the
Professor arrived I just had to leave him to the tender mercies of Nora &
go off. All the Committees had to assemble in the big drawing room at

Government House, & get into line in our order of presentation. The
room was quite full, as there were a number of addresses to be presented
8c so on. Then when all was ready the Duchess was ushered in & walked
down the line bowing, & we all curtseying, through into the ball room

to the dais. Then we had to file in, Mrs Lendon first as she had to
present the address, & then each of us in turn was presented & had to
curtsey & shake hands. I can tell you it made you tremble about the
knees though one really didn't have time to feel nervous. We had a
grand time for the next hour. As we were the first, the whole of our
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Committee were told to stand just inside a little railing facing the dais
8c about 3 yds from it; & there we stood for a whole hour gazing our full
Sc watching all the rest of the
for a whole hour
at Royalty

presentations. First the private ones. Sc after that the Mayors

the platform, 350 in the students' galleries which we had specially
erected for the occasion, the rest in the body of the hall. All the seats in
the body of the ball were numbered and reserved. Lists of guests were
made out, but we confined our invitations to those who were officialy

&

corporations, societies, & so on. We saw Father presenting the Civil
Servants' address & Charlie the British Medical [Association's] (he is
& oh dear we had a grand time. I never did see
the President)
anything so delicious to look upon as the Duchess. Hcrcolouring is so
blooming Sc such sweet smiling eyes. She has absolutely won all our
hearts. She was so nice to the old men who had to present addresses, &

i

provided for rooms used by the Duke to robe in as well as dressing -table
etc. Soldiers, policemen, commissionaires, people to look after the new

who, when they got there, were so excited & worried that they

organ & its bellows, photographers etc. etc. all had to be provided. I
should have added that we had to personally consider every invited
guest's place, according to precedence, carried out strictly in the case of
the principal guests, and roughly for the rest. The official programme
had to be prepared, with all its details of times, processions, etc. etc.
The student programmes had to be censored, and their arrangements

absolutely walked past the Duke & Duchess without presenting their
in their excitement. She just said a word to each to make
addresses
them feel quite comfy in their minds instead of hot & miserable. You
may imagine how all of us enjoyed our time. The Duke held a levee
before the presentations. All the University went in a body.
[W.II.B.] They were pari irularly good to the University, [or we were told to conic
in a body ten minutes before the crowd, and we had a sort of private

fitted to ours. A marquee had to be put up for the laying of the

éntrec. The Duke shook hands with us all, and he kept on shaking
hands with every man who came how many there were in all I do not
know, but it was a great [eat. I fear very few backed in correct fashion
from the Royal presence. After the levee and the presentations, Gwen
hurried back to take the boys down to see the College football match.
Of course there were great crowds everywhere, and you had to start
early to get to anything. I was loth to let Gwen go by herself, but I could

not get away from the University. There was still a great deal to be
done. However, Gwen and the boys got along all right, and the boys
thoroughly enjoyed the football match ; they cheered themselves
hoarse for St Peter's of course.3 The Duchess went to the match, but the
Duke's tooth was too bad, and he had to have it out & go to bed. Gwen

&

Jessie and the boys got away fairly early from the match and slipped
outside so that die boys might see the Duchess drive by, which they did
with success. The boys' day was perfectly satisfactory. It finished up
well, for we took them in to see the illuminations. [I doln't th ink Gwen
has said yet, that the illuminations were Al . They were not so extensive
as in Melbourne, nor was there anything to equal the two wonderful
towers at the end of Prince's Bridge, but the principal buildings were
lavishly decorated with electric glow lamps and the whole effect was
very fine. The post office and the town hall towers looked really well.
The papers (coupled with Willie's letter) give a good idea. Two weary,
happy small boys crawled into bed about half past nine.
Thursday was the University day. I was off very early, there being
still many things to settle. It was a big undertaking right through. The
hall had to be measured and spaced, & a plan drawn carefully: we had
to get as many in as possible, only we took care to leave a wide aisle for
the processions and the stage. The rest of the platform and the hall we
crammed tight. We provided seats for 1550 people: 220 graduates on
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connected with the University or the cause of education, and we did
our best for the teachers in schools, as we thought it only fair that they
should have their innings on the 'education ' day. Galleries had to be
made, felt [purchased] for the aisle & platform, carpets Sc tablecloths

f

I

foundation stone, a porch for the entrance. All sorts of other smaller
things there were to do, even to having a doctor's velvet cap made for
the Duke (which I appropriated after all was over), and we had to do it
all on top of our ordinary lecture work, and with the telephone always
going, people begging4 for tickets, now and then a lady almost in tears,
then a man indignant that we had not asked all his friends, Sc so on.
The arrangements were complicated. The Duke was asked by the
authorities of the Public Library, i.e. the Chief Justice, to unveil the
picture "Love & Death" (Watts' greatest picture we have just paid
£3000 for it) at the Art Gallery, as well as to unveil a bust of the late
Lord Tennyson, which we have just had presented to us. Now the Art
Gallery is next door to the University, but the Chief had to see the Duke
& Duchess off from the Gallery, & yet be at the University to receive
them. Also several people had to be at the unveiling 8c had to leave afler
the Duke, & yet be in the Elder Hall at our function before the Duke &
Duchess arrived. Well, I hit on a plan, which though a little funny was

successful. I got it arranged that the Duke's carriage should draw up
the wrong way at the Gallery (sees the plan). That is, die carriage drew
North Terrace
Lawn & shrubs

Lawn & shrubs

1 =1

A

D

University

B

!

Art
Gallery
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up at A. When the Gallery function was over, then the Duke & Duchess
were sent off at A, and as you see liad to go round a little plantar ion
before they drove up (see dotted line) to the University steps at C.
Meanwhile a panel of the fence being taken down at B, Chancellor,

Governor, Lady Tennyson and all scuttled through and when the
Royal carriage drew up at C, there was the Chancellor of the Universit y
(a little breathless perhaps) waiting to receive him: whilst the last coat

tails & skirts were whisking in at the door of the Elder Hall. Lady
Tennyson was the most difficult to provide [or, but I had her carriage
drawn up at D. As soon as she got across at B she jumped in and was
whirled down to the Hall in time to receive the Duchess. The Elder
Hall is a good deal to the left of the University in my plan, & lower
down. It was a breathless moment but it went off all right. As the
Governor said, he headed the scuttle. I didn't see the Duke & Duchess

smile, but they must have done so. The only thing that did not come off

as arranged was that the Duchess got out of her carriage at the

University steps C with the Duke, instead of being driven on to the
Hall. She said she would walk down. So I had to come forward and
offer to show the way, and i had the honour of walking with her down
to the Hall. We passed the stone that was to be laid and she asked me if
she was not to see that done. I said "I think. Madam, the students are
looking for you in the Hall ", and she went on 8c was met by the Vice Chancellor.°
[G.B.] Now I'm going to tell my jobs for the morning. First of all I had to see
about a cab to drive Professor Kernot & the boys into the University, &
also engage one to take Will & Professor Kernot to the Chief's to dine at

7. We were all going to the Reception at Government House that
evening

but the cab for that had been engaged a month back. it was

an awful business getting a cab for the dinner for everyone was

engaged; however we managed it. And then Charlotte and I went off to
the University to do a number of little jobs Will had got us to look after:
settling the Duke's robing room etc. & putting the stand ready for the
Duchess' bouquet, & lots of other things we only just got done in time.
Charlotte & her Sister sat in the window of Will's private room Sc had a
grand view of everything, but best of all according to Charlotte of
"The Professor walking down with the Duchess, & i say to my sister &

my sister say to me, how well the Professor pair with the Duchess,
much better than the Dook yes, yes much better than the Dook ",
growing more emphatic as she went on. Well to continue, after i had
finished I met Lorna on North Terrace, & then we just waited till the
boys Sc Professor Kernot arrived. When I saw the two fellows safely
landed on Mrs Lendon's balcony I felt all the party was provided for, &
so we went on to the Art Gallery to see the unveiling of G.F. Watts'

great picture "Love & Death ", & also of the bust of Tennyson, by
Woolner, presented by Mr Barr Smith. You know there are only two
busts of Tennyson done in his life time & we have one which I think
is more than lucky. The unveiling was a nice little ceremony. Only the
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wives of the Board of Governors were present & one or two special
guests. The Duke & the Duchess were charmed with the Gallery
which was nice of them. Lorna introduced me to Dr Manby.7 She met
him at the reception the night before & he took her to stand right up
alongside the suite, so that she could gaze her fill at the Duchess. He
was a firm friend we saw quite a lot of him, & he gave us a warm
invitation to go 8c see him & his wife whenever we went to England
if
he does the same to everyone, he will I fear be kept busy. He is a most

charming man & most entertaining. I-Ie has attended the Duchess for
14 years
& they have built him a house just outside Sandringham
& there is a flat in the Castle itself always kept ready. He was much
excited to hear we had been staying at Hunstan 3 years ago,° & knew the

links (he's a great golfer), & Castle Rising etc. Lorna & i were much
thrilled by Lord Richard Nevill coming & telling us that her curtsey
the night before at the reception was considered to be far the best of the

600. Wasn't that nice? Dear me, I'm afraid I'm wandering. The
unveiling over, the moment the Duchess had left the Gallery, we had to

literally pick up our skirts & fly, through the palings Will had had
taken down for us to the Elder Hall, past the Council, waiting grouped
on the University steps to receive the Duke, who all had small bets as
we flew
as to who would come in first. Lorna & I were the favourites
& we justified their choice arriving long before the others. And now
for the ceremony
but I think I must get Will to describe that; it was
just lovely from beginning to end. The students so funny & apt but

absolutely in good taste

the processions to [sic] impressive.
Everything just what it ought to be
Sc everyone more than pleased.
[W.I l.B.] I am sending you a set of documents, so that you can readily make out
the order of proceedings. There were very few hitches and I don't think
any one saw them except the anxious reception committee of three. But
we heaved big sighs of relief when all was over. There is very little to
add to all that is written in the papers. Bensley read his Latin address
magnificently using the sonorous Italian pronunciation. The Duke &
Duchess seemed to thoroughly enjoy the whole thing, and sent word
that they liked it much better than Sydney or Melbourne. 'There is a
ladye' quite won them, and the Royal party sang it two or three times,
together with the other songs, one evening at Government House.
Copies of the songs & music were in great demand, and had to be
supplied to the Ophir band and various members of the staff.° The
organ & its novel blower behaved themselves. We had hardly a word of
complaint except from some of the members of the Senate10 who said
their places were not good enough. It was a glorious day so far as
weather went, which helped much to make the ceremony a bright
success.

[G.B.] I don't think Will's words are half strong enough. After the ceremony
everyone kept coining up & saying what a brilliant success it was & how
perfectly managed, which of course pleased me no end it was an awful
strain though, & when all was over we heaved great sighs of relief. I low
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did 3 times.
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in gold
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their
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Then at lunch each child
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Sc
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What
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quarter
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them there; the wretched
them over,
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over
I sent
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1
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ime
st
got
there
just
g
when the cab wined up. They
called
in the cab 8c they went on to Cousin Fannié s, where later Lorna
the
for them Sc took them to the Dixens. Their house exactly
o
loverl
got
a
P
let
off,
so
they
g
Oval where the fireworks were
enjoyed it no end. Will and Professor Kernot
which was very
[W.H.B] went to a University dinner at the Chief Justice's,
and
Morris
Kernot
and a'Beckett
interesting. Most of our staff went,
Donald Wallace
well
as
Canon
Dalton
and
Sir
from Melbourne." as
from the Ophir. I sat next to Canon Dalton and we had a talk about
I
Trinity, we drifted to education generally and had a long discussion.
Duke
of
he
was
in
charge
of
the
remembered him very well when
of the day's
Clarence at College. The Chief thanked me for the success
proceedings, which he said was owing to me: that was very nice of him.
the
We drove back from there, Kernot and 1, and picked up Gwen at a
Martens', whence we went to the reception. Dalton told
itc Was
complain
most interesting trip and the only thing they had to
and
so
little
country.
that they saw so many streets
something in
[G.B.] The reception was very gay 8c we all enjoyed it. There is

belonging to a smaller state when Royalty visit, for each one

each
personally gets so much more of them. At the Adelaide receptions
& you first
received
by
the
Duke
&
Duchess,
guest was individually
the
curtseyed & shook hands with him and then repeated the process to
Duke
Sc
Duchess. Whereas in the larger States, at the receptions the
who
Duchess simply passed through the midst of the assembled guests
received. I
bowed as they passed. But here each one was announced Sc
shaky
the
critical
moment
&
then
got
very
felt as bold as a lion until
managed my curtsey. However
&
I
don't
know
how
I
about the knees
forget
Fred who was just behind said it was all right, Sc I know I didn't
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to back, which most people did. the Duchess !oinked simply lovely.
Father was presented the night before & had a long talk. We were very
tired that night when we got home, but very happy having had such a
successful [day]. Will finished up the day, or rather night, by upsetting
all the soup (that I had had the forethought to have left in the study
for
us knowing what those sort of receptions are) on the hearth. How
ruefully I looked at it Sc how it went to my housewifely soul. Friday was
an off day as the Duke Sc Duchess went shooting. Very glad I was too,

for Saturday needed so much preparing for. To start with I had on the
Saturday to give a luncheon party for the Morriss', Sc then the Royal
Review, being exactly in front of the house on the race course, I
expected no end of people Sc children to tea. So the whole of Friday i
cooked Sc made cakes. Professor Kernot fortunately went to see some of
his friends so we had him off our hands for the day. Elsie got up an in
promptu [sic] dance on Friday evening. What fun we had to be sure.
Will Sc I drove round to the Lendons on our way Sc picked
up Mrs
Lendon, Miss Morris & two naval men off the Royal Arthur who had
been dining with them. One of them Mr Greenward was in a terrible
state when we arrived
his man had made a bungle about his dress
clothes Sc they hadn't arrived. We succeeded in persuading him
to come
without them, Sc fortunately Charlie was able to rake up an old dress
suit of his own in which he figured for the rest of the evening & quite
fancied himself in. Glad I was we had insisted on bringing him, for he
danced exquisitely. Elsie had crowds of naval men. So it's needless to
say the dance was a success, for you know how they always make a
thing go. It was fun. I don't think I've danced so hard for years. Our
friend Dr Manby was in great form. Father came on after the dinner at
Government House Sc brought Commander Fawcett of the Ophir, Sc t he

Lieutenant. They were both staying at Gov. House. Father had

enjoyed his dinner no end, had hald a long chat with the Duke & a
"great bit of fun with the Duchess ", which I'm sure means he told
her
all his worst jokes, & told her all the family relationships.
Saturday was a great day for us. First the house had to be all draped

its red white & blue, next a stand had to be improvised in
a vacant piece
of land which i had got permission to use Sc past which all the troops Sc
the Royal Visitors were to go. Will, dear old boy, took those jobs off my
hands & arranged beautifully. Lorna came down Sc helped me & we had
enough to do in the house filling it with flowers Sc seeing to all the
food. The tables looked so sweet, done with red single roses, blue
violets, white snowdrops Sc fern. The lunch was a great success, Sc no

sooner had we finished it than people began to pour in. So many
preferred to Conte Sc see the fun from our house to going to the grand

stand.
I W.H.B. j 'There they would have been tied down to places, here they
were free to
go backwards and forwards between the 'eatable and the private stand

of the Bragg family. We saw all the coops go in and out from
a
position quite close to them, and the royal carriages were quite close
as
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well, as they went by. We had 60 or 70 people, most of them excited: and
we had concerted cheers which brought special bows and

acknowledgements: and a special smile from the Duke. Dr Man by
stopped the carriage he was in with some others of the suite, and came

`... IN THE HANDS OF THE LORD':

THE SOCIETY OF JESUS IN COLONIAL SOUTH
AUSTRALIA

along to tea with us, also one or two of the naval people. It was a lovely
clay, and I don't think I have ever seen the place look better: hills so

RUTH SCHUMANN

blue, grass Sc trees so green, just enough clouds to make lovely

The Society of Jesus was the first Roman Catholic religious order to establish itself

shadows. I was very pleased the visitors should sec things on such a
day.

Sunday there was a great crush at the Cathedral. The Bishop sent us

special tickets, "because we had been so good" 1w said! f think he
meant to thank its for the Mothers Union address which Gwen did.
The Duke unveiled a brass to the memory of South Australians fallen
in South Africa. (By the way, one of the men on the list engraved on the

brass is not dead at all as it turns opt.)
Gwen says I am to pu t in about the children on the review day. There

were a couple of dozen, more or less, and they had a teaparty in the
boys' room. We had to borrow trestle tables from St John's.12 In fact our

house was overflowing on that clay: Maude and her baby gave
distinction to the party by making their first appearance in their new
roles.

I have forgotten all about the State Concert; on the Saturday
evening. We had to hurry up and dress when the last of our guests had
left, so as to he early. We were not part icularly early, but partly by good
luck, partly by good management on the part of Elsie and her sister, we
had very front places, quite close to Royalties. The Duchess was in state
dress, with a diamond crown a sort of tiara the same height all the
way round. She looked splendid. The Concert went off well, and the
only contretemps was that there was a false alarm of the Duke's arrival,
and everyone stood and sang the first two verses of God Save the King
very lustily, and then had to sit down & wait till he really did come.
Footnotes to Bragg Account
1. Charles and Elsie Todd's house was on the East sicle of Victoria Square, on the comer of
Wakefield Street.
2. Professor Ket not was Professor of Engineering at the t tnivcrsity of Melbourne and one
of their official representatives at the Adelaide University Special Congregation.
3. WLB was a student at St Peter's College, and Robert would follow in 1905.
4. 'The carbon image of %1'HB's handwriting between superscripts 4 and 5 was so faint that
GB pencilled it in later, faithfully following the original.
5. See previous note.
6. William Barlow.
7. Dr Maltby was a member of the Duchess' staff.
8. Hunsutnton, Norfolk, England, pronounced 'Hunstan'.
9. The Ophir was the Royal yacht.
10. The University Senate.
11. Probably Edward a'Bec ken, Registrar of the University of Melbourne and another of
their official representatives.
12. St John's Church of England, Halifax Street, Adelaide, to which the Bragg family
belonged.
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in colonial South Australia. It came, in 1898, to serve the needs of a German speaking group; but its ministry quickly embraced, and significantly affected, a
considerably wider field. For a long time after the gold rushes to eastern Australia,
Catholic bishops found it difficult to attract priests to the diocese of Adelaide. Many
Irish secular priests, concerned to send money back to their impoverished families,

evidently preferred to serve the tnissions in the more prosperous gold- mining
colonies.' During these years the Society of Jesus from the Austrian Province
supplied the embryo church in South Australia with English- speaking priests, to
help nurture and sustain it during its formative years.
Founded in the sixteenth century by Ignatius of Loyola, a young Spanish
nobleman and soldier, the Society of Jesus sought to combine the virtue of
obedience with versatility in the service of God. 'It belongs to our vocation to travel
to various places and to live in any part of the world where there is hope that we may
serve God better, and that our work for souls may be more fruitful.'2
A Jesuit was expected to acquiesce to any morally acceptable use of his talents in
pursuit of God's greater glory. The Society accepted only the cream of its candidates

for the priesthood. Their spiritual and intellectual training was rigorous, so that
they should be capable of independent action wherever circumstances placed them.
They were not strictly bound to any particular mode of life or prayer in common,
for example, the daily singing of Divine Office. Rather, each according to his own
talents, they were expected to be able to maintain their religious zeal with a
minimum of supervision. The Jesuit ethos thus fitted well the difficult conditions
of the Australian missions.3
In 1848 political ferment in Austria, combined with anti - Jesuit prejudice,
triggered the expulsion of the Order from the Austrian dominions by the Emperor
Ferdinand. Accordingly, members of the Jesuit Austrian Province were, at the time,

bereft of their established works and so more readily available for new
undertakings.4

The founder of the Jesuit Mission in South Australia, Father Aloysius

Kranewitter, had been born in 1817 at Tarein, in the Inn Valley of the Tyrol.
Educated by the Benedictines at Merand he joined the Jesuit novitiate at Gratz in

September 1836. After several years engaged in study and in teaching he was
ordained in July 1898, at Brixon, Italy. Here, with several other Jesuit students, he

had taken refuge after the closure of Jesuit houses and colleges in Austria.
Almost immediately after ordination Kranewitter volunteered to come to South
Australia as chaplain to about 130 (allegedly) Catholic emigrants from the
Austrian dominions. It was hoped that his ability to speak English would assist the

Ruth Schumann, an Honours graduate in History from The Flinders University of South
Australia, is writing a short history of the Catholic priesthood in South Australia.
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group to settle into the South Australian community. Iay leader of the emigrants,
Franz Weikert of Silesia, had provided £1000 passage money for the group in the

hope of establishing an almost Utopian Catholic settlement. However, on the
voyage out it was discovered that he had been misled; there was no religious unity
in the group. Amid the dissension that followed plans for a combined settlement
were abandoned and Weikert lost a considerable portion of his money.6

With a companion volunteer, Father Maximilian Klinkowstroem, S.J.,
Kranewitter arrived in Adelaide on 8 December 1848. Klinkowstroem's sojourn in
the colony was brief, as continuing ill - health forced his departure in March 1849.
However, Kranewitter at once accepted Bishop Francis Murphy's suggestion that
he act as an itinerant missionary among German Catholics already settled to the
north of Adelaide. He and Murphy left Adelaide on 14 December 1848, arriving six

days later at Clare, then a small village inhabited mainly by Irish Catholic
labourers and their families.'
Weikert and his family remained in close contact with Kranewitter and the
mission he established. They, too, journeyed at once to Clare where they took up
land. Weikert evidently continued to concern himself with Kranewitter's welfare
while Kranewitter, in turn, remained the spiritual guide and instructor of the

Weikert family. The Jesuit community, which later became established at
Sevenhill, cared for Weikert and his wife during their last years, which were spent
in a cottage on the Sevenhill property.
When Kranewitter arrived, the Catholic diocese of Adelaide was only four years

old; its first bishop, Dr Francis Murphy, had landed in South Australia in
November 1844. Prior to this date Catholics in the colony had been served
somewhat intermittently, and by only one priest at a time. The first and only

Fr Joseph Peters, S.J.

Fr Joseph Tappeiner, S.J.

resident pastor before 1844 was Father William Benson, who was stationed in
Adelaide from early 1842 until relieved by Father Edmund Mahoney in January
1844.

The few Catholics in South Australia (approximately 6 per cent of the total
population) were predominantly working -class and very poor." Consequently,
the only assistance Murphy was able to offer the newly arrived priest was the gift of
an altar -stone and Mass vestments should Kranewitter be able to establish a mission

among the German settlers. The Irish Catholics around Clare were already
supporting a recently appointed resident priest, Father Dennis McGuinn, and
financing the construction of a small stone church. Kranewitter, therefore, could
expect support only front the few Catholics he could locate among the German
communities. (In 1850 he reported having contacted about 50 Catholics in the
Tanunda area.)8
However, apart from the help given by Weikert the Jesuit mission in the colony
was, for several years, helped by contributions from the Bavarian Mission Society of
St Ludwig - Verein. The first draft of money from Europe was acknowledged in May
1850 and the last, for £100 (the only amount specified in the records), in 1863.9
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In April 1849 the arrival from Europe of two more members of the Society,
Brothers Sadler and Schreiner, helped to establish the financial security of the
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mission. With these two assistants Kranewitter was able to contract with Weikert to
share, for two years, the labour and profits of land he had leased near Clare. The
future looked promising. 'If God so pleases, I am in a permanent position to lay
.

Fr John Francis O'Brien, S.J.
(ordained Innsbruck, 1880).

the foundation of a permanent mission for the Germans in Australia and of a
peaceful establishment of our societyl "0
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Fr John Pallhuber, S.J.
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Early independence front diocesan finance was crucial to the permanence of the

Austrian mission in a predominantly Irish community, ruled by a succession of
Irish bishops. The loss of state aid to religion after 1851, and the falling off in lay
support during the goldrush to Victoria, forced Murphy into stringent economies.
The presence of Kranewitter in his diocese, and the expected arrival of another
Jesuit, enabled Murphy to dispense with the services of two priests who were
ultimately dependent upon him for support. In May 1851 McGuinn left for the
eastern colonies, followed, in March 1852, by German priest, Dr Henry Backhaus,
who had attended the few German Catholics near Adelaide."
Lack of congregations also caused the departure of three other priests from the
Adelaide diocese
Thomas Caldwell, O.S.B., who left Willunga for Tasmania in
August 1852, and two Cistercian monks, Henry Norbert Woolfreyand his brother

A

OdiII ion , who departed from Gawler in May 1852. Excluding the Jesuits there were
now six priests, including the bishop, working for the diocese. in 1853 the situation

was improved by the arrival of two Irish priests, John Smyth and Peter Hughes.
Kranewitter and Joseph Tappeiner, S.J., who arrived in October 1852, now

undertook the care of both Irish and German Catholics in Clare and the
surrounding district, a mision which extended 40 miles from north to south and 30

miles from east to west. In addition, regular visits to Adelaide for the benefit of
German Catholics became part of their duties. During these years financial support
from the Society of St Ludwig Verein was particularly important. It meant that the
Jesuit priests were able to work freely among Catholic settlers, regardless of the fact

that many were unable or unwilling to contribute to their support.12
Administration of the mission by Austrian superiors was practical; its obvious
intention was to make the endeavour self supporting as quickly as possible.
Brother Sadler, for example, was a quarryman and stonemason, while Schreiner
was clearly skilled in agriculture and dairy production. It would be hard to surpass
Schreiner, who died in 1893, after 44 years in the colony, as an example of the

'indifference' to self advantage which supported the work of the Jesuit priests.
Besides working on the land he used to travel 35 miles by night in order to sell his
butter in the neighbouring village (either Burra or Kooringa). At one time he made
extra money drawing copper ore by bullock waggon from Burra to Port Wakefield.

These men were followed by others possessing equally valuable skills. The
eventual arrival of a tailor and a cobbler meant that the community was almost
entirely self sufficient.
By 1856 the Society of Jesus had become a substantial landowner in the colony,
with 700 fertile acres near Clare. Vineyards, planted in 1850 to make provision for
sacramental wine, illustrated Jesuit priorities. They also provided the foundation
for a permanent enterprise. The property had been christened Sevenhill, in honour
of Rome, the city of seven hills and the centre of Catholic culture and government.
A Residence, a stone chapel and a boarding- school for boys reflected both local and

episcopal approval. Local people had contributed both money and voluntary
labour, while Murphy had donated to the building and furnishing of the College.
Although there was room for 20 students there were, in 1856, only 12 in residence.13

By 1863, the year in which the last contribution was received from the European
mission society, all existing buildings were reported to be free of debt. Twenty acres
of cultivated land supplied the College with vegetables, fruit and wine. Besides this

Fr Hinterocker, S.J. (on his death bed, 1872).

a 'large stun' was made each year from the sale of surplus produce.
In common with other farmers in the colony, the Jesuits found that their finances
fluctuated according to seasonal variations, which affected the revenue from their
own property and also contributions from the laity. However, the Society's internal

structure, providing both the labour and skills necessary for a home based
economy, helped it to withstand external economic variations. In 1884 the Annual
Leiter from Sevenhill reported that the community existed on the produce from
vines, orchard and fields.1° In contrast, the living standards of the secular clergy
depended almost entirely on the location, wealth and population density of their
parish and, often, on their own innate ability to attract friendship and support.
Seven hill held a special attraction for the more devout Catholic colonists, some
of whom evidently whose to settle close by in order to be near their church and its
pastors.
IÌ1 is much is certain that our Residence and College here at Sevenbill have contributed no little to the
closer settlement of the surrounding countryside, mainly by Catholic farmers; and that is why there is no
district of South Australia, apart from Adelaide and one or woodier towns, that has so large .i population
as our district of Seveohill.'s

This claim, first made of German Catholics by Kranewitter, in 1852,16 and
repeated in the Annual Letter of 1863, suggests that the demographic distribution
of Catholics was, at least to some extent, affected by the early establishment of
resident pastors.
Murphy's successor, Dr Patrick Geoghegan, whose episcopate extended from
September 1859 until May 1864, ratified the agreement made between Murphy and
Kranew it ter.

... In giving the l lesui I l Fathers a foundation in their present Mission, asalready
proposed to the Father
General, and submitted by me 111 the Sax red (d I gregation, i have only actirmpl
ished the wise(leslgll of my
Predecessor, and I

rejoice to believe that this foundation Is the jallila through which this illustrious Order
will enter on a great progress Ilhroughout all Australia.''

iJ[lwo (

In the saine year, 1863, the Adelaide diocese received three young Dutch priests,
released from the diocese of Utrecht at Geoghegan's urgent request. This brought
to 15 the number of diocesan clergy in the colony, while the Jesuit community
now
comprised five priests and six brothers.18
During the next twenty -five years, while secular clergy remained in short
supply,
the Society of Jesus from the Austrian province continued to increase its
numbers
in South Australia. In 1870 one of the new arrivals was Father L. Rogalski,
sent
specifically to serve the small Polish community which had settled at Hill River,
near Sevenhill. In 1879 Jesuits comprised 43 per cent of the total clergy in the

.`

diocese. There were then 16 Jesuits out of a recorded total of 37 priests in
the
colony.19 in 1887, when a second diocese was established, at Port
Augusta, the
actual number of Jesuit priests in the colony Leached its peak of 18
35 per cent of
the total clergy.20 Seven were stationed in the northern diocese, outnumbering
the
six secular priests there. In the diocese of Adelaide there were II Jesuit priests
and 28
seculars. Between 1889 and 1898 the number of Irish priests coming to South
Australia showed a marked increase. However, the number of Jesuits
was
maintained at about 15, with 14 brothers (most of them employed at Sevenhill)
supporting their work.
The Jesuit mission had spread steadily, to dominate the northern portion of the

St. Aloysius Church, Sevenhill; completed 1875.

colony. Between 1852 and 1863 seven new mission stations were establ ished within

a radius of 70 miles Mintaro, Wakefield, Pomburney,
Kooringa, Saddleworth,
Wallaroo and Kadina. With the exception of Pomburney, all were considered to be
incipient parishes and all except Saddleworth boasted a small church or chapel.
Catholic schools existed at Mintaro, Kooringa and Wallaroo as well as in the older,
established missions at Clare and Sevenhill. There were also embryonic stations in
the far north, at Bundaleer, Melrose, Port Ferguson and Port Augusta.21
These
stations were evidently included in the foundation grant ratified by Geoghegan.
On the other hand the Wallaroo /Kadina station was not, as after 1865 it became the
territory of a diocesan priest, as did the townships on Yorke Peninsula.

Observing the hard physical work of labourers striving for a living, Jesuits
realised that such people would not be brought easily to religious practice
at the
end of the week. Consequently, it was usual for missionaries to ride long distances,
often in intense heat or drenching rain, fasting from midnight until one or two
o'clock in the afternoon, to say Mass and minister to the spiritual needs of
a small
group of people. The mission to Wallaroo, for example, which was 70 miles
distant, required four days in travelling and therefore took at least one week to
accomplish. Father John Pallhuber, S.J., described it:

r

On Thursday I say Mass in the A.M. at the Col Iegeand soon after that 1 am on my way
on horselxlck or in
a cart. well loaded with everything necessary for Holy Mass and thedistribution of the Sacramentsas well

as
with other objects of devotion. My road ... takes me across plain lands and thick grown woods of large
extent, one is 30 miles broad and 40 -50 miles long ...often fora
long time no water is to he found and ifmudoes find any it is so bad that neither the missioner nor his horse can risk it
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Expeditions to the far north were begun by Kranewitter in 1853 and continued by
St. Ignatius Church, Norwood; opened August 1870.
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Tappeiner between 1856 and 1860. Then the long journeys became the work of
Pallhuber, in addition to his teaching duties at the College. He continued them on
his own until 1875, when the establishment of the Jesuit Residence at Georgetown,
enabled the work to be spread among other members of the Society. During the
population movement of the 1870s they followed itinerant Catholic workers along
the railway routes and into the northern agricultural and pastoral areas, to the
limits of settlement. Thus they were often alone in bringing a civilising influence
to those outside the reach of even ordinary colonial mores. Jesuit stress on familial
prayer and responsibilities must have been one of the most regular ways in which
the notion of the family unit was reinforced, to try to stabilise the most distant and
least privileged groups in the colony.
. people who have seen no priests for years are given the chance of hearing Mass, going

and receiving the Eucharist; children are baptised, quarrelling husbands and wives to confession
are reconciled;
ignorant as these people are, and almost savage, thoughtless and careless about God, and conscience,
and
things eternal, they are reminded of the duties they owe to God and to themselves and to their fam it its. Most
important of all they are roused and persuaded to say their daily prayers, at morning and mealtimes and
evening, as Christian familes ought to do.22

There was another attempt to establish a German Catholic settlement in South
Australia, to release Catholic colonists from the pressure of I iving among trenchant
Lutheran neighbours. In 1850, with Murphy's approval, Kranewitter helped about
26 families to rent land in common at Pomburney, some nine miles from Clare.
Once again the experiment failed to produce a closed Catholic community. By 1864
the number of families had dwindled to six and the little wooden church no longer
received regular visitation.20 It is significant that the separationist attitudes of those
closest to the problems of European Catholicism failed in South Australia. In

contrast to the Germans, other Catholics in the colony were intent upon

integrating into the wider community.25 Although Murphy had agreed to the idea
of a German settlement in a rural area, neither he nor his successor were prepared
to
allow an enclave to develop in the city. By 1863 Jesuit visits to Adelaide were
allowed only infrequently, and no one church was allowed to be set aside, although
there were 300 Germans in the city area."
The Jesuits held an impressive record of church building, many examples of

which survive today. The foundations of the present St Aloysius Church at

Sevenhill was laid on 15 August 1864. Subsequent poor seasons delayed the work
and it was not until November 1866 that the sanctuary and small chapels were
consecrated by Bishop Lawrence Sheil. Building was resumed in 1870 and it was
much later, on 7 February 1875, that the completed church was opened by his
successor, Dr Christopher Reynolds. Between 1872 and 1882, a decade of settlement

expansion, there were churches built at Georgetown, Jamestown, Burra, Crystal
Brook, Gladstone and Terowie (to name only those in the more important towns).
In 1883 the new church of St Michael, at Clare, replaced the stone building begun
by Father McGuinn.2T

Their warm humanity, as well as their zeal for souls, endeared many Jesuit

pastors to their flock. This is perhaps best exemplified in the story of Father John
Hinterocker, S.J., first parish priest of Norwood. In October 1869 he lightheartedly
overcame the problem of a broken leg to attend the laying of the Foundation Stone
of St Ignatius Church. Wearing his religious habit, plus surplice and biretta, he
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was placed in a small waggon and trundled to the building site by two altar- servers,
clad in their red cassocks and whi to tops. 'It was a wonderful spectacle, but many of
those present thought it was part of the ceremony of the Laying of the Foundation
Stone . . ,'2e
Three years later Father Hinterocker died suddenly in Tasmania, where he had
been giving a series of missions. Buried at Hobart, with much ceremony, his body

was later disinterred and returned to Adelaide, in July 1873, the expenses being
borne by a sorrowing laity. Brought to the city by train, the body was carried in
solemn procession through the streets of Adelaide, and finally to St Ignatius
Church, accompanied by a thousand people on foot. After an all night vigil, the
final Requiem Mass was celebrated and Father Hinterocker was laid to rest in a
vault in the wall of the church."
Some anti- Jesuit prejudice was voiced in the colony
by the traditional
opponents of Catholicism, the Loyal Orange Lodge. At the first anniversary dinner
of the Loyal Orange Lodge of South Australia, held at the Wellington Inn, Currie
Street, in July 1875, its Chairman, J.S. Bagshaw, reminded members that the Lodge

was founded primarily to oppose the working of Jesuits."

-

Predictably, the Catholic newspaper, the Irish Harp and Southern Cross,
responded to the insult. Somewhat as an antidote to the poison of Orangery, the
editor advised readers to attend on Sundays at St Ignatius Church, Norwood, to
hear Jesuit sermons.31 He quoted the Lantern, representing all that was tolerant in
South Australian society: 'Where we have no denominational sects and no distinct
political parties, all the Orange absurdities and injustice which disgrace the old
country find no place here in the minds of any respectable people, or of any person
of common sense.'32

A regular correspondent to the Irish Harp, signing himself 'An Irishman but
(thank God) no Orangeman', also took up the challenge and was rhetorical in
praise of the Jesuits: 'Go on then, worthy sons of St. Ignatius, and when you shall
receive your glorious reward, when you enter the portals of Heaven, when you
march through choirs of angels to the Throne, when you enjoy the Beatific Vision,
pour out the vial of your intercession for the conversion of your poor misguided
persecutors.'"
Despite the obvious strong support for the Jesuits in most Catholic circles, the
Austrian priests could not meet the challenge of scholastic education in the colony.

Social mobility for Catholic youths obviously required the cultivation of an
acceptable English accent, difficult to acquire from Austrian professors. Nor did
the Jesuit curriculum, with its accent on classical scholarship, meet the vocational
needs of aspiring Catholics. In 1871 Sheil, rejecting the Jesuit teachers, had opened
a college for boys, St Francis Xavier's Seminary, in Adelaide, placing Irish secular

clergy in charge. When Reynolds became bishop the seminary, evidently
unsuccessful, passed to the care of Father Hager, S.J., assisted by a student from
Sevenhill. However, the college still failed to meet the wishes of the people and by
the end of 1875 the Jesuits had returned to Sevenhill.3°

In August 1875, two correspondents to the Irish Harp had called for the
establishment of a Diocesan Seminary as a memorial to the Irish hero, Daniel
O'Connell, in his centenary year. One letter in particular implied stringent
criticism of the two colleages run by the Jesuits.
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I.ct the staff of professors Ix. gird and Iltchouse he good, with pro' x'ra onlnuxlation for the boat dos.
and proper means of promoting their physical well Ix'ing, a point at present much negbe( led.
. it must Ix )ememlxred that what is wanted is a school where masons ran receive an edit( u :i iu i up to
the standard of the best Protestant Sc lxxds, and ocie with h will ht !hem for a professional or Inisiiiess
and not a mere nursery lot budding e(( lesiast ics ... I.... do not feat for its soft ess, provided the slate of
some other (slurgional establishments is taken not as an example but as a warning . ?s

It is understandable, then, why St Aloysius College failed to grow beyond its

earliest limits of about 20 boarders (some of them from other colonies) and a few day

scholars. There were contributing reasons. For example, the distance of Sevenhill

from Adelaide, and the expense of boarding, provided an excuse for urban
Catholics to send their sons to Protestant schools in the city. Most importantly,

however, St Aloysius College was unable to compete with Irish run colleges once
they became established in Australia. Thus it finally closed, in 1886, a few years
after the opening, in 1879, of the Christian Brothers' College in Adelaide. and the
establishment of other boarding- schools run by Irish Jesuits. St Francis Xavier
College in Victoria and St Ignatius College, at Riverview in New South Wales, were

both opened in 1880. After this there was no longer any need for Catholic youth
from the eastern colonies to seek their education in South Australia.
Jesuit activities also came under suspicion among diocesan priests in the colony.
The unrest of some Irish clergy, stirred by the extent and growth of Jesuit stations
in the colony, surfaced during the episcopate of Sheil (1866- 1872). He was described
by Sir Frederick Weld, the Catholic Governor of Western Australia, as 'a good man
but one who would easily be worked upon by the lever of his personal status and
dignity, not without his weak points in fact ...'36 Significantly, Sheil's previous
Australian experience had been gained in eastern Australia where the achievement
of Irish ecclesiastical dominance was a paramount concern of Irish clergy.37
The first clear example of discrimination against the Austrian clergy occurred in
1869. The establishment of a Jesuit Residence in the city of Adelaide, and a college
run by Austrians alone, was forbidden by Sheil. He argued that secular priests
would suffer financially from a Jesuit invasion of the city unwitting testimony
to their popularity in the colony. Instead, the Society was granted an ecclesiastical
district in the semi -urban area of Norwood, a few miles from Adelaide. 'These are
the miseries of human nature, and arguments are of little avail, when there comes
up the question of money on which we all depend; and in such
matters . . . scarcely would human persuasion suffice to remove all suspicion.'38
By 1871 the existence of the entire Jesuit mission seemed to be under threat. Sheil
had announced that Irish priests would be placed wherever it was possible for them
to live on the contributions of the laity. The Society of Jesus was certainly 'not to

possess a whole diocese under him'. Disregarding the terms of the Jesuit

foundation grant, Shei I linked their station in the growing town of Port Augusta to
Port Lincoln (more than 200 miles distant) and placed both in charge of a diocesan

priest. This time the bishop used 'nationality' as a reason for his action:

Shell gave no reason other than we were not Irish born ... jig) cannot be denied that evil principles of
nationality played a part, all the more stupidly because there are here many Catholics other than Irish
...
further, except some excessively exalted by the 'vicious principle of nationality' the laity care little what
natinality a priest may be, or even prefer the Germans to the Irish judging by their frequent
and constant
habit of choosing Germans as their confessors."
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As early as 1866 the Jesuits had faced the knowledge that they would eventually
have to relinquish some of their hard -won stations to secular clergy when they
became available. The Superior, Father Joseph Polk, S.J., had stressed:
it is to be wished for
I. Because it is to the greater glory of God ... that Stations too far from the Residence should as soon as
possible be given each to its own local pastor.
2. Because we do not need the money which we might perhaps hope to gain from these Stations; and in
any case reasons of this sort ought not to be taken into consideration when it is a question of the greater

spiritual good of the people.'0

Understandably, this detachment from temporal advantage weakened slightly
when the entire Jesuit mission seemed to be at risk. In 1872 the Society consolidated
at least two of their larger stations. A Residence was established at Manoora early in

the year, and land was purchased for a future Residence at Georgetown, where a
church was already under construction." However, by August 1872, when the
church was opened, the threat was over. Sheil was dead and Father Christopher
Reynolds, a former student at Sevenhill and friend of the Society, had been named
as Administrator of the diocese.

The appointment of Reynolds as Bishop of Adelaide, in 1873, returned the
Society of Jesus to their earlier peaceful relationship with episcopal authority.
Reynolds's reliance on the Jesuits was particularly great because of problems
inherited from his predecessor. By virtue of their more mature age, educational
background and long missionary experience, the Austrian Jesuits provided a
counter force to the Irish restlessness and inexperience which still threatened to
disrupt the diocese. This was tacitly recognised by the Secretary of the Sacred
Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith, in Rome, when he requested from
the Jesuit community an account of the troubles of the Adelaide diocese.02
Joseph Tappeiner, Reynolds's friend and adviser since his student days at
Sevenhill, was an important influence in the diocese until his death in 1882.43 The
Rev. George O'Neill, S.J., Mary McKillop's first biographer, has pointed out that
the ten years during which Tappeiner acted as adviser, to both bishop and nun, was

a period of co- operation between Reynolds and the Sisters of St Joseph, which
ended with Tappeiner's death.44
In the diocese of Port Augusta, too, there was cordiality between the Jesuits and
the firs- t bishop, Dr John O'Reily. His later appointment, in 1895, as Reynolds's

successor in Adelaide ensured for the Society the continuance of episcopal
friendship.
Jesuit influence was not confined to those areas in which they worked as ordinary
pastors. Their superior training in theology and moral philosophy marked them

out from many of the clergy who had been trained in mid nineteenth centtiry
Ireland. Consequently, Jesuits were particularly useful in the colony as retreat masters and special confessors, for both secular clergy and orders of religious
women. The Spiritual Exercises, designed by St Ignatius to maintain and renew the
religious life of his Order, were used as the basis of retreats for secular clergy. In
addition, there were other times of special prayer, usually lasting for a few days at a

time, for both individual clerics and those who came in groups to Sevenhill
Residence. By 1863 annual retreats for secular clergy were providing regular
periods of rest, combined with the opportunity for prayer and spiritual direction.
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In October 1886, for example, 39 priests in two divisions, as well as the bishop,
spent a week in prayer and meditation at Sevenhill.45 Female religious gathered at
their convents, often at the Mother House, for the visit of the missioner. Lay people

from parishes administered by secular clergy were the recipients of 'Revival
Missions'. These were periods of about a week during which a visiting Jesuit took
over the local church (and the confessional) for a series of services designed to
inspire repentance and a renewal of religious fervour. In 1894 a total of 34 retreats or
missions were recorded, 11 for religious communities, six for secular priests and 17
for the laity.45

Jesuit attitudes and pious practices were also disseminated through educational
local Catholic schools they visited regularly as pastors, as well as
institutions
their own college. It is particularly significant that three important figures in the
Father Julian Tenison Woods (co- founder and first
South Australian church
Spiritual Director of the Sisters of St Joseph), Dr Frederick Byrne (Vicar- General
during the episcopates of both Reynolds and O'Reily), as well as Reynolds himself

(who was bishop for 20 years during the colonial period), spent some time in
preparation for the priesthood at St Aloysius College. Despite its shortcomings, the
Jesuit College educated approximately 450 boys and trained ten young men for the
priesthood. It was, too, the first training ground for several Australian members of

Fathers Thomas and John
the Society who finished their studies overseas
Francis O'Brien, Thomas and Frank Carroll, Edmund Maloney, Donald McKillop
and James Power.07 In addition, the Sisters of St Joseph, in whose schools the
majority of the colony's Catholic students were educated, were largely trained in
the Spiritual Exercises, May devotions to the Blessed
Jesuit traditions of piety
Virgin, devotion to the Sacred Heart of Jesus on the first Fridays of the month.
Tappeiner, who took over from Woods as Spiritual Director of the Sisters from 1872

until his death in 1882, must have considerably affected the development of the
Order, including its attitude to education. Members of a new religious order, young
and largely untrained in their chosen vocation, of necessity must have been heavily
dependent upon the advice and instruction of an experienced educator.
Jesuit churches, particularly at Norwood and Sevenhill, quickly became popular
centres for those who enjoyed scholarly sermons and ceremonial liturgy. The
development of ultramontism,47' general in the Catholic world after the first
Vatican Council of 1870, was assisted in South Australia by the Society of Jesus, an

Order predisposed and well able to reinforce the notion of papal infallibility.
During 1875, for example, Father Joseph Peters, S.J., a prominent preacher in the
diocese, drew regular congregations with a series of Sunday night sermons, all with
a typical ultramontane flavour. Illuminating the doctrine of papal supremacy for
those present, he repeatedly emphasized that the papacy was the great conservative
element of Christianity. Its relevance to the colonial church and, in particular, to
the still disturbed diocese of Adelaide was implied in such endings as '... may we
closely cling to the chair of Peter, to this quiet haven of rest, where we may be united

Sevenhill in 1864, its 'dignity and decorum' edifying even non Catholics, who had
never before 'witnessed such a spectacle'. In 1873 it was reported that the Corpus

Christi celebrations at Sevenhill had drawn several hundred worshippers from
Clare, Mintaro and surrounding districts. After Mass a procession consisting of '69
or 70 maidens', choir and clergy, with the Blessed Sacrament carried under a silk
canopy, wound its way around the grounds, pausing at various small altars, for the
celebrant to give a Benediction to the waiting crowds!9 Ornate vestments, banners,
candles and incense would have added to the splendour of the occasion. Thus the
religion of the poor brought colour and drama to the lives of people debarred, by
poverty and social class, from the glittering functions which entertained their
social superiors.

The evidence suggests that the practice of Catholic piety in colonial South
Australia developed from a European framework of devotions, rather than from a
traditional Irish religiosity as has sometimes been thought. The significance of

European Jesuit influence is illustrated by a comment, made in 1876, on the
introduction of pious customs in the province:
. those who come to these shores from Ireland are not familiar with such things; this is not through
their own fault, but due to the impediments placed in the way of the practices of religion in their former
homeland; they have often only seen Mass said in private houses, and are little or not accustomed to the life
of the Chun h in public, and what the parentsdonotknow they do not teach their children. And so it is only

gradually in this country, where no law but that of prudence prevents the performance in public of the
ceremonies of the Church of Rome, that they become accustomed to such things and secure a fuller
understanding of their significance.
. Ours are exerting themselves to accustom the young people of both sexes to these devotions, being

helped not a little in this by the Sisters of St. Joseph.°

The re- creation of a way of life traditional in a Jesuit community had been a slow
process in the colonial environment. Nevertheless, at least from the arrival of the

first official Visitor from home, Father Charles Dengel, S.J., in 1863, serious
attempts were made to observe the internal discipline normal in a Jesuit Residence.
After the arrival of the tailor members of the community were able to wear, at home,

the normal 'soutane' of the Order. Domestic, pious and penetential customs of
Europe were adhered to. These included frequent consultations on domestic
matters, conferences and instructions for lay brothers, reading at table and
observance of the rules of 'silence' and 'clausaura'.S1 Frequent new arrivals from
Europe during the 1860s and 1870s maintained the bond with the home Province.
In 1882 the Annual Letter emphasized the unchanged spirit of the Society in the
colony. Newcomers had found that, in an otherwise alien environment, the mode
of living, 'fraternal union and spirit of charity' remained true to Jesuit tradition.
The only, if necessary, concession to colonial conditions was the use of English in
reading at table.52

Careful attention to order, discipline and the fostering of mutual goodwill
among its members was one of the chief strengths of the Jesuit Order in colonial

as brethren around the same holy altar, one heart and one soul like the first

South Australia. In contrast to the loneliness, and sometimes the consequent

Christians.'48

problems, experienced by secular clergy in the colony, the Society gave its members

The Austrian Jesuits provided the example for many of those colourful religious

celebrations which gave early stimulus to the practice of piety among Catholic
colonists. The first Corpus Christi procession in South Australia was held at
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a strong sense of both familial and spiritual support. This was of immense
importance to men trying to sustain a disinterested dedication to the service of God
amid the practical problems and distractions of parochial life in the colony.
During the 1890s it became apparent that the church in South Australia would,
47

in the future, be served by Irish clergy rather than by Jesuits from the Austrian
province. This reflected both the growing difficulty of providing suitable priests
from Europe and the lessening need for German- speaking clergy in the colony.
Reynolds's journey overseas between 1879 and 1881 had produced a decided
increase in the numbers of Irish clergy coming to South Australia. Unfortunately,
it was at a time when drought, depression and consequent demographic movement
had combined to make financial contributions from the laity more precarious.53 In
1890 Reynolds decreed that the Jesuit Residence at Manoora, and the stations at
Saddleworth and Undalya, were to be transferred to a secular priest, Father William

Prendergast. The Jesuit district around Port Pirie was handed over to Bishop

work in South Australia during the nineteenth century. During a period of
intensive growth, and grave internal problems in the diocese of Adelaide, its
constant and stable leadership underpinned the foundations of the Catholic church
in the colony. Jesuit devotional traditions, disseminated among both religious and
laity, widely generated the practice of religion and assisted the development of a
Catholic community. It can be argued, too, that the detachment of Austrian Jesuits
from national loyalties, in favour of the notion of a universal, hierarchical church,
helped to inhibit among South Australian Catholics the development of a more
extreme Irish national sentiment.

O'Reily in the same year. In 1893 Jesuit properties at Jamestown and Georgetown

were sold to the bishop, with members of the Society remaining only as
administrators. Four years later the Society, of its own accord, withdrew its
members from these towns, as well as from Kooringa, seemingly before O'Reily was
quite ready.54

Several factors were involved in the final withdrawal of the Austrian Province
from administration of the Jesuit mission in South Australia. Catholic migration
from Germany had not kept pace with that of the Irish, and those born in the colony
became English - speaking regardless of parentage. With the increase of Irish clergy

there was little reason to look to European sources for missionaries. Even the
demand for Jesuits as special confessors and retreat- masters had lessened with the

advent of two other orders of regular clergy - the Passionists from Goulburn,
N.S.W., in 1895, and the Dominicans from Dublin in 1898. On the other hand, in
the more settled Europe of the 1890s, growing demand for the Jesuits from all parts
of the Austro- Hungarian kingdom made it difficult for the Province to supply
suitable priests for South Australia.
In 1893 the Irish Province of the Society of Jesus agreed to incorporate South

Australia into its Australian mission, now based in Victoria and New South
Wales.55 The transfer from the Austrian Province finally took place in 1901, the
centralising of the Jesuit mission in Australia thus paralleling the federation of the

separate colonies into the. Commonwealth of Australia. Given the option of
returning to Europe or being incorporated into the Irish Province the majority of
members elected to stay in Australia, accepting the amalgamation with typical

stoicism: '... whether living or dead, we are in the hands of the Lord ....'56
It should be mentioned that the Austrian Jesuits from South Australia directly
influenced the foundation of the Society of Jesus in Melbourne, in 1865. Bishop
Goold's invitation to the Society of Jesus from the Irish Province was accepted only
after Jesuits from South Australia had several times visited Victoria giving retreats
to diocesan clergy and nuns. In 1865 the Superior from Sevenhill negotiated with
Goold the terms for the foundation of the Society in the diocese of Melbourne.57
Differences in nationality between the Society's representatives in the two
colonies did not detract from the essential unity which bound together the different
branches of the Order. This is illustrated by the constant liaison and visitation
between the South Australian and the Victorian establishments. It was, therefore, a

natural progression, as well as a pragmatic decision, to amalgamate the two
foundations.
The Society of Jesus was the first, and the most influential, religious order to
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THE DISCOVERY AND SETTLEMENT OF THE
FLEURIEU PENINSULA AND THE ANGAS /BREMER
REGION 1802 -1861
ROB LINN'
Introduction
This article2 sets out to uncover some of the themes in the mid- nineteenth century
settlement of South Australia by British immigrants. In order to do this I have taken
the Fleurieu Peninsula, and the adjacent areas surrounding the Angas and Bremer
rivers, as a 'test' region and have broken the study into two periods of time ending in
1836 and 1861.6

The settlement themes which emerged - exploration, discovery, settlement,

ordering the environment, the progress of civilization - highlighted the
characteristics of British culture which sought to expand an Empire; an Empire
which the settlers believed God had founded' The task of settlers in emigrating
was, as Lord Portman, a Dorset grandee, noted, 'the appointed means of peopling
what remains unpeopled in this earth' .5 The taking and physical transformation of
South Australian soil was not, therefore, mere greed for land - although the lust
for i t was unbounded - but also part of a cultural belief which stressed the Biblical

motivation for Man's role on Earth.
This motivation, most clearly espoused in the Old Testatment, gave British
settlers - whose culture was ingrained with Biblical phrases and terminology
the belief that they were as the ancient Israelites, 'To be not slothful to go, and to
enter to possess the land. When ye go, ye shall come unto - a large land - a place
where there is no want of anything that is in the earth.'6 It is not surprising that
many settlers referred to South Australia as the promised land. The 'Land' becomes
the centre of all the themes for this study of the Fleurieu Peninsula.
The two sections of this study pursue intertwined arguments.The first section

-

suggests that once discovered the land was marked for settlement because of British

notions of Empire. The second section maintains that much of South Australia's
settlement followed a pattern pre - ordained by the capitalists who promoted the
new colony from England. As I have argued elsewhere this pattern of settlement
was often unsuited to the physical realities of the environment?
In order to discover the history of this land settlement I investigated a number of
sources which may appear unusual to some historians. A large amount of local oral
tradition, and the astute and often voluminous work of local historians as well as
the more established archival and library-based sources were used to discover just

how settlement developed. Moréover, many hours were spent tramping the
Fleurieu Peninsula and the Angas /Bremer area in car and by foot looking at the
remains of settlement for I believe, as did Tawney, that one of the prime requisites
of enthusiastic research is worn boot - leather.
1802 -1835: Discovery

The European history and heritage of the Fleurieu Peninsula are inextricably
connected with the great exploration movements of the nineteenth century. The
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desire of European nations, specifically the British and the French, was as Matthew
Flinders wrote in 1802 to gain 'the honour of completing the discovery of the globe .
.. as the forerunner of a claim to the possession of countries. '8 The desire was played

eager for a reading public to consume the latest reports of Australia. Little was

out on sea and on land, and penetrated to South Australia.
Flinders and the French explorer Nicolas Baudin were the seaborne initiators of
European involvement on South Australia's Fleurieu Peninsula. Flinders on the

was anticipation.

heard from the whalers and sealers, unless it came from the captains of vessels eager
to gain status with colonial promoters and spread views positive to settlement; all

Investigator had left Kangaroo Island determined to discover more of the
fascinations of the mainland coast. Baudin, coming from the west, was equally
determined in his voyage of discovery aboard Le Geographe. The meeting of these
two vessels, and their Captains, was described by the wary Flinders.
I hove to, and learned, as the stranger passed to leeward with a free wind, that it was the French
national ship Le Geographe under the command of captain Nicolas Baudin. We veered round as Le
Geographe was passing, so as to keep our broadside to her, lest the flag of truce should be a der cpt ion;
and having cone to the wind on the other tack, a boat was hoisted out, and I went on board the French
ship, which had also hove to .... At the place where we tacked From the shore on the morning of the 8th
[April] the high land of Cape Jervis had retreated from the waterside, the coast was becoming low and
study, and its trending was north -east; but after running four or five leagues in that direction it curved
rotund to the south-eastward, and thus formed a large bight or bay. The head of this bay was probably
seen by captain Baudin in the afternoon; and in consequence of our meeting here, Idistinguished it by
the name of Encounter Bay?

When Flinders returned to Great Britain and wrote of the discovery of these new
portions of Australia, there were those who scoffed at the thought of extending the
boundaries of that unwanted settlement at 'Botany Bay'.10 Yet there were others in
Great Britain, North America and Australia, with the scent of profit under their
noses, who read in the explorer's jottings a recipe for the acquisition of goods with
a ready market; seal skins and whale oil were of primary consideration.

For thirty years after Flinders' meeting with Baudin the whaling and sealing
vessels of various nations plied their trades along the mainland coastline of South
Australia, leaving behind little to remind others of their voyagings; that is, apart
from a few 'old lags' on Kangaroo Island and the bones of whales and artefacts of
the whaling trade on European deserted shores. The thought of actively settling the
mainland did not occur to many until in the early 1830s some men with a gift of
thinking up schemes of British colonisation began to look again at the writings of
Flinders, and the new discoveries, by land, of men like Charles Sturt. Advancing

from New South Wales on the inland waterway of the Murray River Sturt had
gained an unprecedented vision of the land of South Australia. Land and sea were
now opened to British eyes.
In 1834, the year Sturt published his Two Expeditions into the Interior of
Southern Australia, an anonymous publication, Outline of the Plan of a Proposed
Colony to be Founded on the South Coast of Australia .... sang the praises of the
'Great South Land' described by Stun, Flinders and a host of others. The author(s)
of this work on colonisation noted the good points mentioned by the explorers and
focussed their attention on the ease of communication: 'One of the chief advantages
which this part of the South Coast offers for the formation of the colony, is the great

extent of water communications already existing; an advantage which no other
part of Australia possesses'."
So, before British settlers set foot on South Australia, the Fleurieu Peninsula had

had its praises sung by both colonial immigration promoters and by explorers

1836 -1861: Settlement

When George Fife Angas and his co- directors of the South Australian Company
planned their giant project of the utilisation- colonisation of South Australia in
1835 and 1836, foremost in their vision was the profitable use of land and primary
resources. The Company's plans called for establishing whale fisheries on the
coasts of South Australia, purchasing and subsequently clearing, ploughing and
planting land, and setting up Great Britain's rural village and farm structure on
South Australian land. South Australia, the company men hoped, would be a land
of success for themselves and the industrious, the sober and the moral citizens who
settled there.
The first major section of the Company's plan of action was centred on setting up
a colonial whaling industry. The cove on Encounter Bay, where Flinders had met
Baudin and which from 1839 bore the Christian name of George Fife Angas's wife,

Rosetta,12 was the site of the Company's operations. The Company ran their
whaling station almost side by side with that of Captain Blenkinsop, a private

whaling entrepreneur. The two organisations did not see eye to eye and
Blenkinsop, who later drowned in an attempt to cross the Murray Mouth in 1838,
protested strongly that the Company's aggression in the whaling trade was costing
both the operations dearly in lost whales.15
Yet the whaling went on and legends developed about whaling exploits and the
places whalers frequented like the Fountain Inn and the houses on the foreshore of

Rosetta Cove. W.H. Leigh, a ships' surgeon and an investor in land in South
Australia, wrote down something of the excitement of the whaling life at
Encounter Bay to feed to a British public eager for news of the profitability of newly

formed South Australia:
There is no employment more hazardous, more laborious, more disgusting than whaling ... an
enormous bull whale came, diving and blowing into the Bay, and in a very few moments, the boats
from the shore put off, full of men. They tugged after him, eight boats all in full chase. The sight was
grand .... For two hours did this monster sail about the Bay ... till, at last, a fatal dart entered his

vitals."

However, the excitement of the chase did not match the onlookers'
enthusiasm for the whalers themselves, nor for the society in which they lived.

Leigh said that the whalers were 'as filthy and as savage as the untutored
barbarians around them'15 and William Giles, the South Australian Company
manager, was 'thoroughly disgusted with the motions of the whalers[.] [T]hey
seem to have no more idea of keeping the Sabbath than Turks or infidels'." That
notable and notorious South Australian policeman, Alexander Tolmer, knew
that whalers conducted a smuggling trade, especially in tobacco from Kangaroo
Island to the mainland.'?
Yet by 1843, at least, whaling had spread around the foot of the Peninsula to
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Fishery Beach, near Cape Jervis. In his 1846 book Francis Dutton made men ion

of these whale fisheries noting that they were in operation 'for four months

Peninsula was as he came from Kangaroo Island:
As we got nearer Encounter Bay, the view at once, as if by magic, assumed a more cheerful
appearance opening into a wild but beautiful park, which reminded one of the domain of an English

during the winter season, and procure on average about 150 tons of black oil and
whalebone.'1e
There were some among those first settlers who felt that despite the profitable

industries around Encounter Bay, those industries were hampered by natural
conditions. John Stephens, an early commentator on South Australia, William

Giles, the South Australian Company man, and Charles Mann, South
Australia's Advocate General, were three of these pessimists. Stephens wrote,
with a sense of melodrama, that 'Encounter Bay is a place pregnant with danger,
and . .. has already become the scene of dreadful disaster. The shore abounds in
reefs and rocks, and the surf is represented by old captains as being worse than
the Madras Roads.'19 Charles Mann repeated, 'As to Granite Island or Rosetta
Cove, useful as they are, and will be to a limited extent during the whaling
season, it is my opinion that to say they are or ever could be, made good and
secure harbours, is a kind of mental hallucination little short of midsummer
madness.'20 Giles was much more succinct than his fellow doubters and simply

noted that he was 'Fully persuaded there can never be any very important
Seaport Town at Encr. Bay.'21 The prophets of doom had forecast the failure
of South Australia's ocean -going industry before it had grown out of infancy.
As the whalers and the men of the sea tried to exploit the ocean's resources and
the Adelaide prophets cast their pessimistic views on whether or not Man could
defeat nature and the ocean's might, British settlers began exploring the land of
the Fleurieu Peninsula. Much of the future rich farm lands were discovered by
those attempting to reach Encounter Bay by land from Adelaide, the centre of

British civilisation. So it was that in 1837 James Hurtle Fisher and William
Light, looking for a way through to the south, rested at the foot of the range
about 45 kilometres from Adelaide at a place the Aborigines called 'the place of
green trees'.22 The future town of Willunga began its life in the shade of the trees'

branches and the site of the adventurers' resting place.
By April 1838 the web of exploration and settlement ran its threads
throughout the Peninsula as men, used to cramped conditions in the northern
hemisphere, were staggered by the breadth and richness of these 'new', untamed
'wastelands' of the Crown. William Giles, the man who had seen savagery in his
Company's whalers, was at pains to describe the freshness of the country and its
enormous possibilities as he described to Angas, the one -time chairman of his
Company in London, his first journey through it.
Arrived at ... Rapid Bay
on landing we found a small stream of fresh water trickling down the
beach into the bay, which in about 50 yards increased to the size of a Rivulet of excellent water,
meandering through a most beautiful valley, the soil of great depth covered with most luxuriant
herbage ... On the sides of these Hills we found plenty of keep for sheep and wherever the grass had

been burnt in these places, it was looking beautifully verdant .... Respecting this beautiful spot I
think it may be safely asserted. that it is one of the most eligible sites for a little Town, with some
agricultural villages surrounding that I ever saw: fine land, excellent water, plenty of Timber, good

building stone, with lime stone: all to be fbund within a mile of water carriage ... .
Met Cap. Hart & Friend with a native Guide going to Adelaide, persuaded them to return wi th us to
Miponga[sic] Vale ... This is a delightful spot destined some future day to be the abode of civilized

man "

W.H. Leigh, another writer who had been so critical of the seafaring classes of the
Fleurieu Peninsula, gave glowing descriptions of the land. His first sighting of the
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noble . .. .
In every part of the neighbourhood I visited, I found the land exceedingly rich, and I should
unhesitatingly say, fit for any purposes of agriculture. i saw some wheat growing here, and potatoes
which were planted by a whaler, and both looked remarkably well. The soil is very dark, amounting

nearly to black soot."

In John Stephens' 1839 book page after page sang the glories of the land:
'l'he country from Cape Jervis upwards, viewed from the sea, is very picturesque, and generally,
well timbered; but, in the disposition of the trees, more like an English park than that which we could
have imagined to be the character of untrodden wild; it is therefore well suited for depasturing sheep,

and in many places, under present circumstances, quite open enough for the plough ... .
I have just been thirty miles up from Cape Jervis ... and am very much pleased with the land. It is as
good as man could wish ?5

The land was seen not merely as beautiful, virgin ground but as the future home
of the elements of a British landed culture whose philosophy was to prosper and
progress, and to subdue the earth. Settlers vigorously pursued this philosophy and
the papers spoke of 'the enterprise of private settlers' as the boundaries of British
settlement expanded 26

In May 1839 John and William Rankine, brothers who were seeking for more
profitable livelihoods than their Caledonian homeland offered them, settled in the
outer districts close by the future site of Strathalbyn and made their first camp on a
hill above what became 'Glenbarr'. They overlooked land purchased by George
Hall and William Mein. (William Rankine built the magnificent 'Glenbarr' house
in 1842 with its grand, yet unostentatious, features reminiscent of a scaled -down

version of the solid baronial or kirk establishments in their home county of
Argyleshire. )27

The brothers must have been impressed either by the aesthetics of the countryside
or by how well their stock fared on other men's land for by November 1841 William
Rankine and James Dawson purchased section 2600. The first recorded surveying
of this section for the town of Strathalbyn was in 1840 by E.W. Cross.28
There are many guesses as to how the town got its name. In 1908 the editor of the
Southern Argus, J.W. Elliot, claimed that it literally meant 'White Valley', from a
Scots dialect. However, another writer, 'Uistach', argued that Strathalbyn stood for
'The valley of Scotland' or 'Scottish valley'. Another writer, Winnie Fairweather of

Norwood, agreed with 'Uistach', and noted with some glee that William
Richardson, another Scots settler, of 'Dalveen' near Woodchester, had supported
their view. She quoted some lines of Byron on the battle of Waterloo to prove the
case:

Then wild and high the "Camerons' gathering" rose,
The warnote of Lochiel, which Albyn's Hills,
Have heard, and heard, too, have her Saxon foes.29
Strathalbyn and its hinterland prospered, just as its first British settlers had
hoped it would. In August 1840 an Adelaide reporter believed that
The Angas, or Strath- albyn, district is now becoming very thickly settled, and is... almost the best
stocked survey in the province. There are already fourteen stations on it, and the stock amounts to
10,000 sheep, 1,000 cattle, and 70 horses .... A township has just been laid out here in a beautiful

situation .... it already possesses an inn and a store."

Within two decades a flourishing town of considerable dimensions, with a great
variety of occupations, was built by settlers who came to South Australia seeking

'easy and peaceful independence.'31 By August 1840 an inn appeared, as the
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Adelaide Chronicle writer noted, licensed to William Sanderson, situated on the
present site of the Terminus Hote1.32 In 1844 the Rankines, keen to see the means of

Grace spread amongst this burgeoning town, commenced building St Andrew's
Presbyterian church. The lofty position of the church has served as a reminder of
the Rankine's Scottish faith for subsequent generations, and each generation has
added its part to the initial structure, be it in bell towers or stained glass. In 1849
Donald Gollan, another Scotsman, built up the beginnings of the town's famed
flour mill. In that year too, Edward Sunter, the first mayor of the Strathalbyn
Corporation, began the manchester business which was to become so successful
under David Bell's guidance.
In the 1850s a bakery was built on High Street, Caldwell erected his beautiful
carpenter's shop on Swale Street, Rowe's foundry house was built next to their
metal- casting business, Strathdoon Temperance Hotel opened to cater for the
thirsty on their long hauls from Adelaide to Wellington on the Murray and beyond,
and in 1858 -59 the Police Station and Court House were being constructed 33
Settlers came with the expanding town and new villages grew in the Strathalbyn
hinterland around rich grazing and agricultural country; portions of that land
yielded unexpected mineral fruits "The Stirling family began their pastoral life on
'Hampden' in 1840, later at 'The Lodge', on the outskirts of the town, and later

again they purchased the splendid property 'Highland Valley'." Thomas
Gemmel) arrived in South Australia in 1840 and 14 years after landing he took up
land adjacent to Stirling's 'Highland Valley', nearby the Bugle Ranges, and called
his new grazing property 'Springfield'.36

In 1853, a year béfore Gemmell claimed his new property, a village named
Woodchester was surveyed to the east of 'Springfield' and 'Highland Valley', on
sections 1788 and 1791 in the Hundred of Strathalbyn; part of a special survey

selectéd by the ships' surgeon W.H. Leigh whose writings had so roundly
condemned the practices of the Encounter Bay whalers and so highly praised the
potential of the Fleurieu Peninsula land 37 Woodchester became, in one sense, a
dormitory village of Strathalbyn proper, although local settlers would fiercely
defend their independence, later forming their own District Council of Onaunga.

In 1855, or thereabouts, Berry Smith, the first clerk of the District Council of
Strathalbyn, opened the first general store in Woodchester.38 Two years later the
Wheal Ellen miné was opened on land above Stirling's 'Highland Valley' and
many of the miners found their way across the hill to a small shanty at 'Tinpot', a
colloquial name for Woodchester whose nomenclature is as hotly debated as
Strathalbyn's.S9 The mine was always regarded as badly managed and underdeveloped and only ever worked at a loss.10
Other settlers like the Brook family came to Woodchester. William Brook arrived
there in 1856 having purchased sections 1341 and 1353. A year later he purchased

section 1435. In 1856 Thomas Crowhurst also bought land at Woodchester on
sections 1326 and 1328 and built up a wonderful little farm complex, complete with
a stone lined soak for water catchment, and tried to bring some of the small -scale

ideas of English farming onto land whose fickleness was to test generations of
farmers to come.41

Methodist and Salem Lutheran. Hartley became a small, industrious village which
could even boast a creamery. Salem has a history of another kind. In 1854 Gottlob
Jaensch bought two sections adjacent to the Bremer River, and by 1858 a thriving
Lutheran community of 12 families had arisen around his blocks on section 1818,
and was named Salem. The community, with strong ties to Hahndorf, kept alive its
cultural heritage over the years until, under the pressure of large farm economics,

the village disappeared leaving only a few ruined houses and the church as
remnants.12
Other small pockets of settlement with the same short -lived community intensity

of Salem, Hartley and Woodchester sprang up from the growth centre of
Strathalbyn. Bletchley, east of Strathalbyn, could boast two Methodist
congregations at one stage. Between 1843 and 1851 Occupation Licences were
granted to settlers wanting to move into the areas of Angas Plains, Lake Plains and
Belvidere to the south east of Strathalbyn on the way to Milang and the Lakes.
Belvidere, originally named Raleigh, was an active place. Acentre for the coaching
route from Adelaide, it also housed a brick kiln on section 2753 which was run by
Phillip Cross from 1857. The bricks from Belvidere built houses all around the
Strathalbyn area for the next eighty four years.13
To the west of Belvidere and the Angas Plains, and 9 kilometres south west of
Strathalbyn, George Tucker bought section 2769 in the Hundred of Kondoparinga
and in 1857 commenced building a barn and stable complex." The settlement of
Sandergrove began in that year, for within a kilometre of Tucker's new barn

William Rogers purchased a property from William Bowman, named it
'Sandergrove' and built a spacious house. Rogers sat in the first parliament under
responsible government in South Australia and followed what one commentator
called 'A strenuous political career marked by considerable tribulation'.43 The
Tucker and Rogers family properties became the nexus of a thriving settlement on
the road from Strathalbyn to Goolwa which in time had its church and school.
In 1854, three years before Rogers and Tucker began their Sandergrove farming,
another town was gazetted east of Strathalbyn on the Wellington Road and named
successively Langhorne Station, Langhorne Bridge, and Langhorne Creek after
Alfred ('Liar') Langhorne, the overlander who brought a mob of cattle overland
from Sydney to Adelaide in 1841.46 However, in 1850 -51, four years before the town

was officially named, settlers were ensconced in solid homes and a village had
developed. The Potts family had begun their operations at 'Bleasdale', John Borrett
took up land and established his property 'Raydon' and a hotel was built by J. Baird .
to quench the thirsts of passing travel lers.47 In 1858, to take profitable advantage of

the rich flood plains around the town, Frank Potts, aged 43 years and a native of
Middlesex, began planting the grape vines whose produce after pressing in his
giant red gum press and maturation in his cellar vats would bring an industry
and fame to the area.98

To the north west and south west of Strathalbyn settlement had also been
increasing. In 1839, as part of the Green Hills Special Survey, John Morphett
selected 4,000 acres of the district that was to contain the areas of Ashbourne and

East of Woodchester two smaller communities sprang up, Hartley and Salem.
They had much in common, but not their religious affiliations, Hartley being

Bull Creek, and immediately adjacent to McHarg Creek and Paris Creek.19 In 1859
George Dunn, a relative of the Mount Barker miller John Dunn and the families of
William and Charles Dunn of Charleston, came to McHarg Creek. In 1860 -61 he
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was the first person with connections with the Dunn family who employed Charles
Martlew of Strathalbyn to build him a two storeyed house on his newly acquired

property. This two storeyed tradition stretched back in the Dunn family to
'Gumbank' at Charleston, and from their one -time home of Bondleigh in Devon,
and was soon to be carried on by the Tucker family at Sandergrove and the Brook
family at Woodchester, both of whom had members who married into the Dunn
family.50

While George Dunn might have looked with some pride on his newly erected
edifice, Joseph Blake, a farmer on section 3335, Ilundred of Kondoparinga, could
have taken equal pride in his having pioneered that country at least eight years

before Dunn's building. Blake too borrowed the vernacular techniques of his
British homeland in forming the solid long and low structure of his farm house.
Just as the area around Strathalbyn developed its network of villages. ethnic
communities, successful pastora lists and farmers, so the land skirting the coast, and

inland from the coast, running from Port Elliot/Goolwa through Encounter Bay

round the Peninsula's tip to Cape Jervis, thence through Second Valley,
Normanville, Yankalilla, Myponga Beach, White's Gully, Aldinga, Port Willunga
and McLaren Vale had likewise changed and prospered under the labour of British
immigrants.

In Paving fhe Way Simpson Newland wrote of these immigrants as 'Britain's
daring sons and daughters ... landed upon ... wild shores', and further wrote that

their industry and toil completely altered the South Australian earth: 'A
metamorphosis has indeed come over these hills, slopes, valleys, and plains, once
clothed with nature's prodigality and beauty.' Moreover, Newland claimed that the

land going back from Encounter Bay enticed 'the squatter with his flocks and
herds.'S1 He was right. From 1837 when the first exploratory party led by T.B.
Strangways and Y.B. Hutchinson discovered that land, a steady stream of settlers
and squatters made their ways south 52
The Rev. Ridgway Newland came to Encoun ter Bay in 1839 with a group of well -

minded religious folk whose motivations ran contrary to the wildness of the
whalers present on the Bay's shores upon their arrival. Before long their ordered
influence took hold, and Newland's farm at Yilki was described as 'a stone edifice
with a shingle roof; a brick kitchen and malting kiln were added, and a dairy was
excavated in the hillside. A barn of considerable dimensions was also considered
necessary, and there were milking sheds and stockyard.'" Dr Matthew Moorhouse,
the first protector of Aborigines in South Australia, and David Wark, married to

Ridgway Newland's chairmanship, the first Port Elliot to Goolwa railway was
constructed.57 The railway was a reminder of the growing productivity of the
coastline's agricultural hinterland and the need to find adequate shipping facilities
for this produce. In 1852 the town of Port Elliot had been surveyed and an obelisk,

'Freeman's nob', placed on a promontory above the harbour to help guide in the
vessels which would seek the harbour's shelter. Port Elliot's first hotel was erected
in 1852, its police station in 1853, its jetty and St Jude's church in 1854, its first
courthouse in 1855 and its post office in 1858. Settlers erected substantial houses.
William Metcalf built his house and barn on his Hindmarsh Valley Road property
in 1850, B.F. Laurie, the harbourmaster, built 'Southcote' on the Crows' Nest Road
in 1853, and the Rev. Mr Hotham built 'The Gables' at Waterport se
At Middleton, the town set out on land between Port Elliot and Goolwa bought
by T.W. Higgins in 1849, ordered settlement had also begun. Limbert's store ws
opened in 1854, the same year that the railway went through, W. and A. Bowman's
flour mill turned its stones to crush local grain in 1855 and the first school opened
in 1856.59 Civilization had arrived.
In 1839, ten years before Thomas Walter Higgins dug back into his Irish ancestry
and named Middleton, and not long before he would start selling his fattened cattle
to those 'filthy and savage' whalers at Encounter Bay, the newly arrived Governor
George Gawler, described in a public newspaper something of the wonder of the
environment inland from the southern coast, and gave the people of Adelaide more

of an idea of the land that was yet to be won:
Twenty five miles to the mouth of the Inman in Encounter Bay runs a lovely Valley, varying from
six to two miles in width, well wateredand rich in soil for agrir ulnae and herbage for pasture. In this
valley division hills, which separate the eastward and the westward waters, are about ten miles from
Yankalilla, their summits are covered with pasture, and their height is not above 300 feet above the
sea, while that of the precipitous mountains which bound the valley to the north and south is from
1,200 to 2,000 feet 6D

From 1842 this valley of the Inman and its neighbouring Hindmarsh valley were
encroached on by settlers seeking to win the land and to go beyond the surveyed
marks on maps looking for pasture for their stock. It was noted that. Vidal James,

R.B. James, Giles, Strangways, 'Encounter Bay Bob' Robinson and Field were
either squatting on Crown Lands or depasturing stock with an occupation licence
in the area prior to 1850.61
Within eight years of George Gawler's view of the Inman Valley, and over ten
years after Samuel Stephens, the first colonial manager of the South Australian

Company, claimed that he was going 'over to Cape Jervis with the view of

Newland's sister -in -law, joined the group whose lives centred around 'The

discharging the Emma at "Yankalilla" and there forming forthwith our

Tabernacle' at Yilki.5'
Newland was so impressed with the settlement's achievement by 1840 that he
urged others to join them:

Agricultural Establishment, for which purpose I think of Employing that vessel to
fetch up stock.'62
The likes of the squatters and licence holders had the south west of the Fleurien
Peninsula firmly in their grasp. George French Angas, the artist /naturalist son of
the one -time South Australian Company chairman, sketched out many scenes of
the land at this time. Later he wrote that its possibilities had been long discovered
by immigrants:

As a residence for colonists Encounter Bay is more healthy and suited to the British constitution

than Adelaide, and much better adapted for agriculture ....
We have some things prepared for organized society. such as resident police, to be headed by a
resident Magistrate, and the regularprcaching of the C'.ospet ss

More signs of organized society', like a mill, customs' house and a school for native
children, appeared very quickly 56
In 1854, three years after Porter Helmore's mill was built at Yilki, Encounter Bay,

and a year after the first meeting of the District Council of Encounter Bay under
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Towards Rapid Bay and C:eix Jervis the country is mote !woken and mountainous, and the st every
romantic in the extreme. Many settlers stations are scat tved tin oughout th is district ... t he valleys are

fertile in the ex ti tille, and the neighbouring districts of Yankalilla and Myponga are amongst the

fairest in the colony .... The valleys of the Hindmarsh and Inman also are as fertile in their
pmdwlion as they are beautiful in scenery"
59

LikeAngas, Francis Dutton saw the land's agricultural and pastoral uses but also
remarked on a factor which would lead to other uses. 'Close to Cape Jervis are the
rich valleys of Rapid and Aldinga Bays and Yankalil la, abounding in rich land and
beautiful scenery. At Rapid Bay extensive loads of copper and lead have also been
discovered. '6'

Soon all the attendant features of British colonial settlement dotted the
countryside. On 2 June 1849 the Register reported that Robert Norman, an
Adelaide dentist, was proposing to form a township with a church, blacksmith's
shop and hotel. He named the town Normanville and built the church, St James, in
1850, a year after his town was proposed to the public 65 In 1849 too, James and
John Leonard built their trill adjacent to what later became the thriving settlement
of Randalsea /Second Valley. On 15 June 1842, seven years before the Leonards
built their mill, Henry Kemmiss purchased his land grant in Survey 'D' of 90 acres
and began building 'Manna Farm'. Later, Thomas Wilson laid out the township of

Yankalilla on part of Sections 1180 and 1181 in the Hundred of Yankalilla,
contiguous with the boundary of 'Manna Farm'.66 in 1856 Christ Church was built
at Yankalilla town, to help the established church cause in a district which had seen
the non - conformist Bible Christians already erect a chapel at Dairy Flat in 1854. By
1859 two other Methodist churches were built, although they were Wesleyan, al
Glenburn /Delamere and 'Springbank' /Hay Flat.67
From 1855 until 1861 the Yankalilla district was humming with settlement and

agricultural production in a way that would have given the theorists of South
Australian settlement the belief that their theory of bringing 'a middle class
amongst the cultivators of the soil' was fulfilled.68 Ferguson had built his
Normanville mill in 1856 to cater for the district's abundant harvests. Lush, an
astute local historian has remarked that
The migrants from England found Normanville and hinterland with its comparatively high and
reliable rainfall somewhat similar to their homeland and they quickly set to work growing wheat.
Tisis they did most successfully and profitably, with flour in the early boom years selling at £12 per
bag, a considerable quantity beir shipped from Normanville to Adelaide and Melbourne6+

The fruitful possibilities of the Normanville - Yankalilla area were accepted by

even the surveyors parcelling up the land for later settlement. Hay Flat, near
Normanville, received its nomenclature from the fact that 'The first surveyors, on
coming down to Yankalilla, pitched their tents in a fine open plain where they
found the grass so luxuriant and tall that it could be tied over a horse's back. They
mowed it and made it into hay.'70
In 1859, on land overlooked by the house of Septimus Herbert, another of the
district's successful founders, The Wissanger School, now the Yankalilla Area
School Annexe, was built to inculcate the middle class moral and ethical truths into
the district's young.71
The year after Wissanger school opened Yankalilla had two breweries, three
hotels and three flour mills and there were 2,000 people living wi thin 10 kilometres

of Normanville. One of the mills was built by Eli Butterworth, who with his
brother did so much in the grain trade at Normanville. Eli also built his home
'Bungala' next to the mill site.72
The accent on the area's agricultural capabilities was further emphasised by the
opening of Normanville s first jetty and by the construction of Myponga Beach's
jetty a little further north on the coast. So coastal shipping, which was to expand

over the next twenty -five years, was enhanced by these new facilities and the
agricultural productions of a prosperous district were reaching their markets more
quickly 73

The expansion of coastal shipping was not the only positive move in
transportation. In 1859, the new 'Victory Road', won after a long battle with
Adelaide authorities, connected the recently established town of Myponga to the
rich rural settlements of Aldinga, Willunga and McLaren Vale. John Norman, the
licensee of the hotel at Sellicks Hill
which still bears the road's triumphant

progress in its name

was dubbed 'the conquering hero' of the hour for his

strenuous efforts to get the road developed. The road wound its way tightly up the
Willunga scarp passing 'Mypunga' (Hillsley) station opened up by the Everards in
the early 1840s, and came out near Myponga. A blacksmith's shop, house and horse
stop were built at the road junction outside of Myponga. The newspaper reporter
commenting on the marvellous road used all his flowery devices in its description:
'Romantically beautiful, indeed, is this new mountain path. It discloses every kind
of scenery that the ranges or the plains can boast, and affords from time to time the
most unbounded prospect of the sea, with Kangaroo Island in the distance.'" So,
from 1859 the more southern settlers had improved mobility to the north and the
country around 'the place of green trees' (Willunga) where Fisher and Light rested
during the 1837 expedition.

In 1840, within two years of that expedition, William Colton and Charles
Hewitt, 'two trained Devonshire farmers', took up country in Survey C. Colton
founded the property 'Daringa', and built a red brick house and barn the two
buildings now set amongst the Maxwell Winery at McLaren Vale. The farmers
soon reported back to England on their prospects, and the prospects of the newly
colonised district, as part of the inquiries of the 1841 Select Committee into South
Australia:
We arrived here with our families 2/1/90, have built our houses, huts for our men, dairies,
outhouses, pigsties, stockyards, cowyards, cowpens, sheep -pen. gardens; and fenced with posts and
rails the length of one and a half sections .... It is, however, quite colonial what in England we

should call rough farming

but from having so many things to attend to and inclining to sow as
much as possible we have done it rough, but hope, God willing, the next year to manage better ....
We are getting thickly inhabited in this quarter and begin to have the appearance of an inhabited

country ... .

Four miles south of us on the Encounter Bay Road is the township of Willunga, where many men
are employed in the slate quarries. said to be of excellent quality."

An Adelaide paper described the district as having

Twelve settlers, who possess stock to the amount of upwards of 2000 sheep and 200 head of cattle...

about 70 acres are ... under crop ... The Willunga district . .. is also beginning Lo be settled. A
township is laid out, in which are an inn, a police station, and about a dozen other houses.... There

is a slate quarry in the district, worked by Mr. l oud.r"

As the success of the quarries grew and their number increased and their products
roofed houses, flagged verandahs and took the bevelled inscriptions of tombstone
epitaphs around South Australia, so too the agricultural operations of settlers met
with excel lent results. The Willunga and McLaren Vale districts were boasted of as

a pivotal centre for South Australian transport and communications and the
prospective home of that Arcady so many writers had promised the first British
immigrants to South Australia. As John Norman bragged to the Willunga farmers
and Stockholders Club at their celebratory dinner:
lu a undoubted capabilities of the soi t for agricultural purposes
the puoductions of fruit and vegetables
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the extensive nuns fou

pasturage

her natural prcxluct ions, besides mines and minerals
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her extensive capabilities for exporting, which had already surpassed every thing hitherto known for
where all who seek it, can obtain useful employment
and, (though last. not
so young a colony
least) a beautiful and healthy t l imate altogether rendered her capable, under a wise Covet omen t,

of lemming one of the greatest and happiest plates in the world

Drunk with enthusiasm.rr

What of these farmers? At McLaren Vale Frederick Scott of Brownson Farm had
sunk a well forty feet deep and flagged it nearby his temporary hut. His wheat and
barley crops had failed." A little to the north west of Scott's land the independents
had erected a small Congregational chapel, and not far from them on land now
accommodated by the Anglican church, Hoperoft and Cornock had planted the
a small beginning for a large industry.79
district's first grape vines
South east of McLaren Vale, at a place then named Monopilla, John Brown, a
Devonshire man like Hewitt and Colton of McLaren Vale, erected a solid stone
house at his 'Exmouth Farm' and superintended 400 sheep, 16 cattle, l pig, 7 acres
of wheat and 4 acres of barley.80
At McLaren Vale William Colton had progressed beyond mere farming and by
1849 was running the Devonshire House as a hotel. The Devonshire was joined in
1851 by the Salopian Hotel further on the track to Willunga.
The building of the hotels was only another sign of a flourishing district with
extensive growth in its settlements. Schools, mills, houses, government offices were

all signs of the success which was due, so one correspondent to a newspaper
claimed, to the fact that 'Nowhere in this part of the colony do agricultural
operations seem so vigorously pursued.'."
The same correspondent to the Register further described the rapidly developing
hinterland of Willunga around White's Gully and Aldinga:
Along a tolerably level road. nearly west across the Adlinga plains. and at the outlet of a gorge
called White's Gully, a spot opens out to the gulf upon a beach eligible fora port from which to ship
the grain of these localities to Adelaide, and where a township is about to be formed, to becaBed Port
Willunga. It is in part laid out, 20 or 30 buildings being planned and in the course of erection, and
several houses ... being aheady built and occupied. "r

In 1852 memorialists from the district First tried to persuade the government that
a jetty at Port Willunga was a necessity "3 Certainly from the point of view that
there were four competing flour mills within an eight mile radius, and a number of
vibrant towns and villages connected to the mills and the agricultural industry, like
White's Gully being attendant to Samuel White's mill, and 'Aldinga Village'
subdivided in January 1857, the memorialists' case appeared sound." Their request
was answered when, in April 1853, construction commenced on a jetty.B3
As the residents of Willunga petitioned the government for a fair hearing in their
quest for a jetty, their district, and the other districts in the Fleurieu Peninsula, and
its environs, appeared to have limitless possibilities. Stock numbers were high,
crops were producing, towns were erected, the elements of governmental order were
in place and individual settlers were going beyond the temporary dwellings of their
first years and, like George Dunn of McHarg's Creek with his two storeyed stone
residence, building houses which reflected the substance of their prosperity.

second phases of the concentration of the British settlement in South Australia. "
Settlement
from theory to land exploration, thence to pioneer pastoralism and
agriculture, and thence again to town and suburban survey was constrained by
an ordered model of understood land usage and rural societal structure. The model
itself was found in the ideas of the theorists and capitalists who founded South
Australia.87

The theory of land seulement, as perceived by the colony's progenitors, spoke of

settlement being confined to prescribed and surveyed areas; these areas being
peopled by respectable labourers and capitalists in a type of yeoman landlord
society."" The land was to provide the economic base for the new colonial society.89

This base would also provide an economic stimulus. Colonel Torrens, for
example, argued in the House of Commons on 15 February 1837 that The value
which the influx of an industrious population bestowed upon the colonial lands at
the disposal of the crown, would become a permanent source of national revenue,
and of clear and unbought advantage to the country.'90
Pioneer colonists, both agriculturists and pastoralists, also believed that the land
provided the economic base on which their, and the colony's, future depended.
They spoke of the land as being able to produce an almost unlimited harvest. There
was, according to reports, 'an abundance of good land'. Again, there was 'no land
in the world finer ... the land is nothing but a rich heap of manure'. And yet again,
there was 'a richness of land, and undoubted fertility of the soil'.91
More than this, colonists very soon spoke of themselves as 'masters of the nature
of the country and the soil from here [Adelaide] to Cape Jervis, and across to
Encounter Bay.'92 This belief grew out of the Biblical idea, discussed in the
introduction to this article, which the Rev. T.Q. Stow echoed when he said that the
land was 'subdued with the greatest of easé .93
The settlers on the Fleurieu Peninsula conformed to these ideas of mastering the
land. The mere action of fashioning a stone, or timber, house was a material
statement of the arrival of civilisation. Even more material were the actions of

agriculturists, and of pastoralists, changing the face of the landscape with
ploughing, harrowing and the planting of exotic seeds, and by the introduction of
hard - hooved animals.99

What the settlement of the Fleurieu Peninsula shows us is the muscular pride
taken by South Australia's British colonists in their civilisation of the landscape.
The surveyed roads, the villages and towns with their churches, stores, hotels and
schools, the fenced farmyards, ploughed fields and neatly constructed houses all
speak to the great central theme of British colonisation. George Fife Angas aptly
described this theme as 'the high vocation' of
Raising cities in the wilderness, of breaking up the soil of waste but fertile regions, of sowing in far
distant lands the seeds of British institutions, arts,and sciences, and above all, of diffusing far and
wide the print iplesof that Divine religion which has raised the mother country to the elevated station
of titled) among the nations.95
Footnotes

By 1861, the course of settlement on the Fleurieu Peninsula, and the regions

adjacent to it, had proceeded within a relatively ordered framework. Early
nineteenth century exploration earmarked the land for the British Empire. Then,
as Williams has shown, the Fleurieu Peninsula and environs were in the first and
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Wiltshire to South Australia and Victoria in 1851.' This was only a very small part
of the great tide of migration from the United Kingdom to Australia which started

interruption in assisted migration in the 1840s - until the early years of this
century. Why is this particular little party of migrants of special interest? The
answer, i think, is that it was as unusual migration - unusual in the way in which
it was organised, unusual in being so well documented, and unusual, considering
how few people were involved, in the amount of light it throws on the difference
between conditions at home and conditions in Australia at the time. Not counting

the enforced migrations of the Highland Clearances, ruthlessly carried out by
agents and factors, I know of only one other migration to Australia which was
personally organised and supervised by a landowner, and in that case, in North
Devon, I gather there was no attempt to involve the whole county. This Wiltshire
migration was organised definitely on a county basis by Earl Bruce, the eldest son

and heir of the first Marquess of Ailesbury. Though he did not come into
possession of his father's estates till 1856, Bruce was very largely managing them by

1851, and can therefore be considered a landowner. Nor was he just any old
landowner; he was already well known throughout the whole county of Wiltshire
because he had commanded the Wiltshire Yeomanry since 1837 and was proving
himself a keen and efficient commandant of that force, which later became known
as Lord Ailesbury's regiment.
The first thing to consider is how this migration came about. That will involve
trying to understand the motives behind it, both those of Lord Bruce and those of
the labourers and their wives who took part in it. Then we can see what happened
- how these Wiltshire people were able to go to Australia and, in a few cases, what
happened to them when they got there. Lastly I will give a brief description of the

voyage. i know of only two family histories written by descendants of these
Wiltshire migrants and of one in the making; but I have had many letters from
other descendants and a few photographs. From these, taken together with the
official records arid information from the local press, both in Wiltshire and in
Australia, a fairly clear picture emerges.
The story begins in the autumn of 1849. Bruce, a man in the prime of life who
thoroughly enjoyed the privileges of his position and at the same time took its
responsibilities seriously, was concerned about the condition of the farm labourers,
especially those on the Savernake Estate, then reckoned to be the second largest
estate in Wiltshire. The labourers were employed by the farmers; only a few worked
directly for the landlords. Their wages were fixed by custom, differing from county
to county, and in the south of England were by and large much lower than in the
Maik Baker, an Oxford graduate, taught at Wellington College from 1936 until he
retired in 1970. fie now lives in Pewsey, Wiltshire.
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north. Bruce was well aware of this, for Lord Ailesbury had estates in Yorkshire,
north of Ripon, and Bruce seems usually to have spent part of the autumn at the
family's hunting lodge near Jervaulx Abbey. It was distressing also to sec how
many unemployed labourers came in autumn and winter to Savernake Lodge, the
Bruces' house in Savernake Forest, asking for work. The contrast with conditions
in Yorkshire was painfully obvious.
That it caused Bruce genuine concern was shown in his speech at the end of
October 1849 to the Marlborough District Association for the Encouragement of
Industrious and Meritorious Agricultural and Other Servants.
Parts of his speech are worth quoting; and the full report of that meeting is, to my
mind, a record of considerable historical interest. 'I conceive it hardly possible',

Bruce said, 'that anything, in the present day, can be more beneficial to the
labouring classes than to promote among them a disposition to emigrate....' He
was thinking not only of families but also of young single men. To continue in his
own words:
I believe, from my experience, that a large porportion of young men between 20 and 25
years of age, who are now looked upon as rather undecided characters
something
between good and bad
would, if they could find employment and fair wages, under
good masters. settle down and become steady respectable members of society. But, if on the
contrary they are constantly met with some such observation as this "Oh, a great strong

fellow like you! Why don't you go to work at the railway? We support your father and
family already, and you ought to go forth ". What is the consequence? He does go forth,
and he becomes a bad man, because we have not room at home to make him a good man.
What I wish to do then is to give the labouring classes elbow room; or, I would rather say,
to give them breathing room for it is a matter of life and death to them. Imagine, by way
of comparison, a room crowded to suffocation. if through some fortunate opening one
managed to crawl out, and after him another and another reached the air, life would not
only be spared to those who escaped, but breathing room would be given to those who
remained. What air then would be to the crowded room bread and wages are to the
labourer. (Hear, hear).

Emigration would provide the bread and wages; it would let air into the crowded
room; and incidentally 'that greatest of burdens to the landlord', as Bruce called the
building of cottages, would be much reduced. Bruce then announced and this

was the crunch point of his speech
that Lord Ailesbury would contribute
generously towards the expenses of any families on his estates who wished to
emigrate, provided the parish authorities would 'contribute with equal readiness
and liberality towards the same object'. This surely was a decent offer. In a few
Wiltshire parishes already the expenses of emigrant families in travelling to ports
of embarkation with suitable clothing, or clothing which was supposed to be
suitable, had been paid out of the rates. The proportion of the rates which could be
used for this purpose was laid down in Clause 62 of the Poor Law Amendment Act
of 1834. But seldom did a landowner undertake to pay part of the expenses himself,
as Mr Sotheron Estcourt, who became President of the Poor Law Board in Lord
Derby's second administration, had done on one occasion at Bishops Cannings
near Devizes. Lord Ailesbury's offer, covering a large number of parishes, looked
generous. The reaction to it at the Marlborough District Association dinner came
to Bruce as an unpleasant surprise.
Bruce was Chairman of the Marlborough District Association, and so spoke first.

The Vice Chairman, who spoke soon after him, was one of the leading farmers in
Wiltshire, if not the leading farmer, George Brown of Avebury. Many of the 40 or 50
members present at the dinner were also farmers, and looked to Brown to give them

a lead. Farmers in those days played an even more important part in parish affairs
in the country than they do now; for many of them were members of their parish
vestries, and the vestries controlled the raising of local rates and exercised several of
the functions of district and county councils, which did not then exist, as well as
those of parish councils. It followed that the success of Lord Bruce's proposal about
emigration would depend to a large extent on Brown's response to it.

Here politics inevitably intrude. Brown's attitude towards rural emigration
cannot be understood without a glance at the great political controversy of the
1840s which raged round the Corn Laws. These laws meant little to the labourers
but a lot to the farmers. Brown was Chairman of the North Wiltshire Protection
Society, whose object was to restore the protection against the import of cheap
foreign corn which farmers had enjoyed before the repeal of the Corn Laws in 1846.
When the Corn Laws were repealed that protection was withdrawn; cheap foreign
corn flooded in through the ports to feed the starving thousands of the big cities and

Ireland, and the farmers considered themselves ruined. Actually they were not
ruined, though they suffered temporary inconvenience and loss. They felt that they
had been badly let down by the landlords who had supported repeal and at the saine

time continued to demand their rents. That did not undermine loyalty in the
Marlborough area to Lord Ailesbury, who was a staunch Tory; but it put a big
question mark against Bruce, who would soon inherit his estates, for Bruce was a
supporter of free trade, a Whig and later a Liberal. Moreover he already had a vote

in Parliament which could not be taken away from him, for he had been
unexpectedly promoted to the House of Lords at the time of Queen Victoria's
coronation in 1838, and sat in that House on the opposite side to his fattier, an
unusual situation. Here then was Bruce, who had helped to undermine the
position of the farmers, suggesting that they should add to their burdens by
increasing the parish rates in order to enable labourers to emigrate. For who mainly
paid the rates? The farmers of course. Such a suggestion was, in Brown's opinion,

to use modern parlance, the ruddy limit.
He put it more politely to the Marlborough District Association, though the
anger in his voice trembles through his words, as reported in the Devizes Gazette:
'Until the noble lord and such men as himself
until the aristocracy of this
country come forward, and endeavour to prevent the ruinous consequences which
the measure of the legislature is daily bringing upon the agriculturists of England,
it will be utterly out of their power to find employment for the class to whom you,
my Lord, have alluded, or to assist in any scheme of emigration which may be
proposed for their relief'. (Cheers and a cry of 'That's right'). 'The expenses of
emigration', Brown continued, 'are more than many people may imagine, and you
will find, my Lord, that the different parishes will not come forward and deposit
those sums of money which are required for such a purpose; and that, not from any
unwillingness to contribute towards alleviating the distress which they see around
them, but because their hands have been so tied and crippled that it is quite out of
their power to accede to your Lordship's proposal'. (Continued cheering).
Every farmer within many miles of Marlborough who was a member of his

parish vestry would read Brown's words in the local paper and would take them to
heart. There was not the slightest hope of getting an emigration scheme going on a

parish basis on the Savernake Estate or indeed further afield in Wiltshire, after
Brown had spoken. Bruce would have to think again.

What emerged from his second thoughts was the Wiltshire Emigration
Association. It is in the records of that organisation that we find particulars of the
258 Wiltshire people who migrated to Australia in 1851. If the farmers had been
cooperative and emigration had been encouraged on a parish basis, there would
probably not have been so many of them in that one year, and we should know
much less about them. They would have been mentioned in the vestry books by
name, and we might have been able to trace them in the shipping lists and find out
for there they would have been described as agricultural
their occupations
labourer, logger, bricklayer, shepherd, etc. For those who could be traced in the
shipping lists we should also have known the names of the ships in which they
sailed, and where they embarked and disembarked; about those who could not be
traced in the shipping lists we should have known nothing more than that they
went to Australia. But a county organisation, with a secretary who kept a minute
book and a register and a subscription list, and dealt with correspondence, was
another mauer; it had useful records, which fortunately survived and were handed
over to the Wiltshire Record Office by the late Marquess of Ailesbury. They tell us
quite a lot. The rest of what we know comes from the sources already mentioned,
particularly from the local press, from one or two books, and from letters written by
emigrants or their descendants.
Bruce organised sensibly. Defeated by the farmers, he fell back on the support of
the landowners and the parsons. He remained convinced that rural unemploymen t
had nothing to do with the repeal of the Corn Laws but was due mainly to overpopulation, and that therefore emigration was the obvious cure. What he had not
realised was the amount of work involved in getting even such a small number of
labourers and their families as he managed to organise to a port of embarkation and

on to emigrant ships, so that they could travel to Australia at very little cost to
themselves.
At first he moved cautiously. During the rest of the autumn of 1849 he had, in the

words of the minute book of the Wiltshire Emigration Association, 'sundry
conversations and some written communications at different times' with Lord
Shelburne, the Reverend (later Canon) John Guthrie and another gentleman of no
importance. Guthrie was Vicar of Caine, where unemployment was bad, and was

also Lord Lansdowne's domestic chaplain; Bowood, the Lansdowne mansion,
being close to Caine. Guthrie was greatly concerned about the poverty of the
agricultural labourers and could not understand how they made ends meet. The
Earl of Shelburne was Lord Lansdowne's son and heir; and he was one of Bruce's
chief supporters in his emigration project. His readiness to help, without claiming
any credit for it, makes a favourable impression; and it seems a great pity that he
died suddenly in the summer of 1866, only three years after succeeding his father as
Marquess of Lansdowne and the day after being offered a post in Lord Derby's third
government. That is by the way. What matters for us is that Shelburne was able to
discuss Bruce's ideas with his father; and we first hear of the Wiltshire Emigration

Association when Shelburne at the beginning of 1850 arranged a meeting at

Bowood between Bruce and Lord Lansdowne to discuss 'a rough sketch of a plan
for a county Emigration Association'.
Henry, the third Marquess of Lansdowne, who lies buried in Romsey Abbey near

Earl Mountbatten, was a person of some importance. If there was a Whig
government, as there was in 1849, Lansdowne was certain to be in it and to be a
member of the cabinet. He had refused a dukedom and the premiership but still
held a dominant position in the Whig party. He was also Lord Lieutenant of
Wiltshire. Very probably he had his eye on Bruce as his sucessor in that position. Ile
tried to draw him out in the House of Lords and persuade him to speak more often;

and any sign of initiative by Bruce Lansdowne was very ready to encourage. So,
when Bruce had his plan for a county emigration association more fully worked

out, in February 1850 Lansdowne forwarded it to the Colonial Office for
consideration; and, coming from Lansdowne, it had to be taken seriously.
We now begin to see how personal relations between the great county magnates
could affect the fate of farm labourers and their wives and children. Nor was it just
that Bruce was able to have a friendly discussion with Lansdowne. There was a
closer tie between the two families; for Shelburne's first wife, who died soon after
they were married, had been one of Lady Bruce's sisters, both being daughters of the

11th Earl of Pembroke and his Russian countess. The tragedy of the first Lady
Shelburne's early death, and Shelburne's subsequent remarriage, seem to have
strengthened rather than impaired the friendly relations between the two families.
Shelburne and Bruce were on the best of terms, and Shelburne attended nearly all
the meetings Bruce held about his emigration project.
Bruce's plan for a Wiltshire Emigration Association was considered by a
Colonial Office board called the Colonial Land and Emigration Commissioners.
Their somewhat complicated origins and the part played in creating the board by
Lord John Russell during his brief tenure of the Colonial Office need not concern
us here. By 1850 the Commissioners were in charge of emigration throughout the
Empire and of land sales in Australia. They were often referred to as Park Street,
which was the name of the street in Westminster in which their offices were
situated. They were particularly anxious to supply South Australia, where they had

been in charge of emigration since 1844, with enough agricultural labourers to
satisfy the needs of the settlers. In the one state in Australia which never had any
convicts this was a vital service, and the settlers paid for it indirectly, because half
the money made by the sales of land was devoted to recruiting suitable migrants and

bringing them to Adelaide. So it is not surprising to find that more of Bruce's
migrants went to Adelaide than to the alternative destination of Port Phillip,
which meant Geelong and Melbourne. For migrants who went to New South
Wales, Sydney was the usual destination, and from there they spread out into the
territory beyond; fewer were interested in going to Port Phillip and working their
way up country from Melbourne until the gold rush began. In 1850 -51 the new
state of Victoria, with Melbourne as its capital, was created out of the southern part
of New South Wales, and Park Street naturally wanted to support it by providinga
good supply of suitable migrants to work for the settlers. This was the situation
when the two ships bringing some of Bruce's migrantsrarrived at Geelong in 1851.

In 1851 also, as it happened, the gold rush began, and the gold was mainly in
Victoria. The situation was transformed, and Park Street ran into difficulties. But

meanwhile Bruce's migrants had arrived and had settled in. They had just escaped

the disorganisation caused by the gold rush. Some of them went to the gold

to encourage them to emigrate and, what was equally important, to be able to

diggings of course, including at least two from South Australia; but they were not
'get rich quick' boys, they had gone to Australia with the intention of staying there.
If the gold diggings helped them to buy a farm, so much the better.
There seems to have been no question of the Wiltshire Emigration Association
sending men and women to any other part of the Empire but Australia. By this in
the end they benefitted, in spite of the enormous distance they had to travel. Above
all they were spared the horrors of the Atlantic crossing and of the typhus - ridden
depot at Quebec, nor did they have to endure the North American winters. Lady

recommend them to the Association. Admittedly the Dean of Salisbury must have
been at a disadvantage; he had only been appointed Dean in 1849 and must have
relied on information from others for his recommendations, which were not all
accepted. The rest were parish priests, who knew the families in their villages. In
order to qualify for making recommendations they had to subscribe a minimum of
£I to the Association. A few subscribed £2, the rest £1, and who shall blame them?
Their stipends varied a good deal, but might not be more than £250 per annum.
The migrants had to go through a double process of selection
first by the
Association, then by the Commissioners. I called them hand - picked because of the
vetting by the Association, but in fact the Commissioners were often stricter, for
they had to apply certain rules, which among other things limited the numbers of
small children who could be taken and excluded altogether children
unaccompanied by their parents. The Association's efforts to arrange for a boy of
twelve from Melchet to travel with his newly married sister and her husband were

Bruce's brother, Sidney Herbert, who concerned himself a great deal with the

problems of emigration and launched an emigration scheme of his own,
particularly favoured South Australia, where some migrants from the Pembroke
estates and from his own estates in Ireland were already settled; and he knew about
the horrors of the Atlantic crossing. Although on the committee of the Wiltshire

Emigration Association Sidney Herbert kept a low profile. He may well have
influenced Bruce and have persuaded him to think in terms of Australia.
It took the whole of the year 1850 to get the Wiltshire Emigration Association
under way. The Emigration Commissioners, once they were convinced that Bruce
meant business, were keen enough to have his hand- picked Wiltshire migrants and
transport them to Adelaide or Port Phillip; and Bruce had to ask twice for passages
to be postponed while he organised recruitment. Things moved more slowly in the
country than in the towns, and it was not till November 1850 that the formation of
the committee of the Association was completed and a secretary appointed. The

committee consisted of 19 grandees and smaller landowners and five parsons,
including the newly appointed Dean of Salisbury. It never met as a whole, but
small groups of members met in various places in the county from time to time, the

most important and useful meetings being two held at the Ailesbury Arms in
Marlborough in January 1851. Of the Honorary Secretary, J.H. Stanbrough,
unfortunately we know very little. He was given an office in Marlborough, where
he collected subscriptions, corresponded with recommenders of emigrants, made
them produce baptismal certificates to be forwarded to Park Street, and conducted a
brisk correspondence with Mr Walcott, the Emigration Commissioners' Secretary.
At Christmas 1850 Bruce published a long advertisement in five local papers,
covering the Salisbury, Devizes, Cirencester and Swindon areas. This

advertisement explained the aims of the Wiltshire Emigration Association,
pointing out that it could help not only labourers who wanted to emigrate but also

landowners and others who wanted to help them to do so, by centralising the
business on a county basis. The Association, although the maximum subscription
to it was fixed at £10 per annum, would have enough funds to pay some of the
incidental expenses of emigration. After the publication of the advertisement and

the two committee meetings held at the Ailesbury Arms in January 1851 the
selection of emigrants and arrangements for getting them to Plymouth to embark
began in earnest.
The lists of subscribers and recommenders of emigrants show that it was not only
the grandees who supported the Association; even a few farmers subscribed, and
much help was given by the parsons. The parsons knew the labourers well enough
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firmly frustrated by Park Street, which seems on the face of it a pity. These
restrictions often caused distress, especially when a whole family was refused
passages because of the large number of small children. Families made the best
migrants, said Caroline Chisholm, and she strongly disagreed with Park Street's
policy of limiting the numbers of children. But the sad truth was that the more
children there were in a ship, the more were likely to die during the voyage,
especially of measles; and that the Emigration Commissioners knew well.
Their most important commitment was to make sure that the migrants they sent
to Australia were genuine agricultural labourers, preferably under forty years of
age, and in good health; for labourers to work on the land were what the colonists
wanted. They also wanted a certain number of so- called 'country mechanics',
especially bricklayers. The single women were expected to become 'farm servants',
but most of them did not remain single for long. Since the Commissioners' funds
came from the colonial governments they were under a strong obligation to attend
to the colonists' requirements; and, as Bruce and Stanbrough soon discovered, if a
man had been a railway clerk or a maker of cigars, his application for an assisted
passage on an emigrant ship was likely to be turned down. For those who were
accepted by both the Association and the Commissioners the reward was an
extremely cheap journey to Australia, with a very fair prospect of finding work
when they got there. The Association paid the train fares from Chippenham to
Plymouth, and the Commissioners provided the passages to Australia, with free
food and bedding. The single men, the over - forties, and the families with more
than two children under 14 had to pay a little, and all had to pay a deposit of £2. In
several cases recommenders or the Association itself helped with these expenses.
The deposit was a reasonable demand, because emigrants often failed to turn up;
but Bruce's migrants, so far as we know, with the exception of a few last minute
withdrawals notified to the Association, all turned up at Chippenham on time for
their trains to Plymouth.
What prompted the labourers and their wives to go? The incentive must have
been great, for there were obvious disadvantages. A young man knew in advance
that it would be difficult to find a wife in Australia. For a family emigration was a

gamble. Where would they live on arrival in Australia? They could not stay
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indefinitely in the emigrant depot. How soon would the father and the able-bodied
sons find employment? I will give examples of what could happen shortly. But first
the motivation.
It was a desire to get away from certain things, not a thirst for adventure, that
prompted these Wiltshire migrants. Unemployment, especially in winter; under-

nourishment, especially in winter; inadequate wages; overcrowding; too many
restrictions
these were the things they wanted to get away from. Bruce's
comparison of their situation with the crowded room was a good one. Australia
offered not only literally plenty of space but also plenty of opportunities for the

hard worker and the prospect of something like prosperity. The winter
unemployment struck Bruce particularly, as we have seen. The under nourishment

was what the labourers' families felt most keenly. Jacob Baker of Hodson near
Swindon, a man of forty with eight children, and a ninth on the way, a skilled and
versatile labourer who was often out of work in the winter, put it vividly in a speech

he prepared but was given no chance to deliver, when he attended a meeting in
February 1850 of the North Wiltshire Protection Society. The meeting, for various
reasons, received much publicity, which helps to explain why Baker's speech was
later published in the Devizes Gazelle. 'And you, gentlemen', he said, 'must know
that our case is very bad, and that we have not near victuals enough. How would
you like to sit down with your wife and young children four days in the week to not

half bread and potatoes enough, and the other three days upon not half enough
boiled swedes, and but with little fire to cook them with ?' Of course you could go to
the workhouse; but, as Baker said, 'thousands would rather rob or starve than go to
the house'. By using all his skills and making every possible economy Jacob Baker

just got by. 'I mend my children's shoes', he said, 'and make my own clothes, and
occasionally earn sixpence by drawing teeth'. He could plough, sow and reap,
make ladders and gates, cut up pigs and sink wells. Such a man and his family were
just the sort of people whom the Wiltshire Emigration Association was formed to
help, and Baker was keen to go down under, but it took him a long time to persuade
his wife. Eventually he succeeded; and the whole family went to Adelaide in the
Navarino in 1851, recommended and helped by the Vicar of Chiseldon. in spite of
their number they seem to have conformed with the Park Street regulations. Then
no more boiled swedes. 'We have got a goint of fresh meet on our tabel everey
day', Baker wrote exultantly to his friends in Hodson in February 1852, 'and littel
Bill says I want to give Tom Weston some'. Little Bill was six years old, and Tom
Weston had been one of his companions in Hodson. 'We do not put in tea in the pot
with a tea - spuoan, but with the hand!', Baker continued. 'This is the contrey, my
boys'.

Overcrowding was taken for granted in Wiltshire villages, and that attitude
helped when it came to living in makeshift houses or shacks in Australia. But it is
interesting to find that some especially overcrowded villages contributed a good

quota of migrants to the Wiltshire Emigration Association. Burbage, on the
Savernake Estate, described in Kelly's Directory in 1848 as 'a picturesque but not

particularly clean village', is a case in point. I shall have occasion to mention
Burbage again. Bruce seems to have had his eye on it as a source of migrants and was

perhaps anxious to thin out its population.
The restrictions of village life, if you could not afford to own or hire a horse, and

were frowned on for going to the beershop, were felt, I think, particularly by the
younger men. Young women seem to have accepted their fate more readily, even if
that fate included the upbringing of illegitimate children or handing them over as
orphans to the workhouse and the Poor Law Guardians. Among the restrictions is

one which is often forgotten, the difficulty of changing your religion without

harming your prospects of employment. Richard Judd of Clarendon near
Salisbury, one of the Association's migrants, married a Roman Catholic Irish girl
whom he met in South Australia and became a Roman Catholic himself. Such a

marriage and such a conversion would have been almost unthinkable in a
Wiltshire village in the 1850s anywhere outside the Tisbury area, where one of the
principal landowners, Lord Arundell of Wardour, was a Roman Catholic. Another
of the Association's migrants, John Lewis Cassidy of Ramsbury, a bricklayer, had

been married in Ramsbury church; but he and his wife became Primitive
Methodists in South Australia. It paid to be an orthodox Anglican in an English
village where the parson, who was usually chairman of the parish vestry, had so
much influence. In Australia, if you changed your religion nobody minded, and
your prospects of getting good employment did not suffer.
In Australia another restriction on a man's freedom could be shaken off; there
were no game laws. 'Tim and me can take our guns and dog and shoot all we can
without any licences', wrote Jacob Baker from Lyndoch Valley, north of Adelaide.
'We have plenty of beautiful parrots and wild turkeys, and ducks and other birds'.
The wild turkeys were Australian bustards. The freedom to shoot them as and when
he pleased was one of the joys of life in Australia.
This was just the sort of report which encouraged emigration and induced men
and women to face all the risks, discomforts and dangers it involved. For, as Sidney
Herbert said, 'it is very difficult with the labouring class to remove an idea which
has once taken possession of their mind and no printed report is of any weight with
them against the evidence of some one person whom they themselves know
personally.' And, when that one person said meat was plentiful and employment
easy to find, they were being told what they wanted to believe; and all the rest the
abandonment of the cottage home and of friends and relatives, the risk of death on
the long voyage, the extremely rough living conditions in Australia mattered
little in comparison. The Baker family had a joint of meat on their table every day
because, as Jacob put it, 'a farmer came down out of the bush and hired us',

meaning himself and his four oldest sons. About the same time two Sussex
migrants at Melbourne said that there was no lack of work there if you were
prepared to work hard, but idlers had better say at home. There had undoubtedly
been similar reports before these. For instance, at Wilton one of Sidney Herbert's
gardeners, Joseph Blake, had heard about conditions in South Australia from his
brother -in -law, already settled there, and took the opportunity offered by the
Wiltshire Emigration Association to join him there with his family. Bruce was
quite right in thinking that plenty of migrants would be forthcoming, once they
knew how to apply for assisted passages, and thought it was the duty of landowners
and others in authority to make the information available to them.
However we must not allow Jacob Baker to give us too rosy a picture of life down

under. Baker's enthusiasm is a reflection on the grim conditions at home; it does
not mean that everything was lovely in the Australian garden. It is interesting to

find a young man of 19 or 20 from a good middle class home
his father was a
carpenter and a relative was the village schoolmaster and a churchwarden
reacting strongly at first against conditions in Australia, not because he shirked

the Marion; but the significant thing is that Lord Radnor's greeting was
remembered and cared about. So in those parts of the county from which no

hard work but because of the discomforts; then a year later his attitude changed and
became much more like Jacob Baker's. This young man was James Roberts from

opportunity to win goodwill and to be thought well of years later. The Earl of

Norton St Philip, a Somerset village not far from Trowbridge, who landed at
Adelaide in 1850. When he and his companions came back from work hot and
exhausted, they had to set about making bread in the Australian way
that is,
'damper'
and had to wash their own shirts and stockings. The washing was
important because they could not carry much in the way of clothing and bedding
around with them when looking for work in a land practically devoid of public
transport. The cheapness of meat was some compensation; but, as for living
quarters, 'the best place we have to stay in', wrote Roberts, 'is not as good as a
cowshed in England', and at night they were surrounded by fierce aborigines. 'Old
England Old England', he burst out in the middle of a letter, longing to go home.
But by January 1852, even though he had fallen off a scaffold and badly injured

himself, he was all for staying in Australia. 'If you were out here', he told his
parents, 'I should never think of going home any more as this is a far better country
than England'. So the young single man in the end agreed with the middle -aged
father of a large family that 'this is the contrey, my boys'. However, many hazards
had to be faced, many discomforts and dangers. James Roberts' letter from Sydney,
dated 8 January 1852, was his last; he disappeared, perhaps in the gold rush, and

was never heard of again. We do not know whether any of Bruce's younger
migrants disappeared in the same sort of way; but we do know that some of them,
both young and middle -aged, settled down and flourished, and some managed to

acquire their own [arms. Joseph Blake and his son -in -law Ambrose Phillips,

having made a little at the gold diggings, jointly managed a [arm in South
Australia. Giles Cox of Collingbourne Kingston, grandfather of the late Dr
Leonard Bell Cox, had a farm in Victoria, though he was said not to be a good
farmer because he spent so much time reading Shakespeare. Bill Stagg, a dour and
determined man, was farming almost on the outback in South Australia as late as
1886, and kept up his standards by having what he called a water closet; there was,
however, no water to [lush it.
Bruce's migrants came from several different parts of Wiltshire. They were quite
thick on the ground on the Savernake Estate and in the countryside to the east of
Salisbury; otherwise they were thinly and widely scattered about the county. It is
understandable that the Savernake Estate, Bruce's own territory, should have
produced a fair number; but why did the Salisbury area do so? Perhaps, in spite of

what Sidney Herbert said about the attitude of the labouring classes, the
landowners and the parsons had more influence than they suspected, especially
when they showed an interest in individual migrants. Mrs Sidney Herbert was most

anxious about the spiritual welfare of the Blakes' daughter Eliza, and sent her
Tracts for the Christian Seasons to read on the voyage. Lord Radnor, crossing
Alderbury Common one day in March 1851, when he saw young Ambrose Phillips
in the distance, called out to him and asked him the name of the ship in which he
was about to sail to South Australia. Ambrose's brother Luke remembered him
saying it was the Mary Ann
remembered it in 18991 The ship in fact was called

migrants were forthcoming one cannot help feeling that the landowners missed an

Suffolk at Malmesbury, for instance, although both he and his heir Lord Andover

joined Bruce's committee, appears to have left it at that and done nothing to
encourage anyone to migrate. Nor were there any migrants from the Longleat
Estate, where the Marchioness of Bath, trustee for her son, may well have felt that,
as he would come of age in 1852, she ought not to burden the estate with another
commitment so soon before he took charge. Less understandable, and a greater

pity, is the apparently complete lack of interest of William Henry Fox Talbot, on
whose doorstep at Lacock was part of the Chippenham Poor Law Union, and the
Chippenham Poor Law Union was one of the two Unions in the county which
made use of the Wiltshire Emigration Association. It would be nice to be able to say
that the man who has been called the father of modern photography supported the

Association too; but so far as we know he didn't.

The 258 Wiltshire migrants did not all travel in one party. The Emigration
Commissioners' policy was to put groups of people from different parts of the
British Isles in the same ship, nearly always including a fair number of the Irish.
This helps to explain why emigrant ships on the long run to Australia became
good matchmakers. One example was Ambrose Phillips and Eliza Blake, who were
both in the Marion and married later. However the Commissioners' aim in mixing
migrants from different parts of the country on the same vessels was not to help

then to find wives and husband but to avoid trouble in Parliament. For a small
group of Irish peers in the House of Lords and for one or two members in the
Commons the Commissioners could do nothing right; and on one occasion, when
they filled a whole ship with migrants from Dorset because not enough people had
turned up in time from other parts of the country, the Hon. Francis Scott, M.P. for
North Berwickshire and Master of the Surrey Union Hounds, hearing about this

from a brother who was a parson in Dorset, complained angrily that the
Commissioners were purposely enabling certain landowners to clear their estates of
paupers at the expense of others. Not only was this an unpleasant accusation; it also
showed an unpleasant attitude towards paupers. Of such an attitude Bruce and his
helpers definitely cannot be accused. To reduce the numbers in the workhouses and

the burden on the rates was not the primary object of the Wiltshire Emigration
Association, though it certainly was a consideration, as Bruce had openly stated in
his speech in 1849 to the Marlborough District Association. The primary object was
to give the labourers a better chance in life.
They left the country in six different ships between the end of March and he end
of June 1851. Two of theships went to Port Phillip for Melbourne and Victoria, the
other four to Port Adelaide for South Australia. All were sailing ships, and the port
of embarkation was Plymouth, where the emigrants stayed in the well organised
emigration depot until they were allowed to go on board. The two ships that went

to Port Phillip were the John Knox, which sailed in April, and the Statesman,
wh ich sailed at the end of June. The four bound for Port Adelaide were the Marion,
which sailed on 24 March with 124 of the Wiltshire migrants on board, the Omega,
the Thetis and the Navarino, the last of the six ships to sail; she left Plymouth on 29

June, and among her passengers were the Baker family. The migrants had to make
their own arrangements for getting to Chippenham, unless They were lucky like
three young men from Caine whom Guthrie drove to the station; he and his wife

had given them dinner the night before. The train fares from Chippenham to
Plymouth, as already stated, were paid by the Association, and the two railway
companies involved, the Great Western and the South Devon, made generous
reductions. The only hitch on the train journey occurred with the last party of
migrants, in June. They were held up for nearly two and half hours at Exeter,
'owing to the immense traffic on the line in consequence of the Great Exhibition',

as the Association's minute book records, and did not get to Plymouth till
midnight. Stanbrough rose to the occasion and persuaded the stationmaster at
Exeter to produce some food. So the excursionists making for London from the
west country to see the wonders of Victorian technology had priority over the

labourers escaping from the country to find work and food. Stanbrough
accompanied each party from Chippenham to Plymouth except for the second and
largest, which was accompanied by Bruce himself with a member of his committee,
and Stanbrough met them at Exeter. This was the party due to sail in the Marion; it

had been preceded by a smaller party which sailed in the John Knox. Bruce
inspected both these ships and approved of the accommodation. Everybody seems
to have been satisfied with the arrangements at the emigrant depot at Plymouth,
which included a present of a bible and a prayer book to each migrant from an
organisation called the Emigrants' Employment Society. hi this connection I
cannot help thinking again of Eliza Blake. With Mrs Herbert's gift of Tracts for the
Christian Seasons as well as the bible and the prayer book from the Emigrants'
Employment Society, she went off to Australia exceptionally well equipped with
religious literature for a gardener's daughter aged sixteen.
Three of the ships are, from our point of view, of greater interest than the others
the Navarino, the Marion and the Statesman. Jacob Baker has immortalised the
Navarino by writing a poem about her, evidently towards the end of the voyage. It is
a somewhat uneven poem, in places distinctly prosaic, but a remarkable feat all the
same for a self - educated man. It has never, as far as I know, been published, but was
carefully preserved by his family. Like other migrants Baker was full of admiration
for the sailors, and he listened to them singing their shanties the songs they sang,
not for pleasure, but to give them the correct timing for their movements, such as
'Cheerly Men', which Baker called 'Chilly Men' in his poem. The more rhythmical

parts of the poem may well echo the sound of other shanties, perhaps 'Roll the
Cotton Down' and 'The Banks of Sacramento'. Poetry after all was originally a
form of singing, and here we see poetry in the making.
The sailors are the lads, my boys,
To face the stormy weather,
While they are clothed from top to toe
In mackintosh and leather.
The Navarino safely landed all her passengers but two,
Though winds and waves blew hard upon us,
Yet safely the Lord has brought us through.
Here's to the Navarino, likewise to her noble crew,
Here's to the Navarino that crossed the ocean through.

Success to her rudder, likewise her rudder bands.
Good luck to the Navarino that Captain Page commands.
Two other things about the Navarino won Baker's approval. One was the food, the
other the religious instruction given to the children by the ship's schoolmaster. He
mentioned them both in his poem.
The discomforts of the voyage evidently did not bother Baker, and it would be
absurd to pretend that in 1851 the best of the emigrant ships was comfortable.
Cramped sleeping quarters, little room to move about in during the day, limited
washing facilities, the constant presence of noisy children, the heat of the tropics,
the cold in the south of the Indian Ocean
these were the main discomforts and
hazards of the long voyage to Australia, to which of course must be added storms
and sea- sickness. Voyages varied enormously. The Sussex migrants whom I have
mentioned had a horrible time at sea. I do not know the name of their ship, but I
cannot believe she was chartered by the Emigration Commissioners. The Surgeon

Superintendent, who was responsible for the migrants' welfare, admitted
passengers crawling with lice. The ship ran into terrible storms in the Bay is
Bascay. There were 40 deaths, 26 of them children. James Roberts, on the other
hand, after a rough passage from Deptford to Plymouth, during which he suffered
from 'fever,' had a very pleasant voyage. For the whole of the 108 days at sea between

Plymouth and Adelaide, he told his parents, they encountered no really rough
weather at all, and , most remarkably, there were no deaths on board. The worst
discomfort was the heat of the doldrums. Roberts was very lucky.
The Marion took just over four months to reach the coast of South Australia.
Then on the evening of 29 July 1851, in midwinter, she ran aground on the
Troubridge Shoal off Yorke Peninsula and had to be abandoned as a total wreck.
Her ballast of bricks still lies on the sea bed, and one of her anchors survives,
carefully preserved at Edithburgh, a forlorn memorial of that unpleasant night.
The children had been battened down for the night, and when the hatches were
opened the water poured down on their bunks. None of the migrants however went

down with the ship, for she sank very slowly. A woman was killed when a cart
overturned on a steep slope (she had been warned, and refused to get out of i t), and a
baby died of exposure in one of the boats; otherwise there were no casualties. The
survival of all the passengers except these two is highly creditable to the crew of the

Marion and the few rescuers and helpers available on land in that bleak outpost of
Empire. It was said that the captain and crew had been celebrating the approaching
end of the voyage rather too well, with the result that proper soundings had not
been taken off a notoriously difficult coastline. However that may be, some of the
sailors showed great courage in landing a boatload of passengers off Cape Jervis in

a rough sea; the boat capsized and the sailors, we are told, 'plunged into the
foaming billows and, picking up several children in succession, succeeded in
saving every life'.

The passengers were taken to the emigrant depot at Port Adelaide, and were
issued with new clothing, for which the South Australian government paid; and a

subscription was raised in church the following Sunday to help them. Though
most of their possessions were lost, some vital relics survived. The Matthews family
of Great Cheverall saved their family bible, which their descendant still have; and

Eliza Blake managed to preserve the note that Mrs Herbert wrote to her with the

Tracts for the Christian Seasons; crumpled and faded, it was sent to me by air mail
by Eliza's grandson, and there is now a copy among the Wilton House papers. The
Surgeon Superintendent in the Marion, young Dr J.C. Sanger from Alfriston in
Sussex, who distributed the cash for buying new clothes, was highly commended in

the official reports on the wreck for his help and resourcefulness; and the
experience seems to have clone him no harm, for he lived to be 96. Over the copious

correspondence about the Marion which passed between the South Australian
government and the Emigration Commissioners and the blustering attempts of
Captain Kissock to justify his part in the proceedings we must draw a veil; all that
side of the story can be studied in detail in the Colonial Office archives at Kew.
The Marion followed the route recommended by the Admiralty for voyages to
Australia; so did the John Knox, the Thetis, the Omega and the Navarino. Not so
the Statesman
and this is what makes the Stateman's voyage particularly
interesting. The Admiralty route made the maximum use of the trade winds. You

went south to Teneriffe, then across the Atlantic to the coast of Brazil. passing
through the doldrums on the way which might hold you up for three weeks, then
back across the Atlantic to Tristan da Cunha and on to Cape Town. After Cape
Town there were still 7,000 miles to go, through the south of the Indian Ocean,
roughly on the 39th parallel. The only land you saw in the whole of this second part
of the voyage
and that only if you were lucky
was St Paul's Island and
Amsterdam Island, lonely haunts of the wandering albatross. James Roberts' ship
passed between them, 'and a very fine sight it was', he said; would his parents tell
his young brother to look them up on the map? A voyage of between 100 and 120
days was normal.
But during the 1840s two keen minds were at work trying to find a way of
shortening the long voyage in the western wind -drift through the south of the
Indian Ocean. It would mean going nearer the Antarctic Continent; it would be
risky; but surely it would be possible. The two men who worked out the details were

the American oceanographer M.F. Maury and the scientific examiner of masters
and mates at Liverpool, H.T. Towson. It was Towson who first influenced the
masters of English ships, pointing the way south from Tristan da Cunha, leaving
Cape Town 700 miles to the north, and following an adapted great circle course
through the coldest part of the southern ocean. Colossal storms and heavy seas must
be expected; the cold could be intense; there might well be icebergs. Only a highly

skilled and very daring navigator could attempt it. Such a navigator was J.B.
Godfrey. In 1850 he created a sensation in the shipping world by taking the
Constance from Plymouth to Port Phillip in 77 days, then in 1851 repeated the
performance with the Statesman in 78 days. True, he was soon outclassed by James
Nicol Forbes, nicknamed 'Bully' Forbes not without reason, who in 1852 took the

Marco Polo from Liverpool to Port Phillip in 68 days, an all -time record for a
sailing ship; and the Irish doctor, David North, who was Surgeon Superintendent
in both the Statesman and the Marco Polo 'declared that the Marco Polo was by a

long way the fastest vessel he had ever sailed in and vastly superior to the
Statesman'. The Marco Polo like the Statesman was chartered by the Emigration
Commissioners, who were no fools; they no doubt had their eye on the cost of
feeding both passengers and crew, and felt that a saving of 40 or 50 days' rations was

well worth the risk entailed.
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It is interesting to reflect that some of Bruce's migrants were taken to Australia by
the first master ever to attempt what came to be known as the composite great circle

course. The immigration officer at Geelong, who called it the 'mixed ' course,
reported that the Stateman's passengers complained bitterly of the cold, and
recommended that migrants should be warned to bring plenty of warm clothing,
and that more blankets should be provided. I like to think that this endurance test
was successfully passed by 12 people from the village of Burbage and by two young
men from Wootton Rivers and one from my own village, Easton Royal, these last

three having first opted for Adelaide then asked to be transferred to Port Phillip,
perhaps in order to travel with friends from nearby Burbage. (It was too early for
them to be influenced by news of the gold rush.) The Burbage party included a
remarkable couple called Hillier, Thomas aged 62 and Ann aged 49, with their son

aged 4. The immigration agent commented tersly that Thomas Hillier was
'altogether ineligible' as a migrant, and one cannot help feeling that he was right.
How Hillier slipped through the Park Street net we do not know; he never paid for
his passage, as migrants over 40 years of age were expected to do.
During 1852 the Wiltshire Emigration Association seems to have faded out.
Exactly why we are left guessing. Certain things happened which may have made it

difficult to carry it on. At the end of 1851 Stanbrough resigned as Honorary
Secretary. He cannot be blamed. He had worked hard for the Association and had
done well for it. He was given a silver handshake of £30, and we hear no more of
him. A successor was appointed who put an advertisement in the local press in
February 1852; but what else he did, if anything, we do not know. Perhaps he did
get a few migrants off to Australia, but if he left any records about them they have
not come down to us. In 1852 the gold rush really took off, and in spite of the Marco
Polo the Emigration Commissioners began to find it difficul t to charter good ships,
and to find migrants who would work on the land in Australia and not go off to the
gold diggings. Their carefully matured plans were badly disrupted. Otherwise we
can only ask questions. Did news of the wreck of the Marion, which could have
reached Wiltshire in the autumn of 1851, put off prospective migrants of the right
kind? Did Lord Bruce lose interest? Did the resignation of the Whig government in
February 1852 make the Emigration Commissioners less anxious to please Bruce by
doing their best for Wiltshire migrants? Until firmer evidence becomes available,
we must leave it at that.
Bruce became Ailesbury in 1856 and lived till January 1878. By that time the
Wiltshire Emigration Association and the migrants it despatched down under had
been forgotten. There was no mention of them in the obituary notices. It seems
strange; for the arrangement of that migration was one of the best things the second
Marquess of Ailesbury did.
Footnote

I. This paper is based on a lecture given to the National Congress of Family History
Societies at Dauntsey's School, West Lavington, Wiltshire, on 23 April 1985. 1 am
indebted to many people for information, and owe a special debt of gratitude to Mr W.J.
Kenyon Jones, who in 1973 advertised in an Adelaide newspaper my intention to write
up the story of the 1851 migration from Wiltshire, and so enabled me to contact several of
the migrants' descendants. I also wish to thank Mrs Joy Broughton of Port Lincoln, who
has given much valuable help, particularly in connection with Jacob Baker of Hodson.
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Four others in Australia were very helpful too
Charles Bateson, Gilbert Cassidy, Ray
Stevens and Dr Leonard Bell Cox. in Britain I am indebted for help and encouragement
to descendants of George Brown of Avebury, particularly Lieutenant- Colonel Walter
Brown; to Mrs J. Hunt GrubIx, Mr E.G.' I. Kempson, Mr and Mrs Brian Jones, Mr (:.11.
Newsom, Q.C., and Miss V.M. C aswal I; and to Mrs P.M. Ash, who let me read the letters
of James Roberts and has given me leave to quote from them.
Research has been carried out mainly in the Devizes Public Library, which has a
complete set of the Devizes and Wiltshire Gazette, now on microfilm; the Library of the
Wiltshire Archaeological Society with its unrivalled collection of material on the history

`GOOD ROADS ARE THE BEST TEST OF

of Wiltshire; the Wiltshire Record Office at Trowbridge, which has records of the
Wiltshire Emigration Association and the emigration papers of Sidney Herbert; the

Roads play a vital part in the functioning of almost every society. The rise of the
great civilisations of the past would not have been possible without road systems,
often built for military reasons, allowing for the free and easy movement of goods
and people. At the start of British colonisation, no road system suitable for the
traffic of the colonists existed in South Australia. Immediately after the first needs
of the settlers for shelter had been met, they turned their attention to commencing
the development of a road system to carry the agricultural produce, the ore from
mines and the labour and population about the colony. In the 150 years since then

Public Record Office, which now keeps the relevant Colonial Office documents at Kew;
and in Oxford at the Bodleian Library and the Codrington Library, All Souls College.
Books consulted include The Long Farewell, by Don Charlwood (1981); The Golden
Age, by Geoffrey Serle (1963); Stagg of Tarcowie: The Diaries of a Colonial Teenager,
edited by Nancy Robinson (1973); The Wardens of Savernake Forest. by the Earl of
Cardigan (1949); and Annals of the Yeomanry Cavalry of Wiltshire. by Henry Graham
(1886).

CIVILIZATION':'
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN ROAD MAKING 1836 -1936
BILL STACY

the road network has been continually developed to meet the expanding and
changing requirement for transport. Today our present life style is dependent upon
an excellent road network making possible the high mobility of personal transport
and the easy movement of goods both day and night in all weathers in large and
heavy vehicles at speeds and with an ease undreamt of a century ago. Most of the
administrative and technical developments for today's excellent road system were

made within the first century of European settlement.

South Australian Road Conditions in the 19th Century
In the young colony the rudimentary roads presented many dangers to travellers.
Unmade roads, lack of bridges, floods and rain all made travel hazardous, tedious
and time consuming, and resulted in delay and loss to the community. At night the
absence of lighting made travel even more dangerous as hazards could not be seen.

The following incidents illustrate early road conditions.
In 1845 the discovery of the Burra mine created a big demand on the transport

system of the young colony for the cartage of ore 150kms from the mines to
Adelaide. Due to the absence of made tracks, ore could not initially be carried in
winter, so 600 carters were employed in the summer causing a shortage of transport
elsewhere and sending the cost soaring. For example, wheat growers in Mt Barker

who had paid 7/- cartage per ton were now asked for 30/ -.2
In March 1850 there was an inquest on the body of Harry Rufus, aged 35 years,
killed while travelling down Tea Tree Gully. 'Robert Burns, farmer, of the Chain
of Ponds, stated that the deceased was driving six bullocks in a dray loaded with
wheat to town for him. Witness was walking 50 to 60 yards behind the dray, the

deceased was riding on the load. The dray ran against a stump, and the jerk
dislodged a sack of wheat and caused it to slide over the front of the dray. The
deceased fell with it ... and the right wheel passed over him. Witness ran towards

Bill Stacy is Designing Engineer (Bridge Inspection) in the highways Department.
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'we were glad to recruit the weary footsore bullocks, to wedge up tires of wheels, and
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Local Government Department Staff, 17 May 1919. Photographed in the Quadrangle of the
Treasurey Building, Adelaide. (Mr A.K. Johinke)
Back row (from left): J. (Jim) O'Leary, store clerk, W.T. (Bill) Ayling, Inspector, E.C. (Ted) Grigson,
Assistant Engineer for Roads and Bridges, H. (Hedley) Dunne, Temporary Draftsman, P. (Percy)
Bevan, Storekeeper, P. (Perce) Evans, Mechanical Engineer, W. (Bill) Greenlees, Overseer of Works.
Middle row: R.A. (Gabby) Gibbons, Chief Clerk and Accountant, D.V. (Victor) Fleming, Engineer for
Roads and Bridges, T.W. (Tom) Duffield, Secretary of Local Government Department, F.R. (Finlay)
Smith, Chief Inspector, Unidentified (possibly Phyllis Rosina Margaret Blackwell, Stenographer &
typiste, believed to be the first woman employed in the Department).
Front row: P. (Perce) Bennetts, Clerk, R.V. (Bob) Davis, Unidentified.
Absent: F.W. (Fred) Ellis, Inspector, H.V. (Hugh) Burgoyne, Clerk.
On Active Service Abroad: F.W. (Fred) Frith, Chief Draftsman, C.J. (Cliff) Peters, Draftsman, B.E.B.
(Bert) Schumacher, Clerk, T.F.L. (Tom) Chappell, Clerk.

him ... and ascertained that t hedeceased's head was crushed and his brains lying on

the road .... Jury returned a verdict of "Accidental Death"."

repair (lainages'. On another trip heavy rains had made the whole of the country
very boggy, and Hayward bent the axle arm of his dray 'from the strain of fourteen
bullocks tugging it through ground axle deep.'5
In August 1862, the Advertiser warned its readers of the hazards of night travel.
'We need scarcely direct the attention of travellers, especially all persons out after
dark, to the many dangerous holes and pitfalls caused by the late heavy rains. In
some places, roads that were quite safe a few days ago are now really dangerous.
Owing to the damage clone to bridges by the late floods, special care is requisite
after sundown.' And these dangers were not only faced in the country. The paper
was writing of the roads in Kensington and Norwood. This warning came too late
for Derby Whelan who was drowned at Kent Town when the bridge on which he
was standing was swept away by flood waters."
Even forty years after settlement road conditions remained poor. In 1879 the
residents of Templers, only 50 Ions north of Adelaide, petitioned fora bridge over a
creek. Witlt the introduction of compulsory education in 1875, 'children were
compelled to sit all day in wet clothes', as well as 't he great number of pedestrians
who after getting their legs and feet drenched in passing through this creek, may
have to sleep without any shelter.' And of course 'in addition to that inconvenience,
there was t he risk of being washed away by floods.'' Also in 1879, after the ceremony

and celebrations to mark the opening of the Merriton Bridge near Crystal Brook, a

thunderstorm struck the area and heavy rain fell. This made the roads very
treacherous 'and everyone made for home as best they could through the mud and
slush.'8
By about Ibis time some of the early bridges, built perhaps twenty or thirty years
earlier, were starting to deteriorate. Good materials, money and skills for bridge
building were not readily available at first in the colony, so early bridges were of ten
damaged by floods or heavily loaded vehicles. One typical case occurred during
May 1882 in St rat halbyn. 'On Saturday afternoon, as a heavy load of limestone was

being drawn over the Gol- Col -I loop Bridge, the bridge flooring, which proved
thoroughly rotten, gave way and fell with the metal covering to the ground. It was a
narrow escape for the horse and dray going over at the time .... The bridge was at
once closed.'9

In June 1852 the Burra to Adelaide mail coach was swept away by flood waters

while fording the River Light just south of Kapunda, with the loss of four lives.'
The sudden floods to which t his river is pronecaused much inconvenience to traffic
and claimed many lives over the years until adequate bridges were constructed.
Even the floods in 1983 almost overtopped several structures causing nti nor delay to
traffic.
Frederick Hayward, a pastoral ist in the state's north, made one of the first trips

have been administered by a succession of authorities, each established in response
to the needs and resources of the time.

through the Pichi Richi Pass near Port Augusta with five dray loads of wool in
1853. The pass in its virgin state was extremely rough. 'It was so beset with blind

The First Road Administrators

creeks, windings. steep hills and the like that only the bed load, five hales. could be

taken at a time, and that would capsize and require double banking constantly,
that is, two teams together. We lamed the poor bullocks over the stony ground and
smashed wheels and drays before we accomplished this pass.' Once out of the pass
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The construction and administration of the road network in South Australia

The Surveyor - General and Colonial Engineer

The South Australian Colonisation Act passed by the British Parliament in 1834
established the self supporting principles of the new colony. Government was to 1w
kept to a minimum. Apart from a few, officials to administer land sales, the survey,
immigration, the law and public works beyond the scope of individuals, the colony
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was to rely on the automatic operation of social and economic forces therefore
enabling taxation to be kept to a minimum. Rather than being given away, land
not required for Crown purposes, such as roads, was to be sold at £l per acre and the
proceeds from the sales were logo to a Land Fund which would be used to bring out
emigrant labourers. Thus in theory the colony would not be a burden on the British

government. Government officials appointed included a Surveyor- General who

was responsible for undertaking the country surveys and setting out and
constructing roads. However, once in the colony, the first IhreeSurveyors- General,

Light, Kingston and Sturt, were too busy for several years with their surveying
duties to construct roads.
The self- supporting principle under which the colony had been founded was
applied to the first roadworks. Colonists were expected to subscribe funds for the
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construction of roads and bridges; however, most had little to spate so the
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Government usually matched the stoney paid by colonists. The first known bridge
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to be constructed in the colony was funded in this way. In June 1839 an
advertisement in the Register called for donations from the public to a fund for the
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completion of a bridge built by Alfred Hardy over the River Torrens near the site of

;

the present Morphett Street bridge.10 The following year a bridge over the
Onkaparinga at Noarlunga was funded in the same manner." The first major
roadwork in the colony was a road to connect the new port being built in the

',
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Departmental Camp at Hatherleigh, SE, 1937. (Highways Department).
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swamps at Port Adelaide to firm ground at Atherton. Col st ruction was undertaken
during 1839 and 1840 by the South Australia Company at its own expense and the
company was granted the right to charge tolls but before the road was opened this
tight was exchanged for a grant of land from the Government.12
Early public construction labour was provided by both civilian tradesmen and
labourers and a detachment of sappers and miners brought out in October 1839 by
the new Surveyor- General, Capt E.C.Frorne. The 1840 Noarlunga bridge was built
by civil i:uts, aided by Frotne's sappers. By July 1841, survey work was much reduced

and the expansion of the colony was generating an increasing need for the
construction of engineering works. Frome was an engineer and agreed to act as

MACADAM

Colonial Engineer at the head of a new department.'' However, no specific
provision had been made for the supply of funds to the ColonialEngineer for
public works, so citizens still provided much of the money. In May 184 Governor

Gaoler, who had provided government funding for many public works,
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Telford and Macadam pavements.
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was

replaced by Grey, who cut back public expenditure. Most works were curia i led, but
the Great Eastern Road through the Glen Osmoncl gorge could not be used until
completed, so to enable the cons inuat ion of its construct ion without being a charge
on Government funds an Ordinance was passed appointing Trustees to finish the
work. They were given the right to charge tolls, but this was abolished in 1847, as it
was considered unjust that the residents of only one area should have to pay directly
\ -side drain

for their roads."
In 1843 an amendment was made to the legislation controlling the Lane) Fund.
In future it was to (te divided into two equal moieties, one to Ix' used for public
works (after a 15 per cent deduction for the welfare of the aborigines) and the other
for the continued emigration of lab ourers.15 Thus an allocation of public monies

was to be set aside for public works, and this together with the continuation Of
private subscript ions financed the work undertaken by the Colonial Engineer over
the next six years.
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By 18,19 the rapid expansion of the colony was placing increasing demands on
the Colonial Engineers's Department and the volume of transport outstripped the
capacity of the rudimentary road network. Expenditure on road construction was
just starting to risele and the increasing volume of work was becoming beyond the
capacity of the Department. While public subscriptions still provided some funds

and thus gave the public some say in what was done, most roadworks were
determined by the Governor -in- Council.

Administration by the Roads Boards
In order to make proper provision for the construction of roads and to make the
determination of projects more democratic, an Act was passed in 1849 `for the
making and improvement of roads in the Province of South Australia'." The Act
provided for the establishment of District Roads Boards, to be elected by local
landholders, and a Central Board of Main Roads, whose members were nominated
by the Governor. Roads were classified as either main roads or district roads. Main
roads were vested in the Central Board and district roads in the District Boards. The
Boards were given powers to make and improve roads and the Act required that all
construction work be carried out by contract. To provide funds for roadmaking,
powers of taxat ion were given to the Boards; a carriage tax to the Central Board and

a land tax to the District Boards. Unaccustomed to paying taxes, the colonists
Glen Osmond Road, probably in the 1880s. Note the muddy road conditions and the heaps of road
metal stacked ready for use. (South Australian Archives, acq. no. B 3126).

objected, especially to `the odious dray tax' as dray owners were taxed and yet had

.no vote in the Central Road Board. They united under the cry of 'no taxation
without representation' and were successful in having the tax abolished within six
months and the licence fees refunded.1e The District Boards proved unpopular and
many acted in the self interests of the Board members.19
The District Boards were abolished and the Central Board reformed in 1852.20
The amending Act provided for the establishment of district councils which would
act as district roads boards and many councils were formed in the succeeding few
years. The Act also provided that four of the six members of the Central Road Board
would be elected by councils and the remaining two nominated by the Governor.
The Board was given a grant of money each year from the Government over which

it initially had total control, but after self government in 1857 the Board was
brought under some degree of ministerial control, although not without resistance
from the Board.21
The staff of the Board comprised a Secretary, a draftsman and four surveyors who

were each responsible fora district. In addition the Board employed 'stationmen' to
maintain and repair roads. At 30 April 1859 the Board had forty stationmen in its
employG2 but the number varied considerably depending upon funding. The duties
of the surveyors were somewhat onerous; they were required to ride around their

district supervising construction and maintenance work as well as attending
monthly or fortnightly Board meetings. In 1850 (the first year of the Boards) no less
than four surveyors resigned, Henry Higginson after only three weeks in his job as
"M 'swin4v+

_ ,,t410b

Adelaide to Yorke Peninsula Main Road, No. 6, laying bituminous concrete, 1923. (Highways
Department).

he found 'the duties beyond human strength'. Under the provisions of the Act,
ownership of the roads, fittings and tools were vested in the surveyors, who were
also given considerable powers to effect their work, including that of staking a

temporary road over uncultivated private land while the stain road was
undergoing repair.
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Clarendon Bridge, circa 1880. This laminated timber arch bridge was reconstructed in 1873 using the
masonry abutments of the 1853 bridge, also a laminated timber arch. (South Australian Archives,
acq. no. 11407).

Glen Gillian Bridge, circa 1910. Note the crib abutment constructed from timber logs. (Mr I. Ross).

The Central Roads Board was very effective in quickly establishing the main
lines of road near Adelaide, and many of the main roads in use today have their
origins in the first ten or so years of the Board's existence. The Board expended an
annual average of £55,420 on the construction and maintenance of roads in its first
15 years.25 To facilitate the construction of country roads, three additional district
roads boards were formed in 1865 -66 at Mount Gambier, Port Augusta and Port
Lincoln. In the decade commencing 1863 the boards expended an annual average of
£110,865 on the construction and maintenance of roads, peaking al £216,006 in
1867. By 1872 there were 2008 miles of declared main road of which 750 had been
metal led.2A

I lowever, as the lengths of roads constructed by the boards increased, so did the
recurring costs of maintenance, thus leaving less and less money each year for the
construction and metalling of new roads, particularly when the level of funding
dropped.25 As construction normally started at Adelaide and radiated outwards,
there was little expenditure on country roads, while of course country people still
paid taxes. In 1871 half of the total expenditure of the Central Roads Board wason
roads within 20 miles of Adelaide.26 In order to provide for the more equitable
distribution of funds to the different areas of the state, the Government in 1874
established four more district roads boards.27 This was the fifth change in road
administration in less than half a century28 and reflects the immediate need for
roads in all districts as the colony expanded.

Murray Bridge under construction, circa 1875. (Highways Department).

comprehensively in the press, gave them significant influence. They depended on
the government for their funds which often varied as the political dictates of the
moment with the result that maintenance often suffered and construction came in
fits and starts. Despite these difficulties, the boards had constructed 4000 miles of

advantages could be realised however, the existing road system, which had been
designed for animal traction and had been allowed to deteriorate, needed complete
reconstruction. As existing roadmaking methods resulted in roads unsuitable for
motor vehicles, this necessitated the development of new materials and techniques.
To meet this need the Roads and Bridges Department was expanded and by 1912
had grown to eight staff. Next year the Government passed an Act placing the
responsibility for roadworks in the hands of the Engineer for Roads and Bridges

roads, half of that length being metalled, and had expended an estimated £4

under the direction of the Minister of Local Government." One of the first

million by 1887.29

reconstruction projects handled by the Engineer was the remaking of Port Road,
always an important road in this state. In an attempt to provide a pavement suitable
for both motor vehicles and horse drawn traffic, wood blocks were tried. Progress
was slow as the Engineer and the contractor were both inexperienced in this type
and magnitude of work, and Royal Commissions in 1916 and 1917 were severely
critical of the Engineer, in particular his lack of budgetary control.36 In January
1918 Stevens retired.
By 1917 little progress had been made in reconstructing the road network. The
state possessed a road system designed for the needs of a previous era and which was
at the end of its life. There was a rapidly expanding demand for a much improved
road system, but the techniques needed to implement this had not yet been assessed
and developed. To meet the need for reconstructed roads the Roads and Bridges

The roads boards, especially the Central Roads Board, were popular and the

publicity surrounding their fortnightly meetings, usually reported

During the previous decade, the Government had constructed a network of 1500
miles of railways which provided an excellent arterial transport system. The greater

power of a steam locomotive compared with the efforts of bullocks and horses
enabled heavier loads to be hauled by rail and this advantage combined with the
greater speed of a train made long distance rail travel more economical and much
quicker. The Government had no wish to fund two competing forms of transport
and decided that roads should serve as feeders to the railways. Road funding was
therefore cut from a peak in 1879 of £269,230 and an annual average between 1876
and 1887 of £183,126, to £69,116 in 1887, an amount just adequate for maintenance.

With the eight roads boards costing £13,000 annually to run, the Government
sought to eliminate this expense and significantly reduce its expenditure on roads
by abolishing the boards and handing the responsibility for roads to district
councils."

Department was absorbed into the Local Government Department which was
established on 1 April 1917, with Thomas Duffield as Secretary. In July 1918 D.V.
Fleming, Assistant Engineer for Roads and Bridges since 1913, was promoted to
Engineer for Roads and Bridges and, after the retirement of Duffield in 1922, 1w also

Administration after the Roads Boards

became Director of the department 37 Over the next decade and a half the new
department (later the Highways and Local Government Department) developed

From 1 December 1887 the ownership of boih main and district roads was vested in
the councils and the Government contribution was limited to a main roads grant.
To ensure that councils expended their grants on main roads, C.T. Hargrave was

new types of pavement and introduced new bridge construction methods

appointed Inspector of Main Roads to head a Roads Department under the

were connected with sealed bitumen highways and by 1936 1600 kms of sealed road

Commissioner of Crown Lands.31 Roads in remote areas outside district councils

had been constructed and annual payments for main and district roads exceeded

were deemed to be the responsibility of the Roads Branch in the Engineer-in-

£1,000,000. Until the Second World War an average of 550 kms of road were sealed
annually totalling 3000 kms in 1939 3A

Chief's Department.32

Almost immediately the Government's hopes for a reduced road expenditure
were clashed. Heavy floods in April 1889 caused considerable damage to roads and
bridges throughout the state and necessitated a temporary increase in expenditure
and an increase in the Department's staff from one to five to cope with the repairs.
As the road system deteriorated over the next decade, the Government was forced to

increase its expenditure on roads to around £100,000 annually." In the face of
councils' lack of expertise in road matters, the Inspector also came to have a
technical advisory role which grew to be the dominant part of his duties. A
permanent draftsman was appointed in 1891 to assist. In 1904 Hargrave retired and
his successor, W.M. Stevens, was appointed Engineer for Roads and Bridges in
recognition of the technical role of the position.
In that same year, 1904, the first South Australian Act regulating motor vehicles
was passed.39 The motor vehicle was to revitalise road transport and due to the

advantages of its lower operating cost, greater speed and power, it almost
completely displaced the animal drawn vehicle within 25 years. Before these
92

appropriate for local conditions. Using these the road network was progressively
reconstructed. By 1931 most major population centres within 150 kms of Adelaide

The development of the highway network greatly reduced the cost of road
transport and resulted in an increased movement of goods and people by road
through the state. With the same advantages of speed and economy and the
additional advantage of flexibility, road transport successfully challenged the
railways. The cheapness and ready availability of road transport caused many
changes to the state. Greater mobility made closely spaced local towns redundant
and resulted in a movement of population towards fewer and larger centres. Even
architecture was influenced by cheaper transport costs. Regional building styles
were superseded as locally won building materials such as timber and stone were
replaced by 'migrant' materials carried long distances by truck.39
In 1923 the Federal Government announced its intention to provide funding for
roads, as road transport was becoming of national importance. Four years later the
State Government created a new Main Roads Fund under the control of a newly
appointed Commissioner of Highways, who was given many of the powers of the
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Minister under the 1913 Act.40 This action was not popular in all quarters at that
time, and amendments have subsequently been made to the Highways Act to reduce
the powers of the Commissioner.
In the century since the abolition of the roads boards, there have been only three
changes in road administration.11 These changes were not related to the growth of
the state but were brought about by changes in technology, firstly the supremacy of
the railway over roads, and then with the development of motor vehicles, the reemergence of the importance of road transport.

The improvement of the road network has been made possible by the
development of roadmaking techniques in many fields such as pavement and
bridge construction.
Surveyed Roads
I lnder the terms of his instructions, the first Surveyor - General, Col. William Ligh t,
was responsible for land surveys so that every separate section had access to at least
one public road. This requirement, combined with the small section size specified,
80 acres, and the haste with which many of the early surveys had to be undertaken,

led to a pattern of surplus closely spaced straight roads, laid out in rectangular
blocks with little regard to the topography or to the main transport corridors. The
deficiencies of such a road system soon became all too painfully apparent when the

roadmakers started to form the roads. Nevertheless this rectangular pattern was
continued for many years. Considerable effort and money had to be devoted to
forming cuttings and embankments to ease the gradients, and in other places
alienated) land had to be repurchased so that a road usable by ordinary traffic could

be made. The surveyors who had laid out such roads were satirised in the press:
And it c aloe Io pass that as Ihey measured the land only in straight lines, turning neither to the left not
to the right, lest their cal( utations should Ixcome disordered and themselves be lost; so did they mark

out beautiful routs thirty cubits in width that went nowhere, others ran over perpendicular
mountains or through impassable swamps, many went into deep watercourses or hideous caverns,
and some did terminate in the depths of the atcan ... and the people were exceedingly glad, but the
working bullocks lifted up them voices and Weptl2

One such example of poor planning and laying out is the road leading into the
hills at Glen Osmond. At the date of the survey of the Adelaide Plains in 1837 -38,
the region beyond had not been explored and so its importance was not realised. No
provision had been made for a direct road and the surveyed roads were laid out in a
rectangular pattern alongside the surveyed sections. At Glen Osmond the surveyed
road climbed straight up the steep face of Mount Osmond making travelling very
difficult.13 1 iowcver once the Mount Barker district had been settled, the need arose
for a better road with easier gradients. It was not possible to provide this up the face

of Mi Osmond so a new road following a new alignment was commenced in
January 18.11. Known as the Great Eastern, it was carried across the plains in a
direct line to the (I1tItfl(i of (.len Osinond (;orge tlicit up the Gorge to the Eagle on
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the Hill and from there along the ridge to Crafers. Previously alienated land had to
be acquired for a road reserve across the plains and in the gorge considerable labour
was expended to cleara path through the trees and boulders and to form a road with
reasonable gradients.44

Early Road Improvements
The first task in forming a road in new country was to remove all obstructions, such
as trees and boulders. Many of the areas first settled in South Australia were those
which were more open because access was much easier. Stich areas included the
Adelaide Hills and the hills up to Clare which had larger and fewer trees than the

mallee regions which the early settlers found almost impenetrable.
In travelling through undeveloped country, the first settlers often made use of
aboriginal tracks as these followed the quickest path and kept close to sources of
water. However in the hills the aboriginal routes were usually not suitable for
vehicular traffic. The steep gradients encountered by climbing a ridge imposed a
severe limitation on the load which animal - drawn vehicles could carry. At first, in
the absence of any formed road with an easier gradient, it was much easier for a
bullock dray to zigzag up a ridge relatively free of trees than it was to fight its way up

a valley with sidelong ground strewn with boulders and dense vegetation. On
descending the ridge, a drag would be chained behind the dray to act as a brake.
However once an area was settled and traffic increased a more convenient road was
required and this could only be provided by constructing a properly formed road.
In designing their roads, the early roadmakers had to consider the limitations of
the animal -drawn vehicles. As the gradient faced by a vehicle climbing a hill
became steeper there was a greater force tending to roll the vehicle back clown the
slope, so less of the pull of the animal was available to move the vehicle forward.
Since the pull which an animal could exert was not very great, it was important in
designing a road for animal -drawn vehicles to make the gradient as flat as possible,
because on flatter gradients more load could be drawn. Furthermore in descending
a hill, a steeper gradient made a vehicle more difficult to control, especially as
brakes were non - existent or very rudimentary. A gradient of about 1 in 20 was found
to be the maximum which a vehicle could safely descend and also to be a reasonable

slope to ascend without too much extra pull for the animal. As animal -drawn
vehicles travelled at slow speeds, a road could include sharp curves provided that
sufficient room was allowed for animals and vehicle to turn. This minimised the
amount of earth which had to be moved to make cuttings and embankments, and
was important as all earth work was done by muscle, either animal or human. Thus
a road designed in the hills to these criteria would have a constant gradual gradient
while following in and out of the gullies.* Examples of roads like this are the New
Norton Summit, Anstey's Hill and New Belair Roads.
A further increase in the load which could be pulled could be achieved by making

the road surface harder and smoother. The smoothness of the road could be
improved simply by removing all stumps and rocks and by grading it. Stumps left
behind after the removal of trees were meant to be cut off six inches below the
ground or to be grubbed out and the hole filled and levelled. Burning of the stumps
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was forbidden. However frequently stumps were left in the ground and many
accidents, some fatal such as that which befell Harry Rufus, were caused by vehicles

running over them.
It was much more difficult to increase the hardness. In South Australia a hard
crust exists on the ground in the dry summer months, but winter rains soften this,
causing a wheel to sink and increasing the resistance to motion. As an example of
the effect of the hardness of the ground on traction, drays carrying ore from the
Burra mines were hauled by six bullocks in summer but needed eight in winter.16
Unfortunately the natural surfaces were pulverised by heavy traffic in summer and
after the wind blew the dust away, ruts formed which collected water and softened
the ground or caused it to be eroded. A thin dressing of hard stone which did not
wear would retard such erosion but did not markedly improve the hardness. After a
short time the stone was pressed into the base underneath by the traffic and the
benefit was lost. To form a satisfactory road surface a properly designed road
pavement was required.

Only two layers each of 4 inches thickness were laid, the bottom one of metal
passing a 4 inch ring and the top one of metal passing a 21/2 inch ring. The pavement

was then blinded with fines and compacted by rolling." Cracking the stone was a
job often given to the unemployed; two cubic yards was considered a day's work for

which the pay was around four shillings. It must have been back breaking work
squatting at the road side. Around 1900 machinery was developed to crack stones
for road making purposes and was found to produce cost savings when more than
1,000 cubic yards was cracked.19
Macadam pavement was easily damaged by the wheels of heavily laden vehicles

with narrow tires. To protect the state's roads, the Width of Tires Act of 1867
limited the loads which could legally be carried on an axle, with lower limits for
narrow tires. However, even with this protection, Macadam pavement had a short
life and needed frequent repair. When patching was required the weak places were
picked out two inches deep and new metal spread, watered and compacted. After
the introduction of the motor vehicle most Macadam pavements were reconstructed

but a few small and deteriorating sections still exist at Breakneck I lill near
Inglewood and on the disused section of the Great Eastern Road near the Devil's
Elbow.
Macadam was not suitable in districts where the ground was soft such as swamps

Early Pavements

At the beginning of the nineteenth century, the industrial revolution ih Britain had

lead to an increase in the volume and importance of road traffic. A number of
engineers, notably Telford and Macadam, developed new road construction
techniques. Their aim was to provide a hard wearing surface which distributed the
load from the wheels to the subsurface. Telford achieved this by pitching stones
with a large base area in a base course to distribute the wheel loads to a larger area of
the subsurface, then covering this foundation with smaller stones to provide a hard
and smooth wearing surface. Early experience with Telford pavement in South
Australia showed that the base stones tended to work up through the top courses»

or sandhills because the stones were pushed into the ground by the traffic.
Particularly in mallee regions, an alternative road was the plank or corduroy road.
Planks about six inches in diameter were laid transversely across the road on top of
two longitudinal planks, and the gaps filled with soil. In the late 1840s a new road
was built from the Burra mines to a new port at the head of St Vincent's Gulf, Port
Wakefield. The route passed through Halbury and Balaklava, and between these
two towns lay flat ground which became swampy in winter. The district abounded
in mallee, and this was cut to form a corduroy road, a short section of which still
exists near Devil's Garden.5o

The need to hand select and place each stone in the foundation made it very
expensive to construct and for these reasons Telford pavement was not widely used

in South Australia.
Macadam showed that if the ground under the base could be drained by side
drains along the road to keep it dry and therefore hard, the expensive base course in
Telford's pavement could be eliminated. By placing angular stones of about two
inches nominal size in two or three layers each of around three to four inches
thickness, a durable and hard pavement could be formed. The stones, known as
metal, were placed and compacted by hand and the spaces 'blinded' or filled with
clean sand or chippings. A certain amount of water was required for this process
and it because known as water bound macadam. Under the action of a slow moving
iron -tired wheel, the pavement was kept compacted and any loose stones rubbed
against one another, abrading and creating more sand to fill the spaces.
In the South Australian climate road making became a seasonal activity. Stone
from suitable sites was quarried and carted to the side of the road in summer when
the roads were hard and less likely to be cut up by the heavy drays. The stone was left

adjacent to where it was to be used, then cracked by hand using knapping and
spalling hanuners and stacked in heaps ready for spreading in winter. To reduce
the cost, some modifications to Macadam's specification were made in this state.
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Modern Pavements

Water bound macadam, which had sufficed for slow moving steel -tired animal drawn traffic, soon fell to pieces under the onslaught of the motor vehicle. The fast
moving rubber tire created a slight suction as it passed, thus sticking out the sand
and fines which bound the macadam together. The passage of a motor vehicle was
accompanied by a cloud of dust of macadam binding, and the stones left behind
soon unravelled and fell apart. Several attempts had been made earlier to improve
macadam pavement. Since about 1880, intersections and gutters had been sprayed
with tar, a product formed in the production of town gas from coal, but the process
was costly, smelly and required frequent resprays.51 On hot days the tar became
sticky. The process is supposed to have derived from an accident in Adelaide when a

wagon carrying tar overturned spilling its load on the road.52 Another surfacing
used in Adelaide since 1874 on footpaths was asphalt, but it was too soft for use on
road pavements subjected to iron tired vehicles 53
When motor vehicles started to become significant in their effects on the road
system, experiments were commenced in 1918 on the Bay Road (Anzac Highway)
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on different types of road surfacing materials. Wood blocks, cement concrete, tar
paving and asphaltic concrete were tried in different arrangements.54 This showed
that the asphaltic concrete was by far the most successful and another test section

was laid on Unley Road during 1920, the results proving it to be a strong and
durable pavement with an all weather surface. However, the pavement was
expensive as proper mixing and laying machinery was unavailable. In 1922 the
Engineer for Roads and Bridges, D.V. Fleming, travelled overseas to obtain
information on suitable plant. In the following year the first mixing plant for
asphalt was imported from the US and used to resurface a length of the Main North

Road. The asphaltic concrete was formed from the asphalt used earlier on
footpaths, heated and mixed with aggregate (a mixture of sand and gravel). While
still hot the concrete was spread over a macadam or crushed rock base and rolled to
give a layer two inches thick. This was essentially the hotmix surfacing used today
for most urban arterial roads. However this surfacing was expensive and slow to
apply; a cheaper and more quickly applied surfacing was needed to recondition the
many miles of deteriorating roads in the 1920s.
Experiments with bitumen, a component of petroleum, were being undertaken
in Australia and New Zealand. The bitumen was emulsified (mixed with water) to
make it liquid, then sprayed on top of macadam pavement which it penetrated.
After a while the water separated from the bitumen and flowed away leaving the
bituen to bind the pavement together. Penetration macadam, as it was known, was
first used in South Australia in 1925 on the Willunga to Victor Harbor road and this
is possibly one of the earliest uses in the world. It was soon found necessary in
practice to apply a layer of clippings to provide a suitable wearing surface; this is
the spray seal familiar to country motorists today.55
For less heavily trafficked roads an even cheaper surface was developed in the
early I930s. This was the floating surface which comprised a covering layer of loose
crushed rock over a macadam pavement. As the material became dislodged under

the action of traffic, a grader was used to reform the surface. The continual
reshaping and compaction by the traffic provided a good base for subsequent
bi nun inous work.56

installed at the road side in the Adelaide I l i lls during 1927 and in the following year

warning signs were erected at danger spots and centre lines painted on the road at
curves.58

Traffic volumes increased as cars became cheaper and more numerous.'I'he Port
Road was duplicated in 1927, and in the same year the first set of temporary traffic

lights were installed at the intersection of King William, Currie and GrcnfclI
Streets to control the Christmas traffic. However, the first permanent set were not
installed for another 10 years, and in 1952 they were made to react to the presence of
veh i cles.59

The hazards of night travel were also gradually being reduced by the progressive
installation of street lighting. Frome Bridge over the River Torrens near the site of
the present University footbridge had been lit since the mid -1840s and other bridges
were lit at later periods. However, for most nocturnal travellers, the moon and the

stars remained the only street lighting. Most night meetings were therefore
arranged for the nights when the moon shone overhead. Some of the city squares
were lit by gas lamps in 1869, but not until the gas mains were extended into the
suburbs in the 1880s did street lighting become common. Even so it was not the

bright lighting of today. Unley Road for example was lit by only three lamps
between Greenhill and Cross Roads. Lighting a single lamp was expensive; gas for

a year cost £4 and an additional expense was the lamp lighter. Lamps were
therefore lit as briefly as possible, usually from half an hour after sunset to 1 1.30
p.m., except for the five nights before full moon. For the two nights after full moon

the lamps were turned off at moonrise. With the introduction of electric street
lighting in 1908 the cost of street lighting was reduced as lamplighters were no
longer required, so lights were not turned off until 1.00 a.m. In 1971 all -night street
lighting was introduced.60

Early Bridges
Bridge building styles reflect the changes in engineering which have occurred since

Other Road Improvements

the colony's foundation. As bridges can have a long life. many early examples
remain to illustrate the range of styles.
At first in the young colony only the natural materials of timber and stone were

Since the 1930s most improvements in road construction have been to the design of

only simple structures were built, such as log bridges which could be readily

available to bridge builders and there was a shortage of skilled labour. Accordingly

roads rather than the pavement materials and construction methods. The greater
speed of the motor vehicle made the very tight curves and narrow widths of the old
roads dangerous. Furthermore, the increased power of the motor vehicle, beyond
comparison with animal traction, and the momentum obtained at higher speeds
made the reduction of steep gradients much less important than formerly. By
( hanging clown a gear, almost any hill could be climbed, and improved braking
made descent much safer. In 1930 horse drawn traffic had almost disappeared from
the roads except for some local delivery vehicles 57
The greater speed of motor vehicles increased the likelihood of accident as there
was less t inne u> react to danger and also made the consequences of an accident more

severe. To improve safety, several innovations were made. Guard rails were
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thrown across a small creek. One such bridge, believed to have been built in 1880,
remained in service at Williamstown until 1983. However, in general, log bridges
did not last so well. As only small spans could be achieved using logs for girders it
was necessary to support a long bridge on intermediate piers which had to be built
in the flow of a wide stream. This exposed them to the risk of demolition by flood

waters or flood borne debris. Later, more sophisticated forms of timber bridge
construction were used, particularly the understrutted girder and laminated arch,
but although longer spans could be achieved, intermediate piers were often still
required.61 Other threats included attack from insects, in particular white ants,
rotting, and in at least one instance at Ashbourne and another at Balaklava timber
bridges were destroyed by fire.62 Thus most timber bridges lasted little more than
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thirty or forty years, but despite the shortcomings of the material, many were
erected throughout the state over a long period and gave good service. The last
timber bridge on a main road, which remained in service into the mid 1980s, was
erected in 1911 over the River Somme near Keyneton. In 1917, faced with a large
number of deteriorating timber bridges at the end of their lives, the Engineer for
Roads and Bridges adopted a policy of using only durable materials such as iron
and concrete for bridge construction.6"
By contrast, stone is usually a much more durable material than timber and it
was used extensively for substructures, the part of the bridge in contact with the
ground, where rotting of timber or rusting of iron would be a problem. Masonry
substructures of stone, and in some cases brick, did indeed prove long lived and in
many instances a replacement deck or even a number of replacements have been

supported on an original substructure, some dating from the 1850s. The
Gumeracha bridge of 1858 was redecked in 1873 and again in 1887 using the
original masonry abutments.
The most aesthetic form of masonry structure is undoubtedly the arch, whose
origins are lost in ancient history but which was developed to a high level and used

frequently by the Romans. However, stone is a much more difficult material to
work than timber, requiring considerable skill, especially in cutting the wedge
shaped stones, known as voussoirs, required for the arch rings. Brick was often
substituted for stone, but the masonry arch was limited in span and required firm
foundations, restricting its use. When carefully constructed, the masonry arch
proved durable and strong, capable of carrying modern traffic loads and volumes
many times those of last century. About 35 masonry arch bridges remain in service
on South Australian main roads including the oldest known road bridge still in use
in the state at Inglewood.ó4 An especially complex form of the masonry arch is the
skew arch, in which no two stones are identical, and a good example survives over
Ross Creek west of Kapunda.65

should be of local materials and done by local labour.66 The first iron bridge built
in South Australia was the City Bridge, ordered front England in I854 but not
completed until 1856 when the fabricated wrought iron girders were delivered.67

The need to import the fabricated iron for all bridges from England caused
considerable delays and greatly increased the cost of bridge construction. Therefore

a technique of achieving long spans in locally available timber was adopted and
used over two decades between 1856 and 1876. This was the laminated timber arch
in which separate pieces of timber were joined into an arch rib, and bracing used to
support the deck. The design was said to have been developed by Benjamin Green
of Newcastle- upon -Tyne in England, and about twenty structures of this type were
built in South Australia. Early local laminated timber bridges were found to havea
short life, but with experience, techniques improved and lifetimes lengthened.
Two of the last three such bridges still remain, one at Currency Creek dating from
1873 and the other at Angle Vale from 1876.69 These two structures are important

historical items and are probably the only survivors in Australia of this
construction 69

By the mid- 1860s, iron imported from England was becoming more readily
available, and workshops capable of fabricating it were being established in the
colony. These factors soon lead to the replacement of the laminated timber arch by
bridges having girders of wrought iron. One of the earliest was that at Hart ley over
the River Bremer on Chauncey's Line, the most direct route from Adelaide to the
Wellington ferry and the South East. The girders weighing one ton each and
spanning 32 feet, were fabricated in Mount Barker by J. G. Ramsay, then hauled to
the bridge site where they were erected.70 Truss bridges were used where larger
spans were needed, and in 1879 John Morris, Surveyor to the Midland and North
Midland district roads boards, erected five graceful bowstring truss bridges at
Balaklava, Burra (two), Merriton and Undalya. Over the last third of the nineteenth
century many wrought iron bridges were erected in this state. The best known is the
old Murray Bridge, ordered from England. The five river spans were designed and
fabricated in 1868, the twenty three swamp spans in 1874 and the bridge completed
in 1879.

Iron and Steel Bridges

To avoid damage by floodwaters, a long bridge was required to have as few
in tennediate piers as possible. This could only be achieved by making the structure
span as great a distance as possible, but long span bridges required better materials
and construction techniques than were available in early South Australia. During
the labour shortage caused by the gold rush of the 1850s it was proposed to erect an
imported iron bridge over the River Torrens at Hackney to replace the Company
Bridge constructed 10 years earlier and on the point of collapse. Iron had been used
by man since about 1 100 BC and the Chinese had developed a high level of skill in

ironworking. After the Dark Ages in Europe, it was not until the industrial
revolution that the use of iron advanced again. In 1779 the first iron bridge in the
world was built at Ironbridge in the UK, but it was constructed from cast iron, a
brittle material not well suited to structural use. The impetus of the railway boom
of the 181Os gave rise to the introduction of production techniques for wrought
iron, a touch more ductile form of iron better suited to structural purposes. At
llackncy the proposed iron bridge was not built clue to protests that the work
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At that time wrought iron was produced by the puddling process where molten
iron was stirred by hand for hours at a time; hot and heavy work. To reduce costs,
the more cheaply produced cast iron was used wherever possible, particularly for

pier columns. The difficulty in producing wrought iron limited the quantity
which could be produced from one melt, resulting in small plate and section sizes.
To make even a relatively short girder, a number of these small plates and sections
had to be riveted together. Following the disastrous failure of the wrought iron and
cast iron Tay Bridge in Scotland in 1879, bridge builders shunned the use of cast
iron and began to use steel in preference to wrought iron.71 in that same year a

method for producing large quantities of reliable high quality steel had been
developed and for a number of decades there was an overlap between the use of
wrought iron and steel. Towards the end of the nineteenth century wrought iron
became available in larger sizes so that a single section could span a useful distance
as a girder. In 1891 advantage was taken of these larger sections to construct two

bridges, one at Spalding (still standing) and the other at Burra, whose five main
girders were each a single 12 inch by 6 inch rolled iron (wrought iron) section.

10I

However, the advantages of steel, mainly its higher strength and cheaper
production cost, led to the replacement of wrought iron. Steel is not known to have
been used before 1906 in a South Australian road bridge when the bridge over Cox's
Creek at Bridgewater was built. This bridge was reconstructed in 1929. By 1980 the
cost of steel fabrication had risen so much that few steel bridges have been built
since then.

worked. The rapid development of the colony led to five revisions of the wad
authorities in the first 38 years and a good road network was created. After the
establishment of railways as the dominant fora[ of long distance transport, the
importance of roads diminished, the administration changed again, and the road
system was allowed to deteriorate. With the development of the motor vehicle, road

transport again became important. A multitude of new technical developments

which completely changed roadmaking, and a revised administration and
increased expenditure have made possible this re- emergence.

Concrete Bridges

Today most bridges are built of concrete, a mixture of sand and gravel bound
together by a cementing agent. Portland cernent, a name first coined by John
Smeaton of Eddystone Lighthouse fame, is the cementing agent used now.
Concrete had been used by the Romans who had even developed a hydraulic
cernent, that is one which will set under water. In the Dark Ages the art of good
cement and concrete production had been lost, and Smeaton was the first modern
engineer to investigate cements during the building of his Lighthouse. The
subsequent work of Aspdin and Johnson had led by 1844 to the modern hydraulic
Portland cement manufacturing process. By 1882 South Australia was importing
about 8000 tons of Portland cement annually and in that year William Lewis
produced Australia's first commercial cement at Brighton. The venture was not
commercially successful until the 1890s due to prejudice against colonially
produced goods, and dumping by overseas manufacturers.72
Early use of concrete was in foundations, often to provide a level base for
masonry. The Mayfield Bridge near Ashbourne, a masonry arch built in 1866, has
concrete foundations 73 In 1878 the South Australian Railways used concrete as a
structural material in its own right as a substitute for masonry in culverts on the
Kapunda to Morgan line. However, these structures used mass concrete which is
weak in tension, l imi ting the structural form to arches. it was not until around 1900
that design methods for reinforcing concrete against failure in tension using steel
bars were developed, so that concrete could be used to construct beams. The first
reinforced concrete bridge in this state was a railway bridge built at Victor Harbor
during 1908 and five years later the first road bridge was built at Reedy Creek near
Palmer. Both these bridges are beam and slab structures and were among the first
such bridges in Australia.
A later development was prestressed concrete in which high strength steel strand
was used deliberately to induce favourable stresses in the concrete. Distillery Bridge
at Reninark was the first bridge in South Australia to have girders of prestressed
con(rtrte. It was built to replace an earlier bridge damaged by the 1956 record River
Murray flood.74 Properly constructecl, concrete bridges have been shown to be
durable and not many have had to he replaced for structural reasons.
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GRAEME L. PRETTY
The sources of History, as Jacques Barzun (1957) has said, are verbal and die sources
of archaeology are mute. This means that the history of historians treats its subjects

as unique identities, known by their proper names, acting in contexts where the

role of wit and opportunity in the face of established habits and testing
circumstance are reported, upon dates of which can mostly be thatched against
alendrical time. The subjects of the prehistorian on the other hand are objects.
They represent vestiges of completed actions whose original narrative course must
be inferred before motives can be conjectured. 'Time can only be measured in
relation to some natural process which most I y cannot be computed, only described.

The interpretations delivered by prehistorians thus lack many of the human
qualities historians take for granted. The issue is a serious one in Australia where

the depth of history is shallow and the notional depth of prehistory remains
unfully plumbed. How to extract a fuller and more human picture from the
archaeological record is an abiding concern of archaeologists. This essay will
examine how the adoption of a new approach, some refinements of excavation
technique, and the benefits of radiometric dates and interdisciplinary cooperation,
is now narrowing the gap between the verbal and the mute in South Australia. The
work was carried out at Roonka.

Roonka

Roonka, since 1845, has been the name of a pastoral run in the Lower Murray
Valley. Originally leased by Lachlan McBean, its area was increased by successive

leaseholds and purchases, until by the time of McBean's death in 1891, it had
increased to 42,000 acres (17,000 hectares) of river flats and malice scrub hinterland
(Cockburn 1925 -27). The name was a local Aboriginal name for the river flat which

extends across the valley immediately south of the homestead. The name derives
from a grub harvested by the Aborigines, presumably at this spot in quantities,
from the root systems of trees, being esteemed by them as a source of edible fat (Eyre
1845, Moorhouse 1846). The southern boundary of the flat lies 5 km upstream in a
straight line from the riverport of Blanchetown (34 °21'S, 139 °36'E). in 1933, the

Roonka run was purchased by the Armstrong family, who extended it to include

the southern portion of the Flat, hitherto the old 'Curnpungo Run', originally
leased by James Hawker in 1843 (Hawker 1841 -45). This fusion of two of the State's

earliest pastoral properties reunited the flat as a landscape unit under common
ownership. From 1968 to 1977 it was the focus of archaeological investigations for
the South Australian Museum (Pretty 1969, 1971, 1975, 1976, 1977).
The River Murray at this point (Fig. I) flows through a broad bottomed steeplyGraeme Pretty has been Senior Curator of Archaeology at the South Australian Museum since
1975.

walled north -south trending gorge. The river curves sinuously around low -lying
floodplain vegetated with red gum forest and polygonum bush as ground cover. At
intervals, residuals of older terraces rise above the floodplain. They still show traces
of their original forest of black box trees. Above the limestone cliffs and on either
side stretches a flat limestone plateau covered with low sandridges. It terminates 45
kin to the west in the eastern scarp of the Mount Lofty Range, while on the east it
extends uninterruptedly across 150 km to the Wimmera desert of northwestern
Victoria. The lilateau was originally covered with dense low mallee scrub, when it
was populated by a group of linguistically related communities who collectively

called themselve 'Meru' (Tindale 1974). Roonka Flat itself formed part of the
territory of the Ngaiawang (Tindale ibid.). European colonists first entered the area
in 1838 (Ilawdon 1838) and began settling it in 1841 (Dutton 1967). The Roonka
run extends from the river westwards into the malice.

that, because of their nature they could not be physically recovered but would be
destroyed by the excavation process. It would thus be essential to record there
carefully. As many of them would be found, the work would be labour intensive
and protracted.
In this instance, the focus within sites upon structure was anticipated as the best

means for testing the adeptability of archaeological evidence to historical
interpretation, since it would be through the analysis of preserved structures for
their function and mode of formation, that the original purpose of their use would
be discoverable, and the presence among them of forms having implicitly brief
original durations inferred. Thus, radiometric dating could be brought to bear
upon as a test, and as the best basis for confirmation. As the most distinctive

characteristics of written historical evidence was its power of revealing the
workings of minds, the unique identity of their possessors, and the dates of
incidents in the past when their workings were tested, so it was judged essential for

TIte principal aim of the excavations at Roonka was to increase information about

archeaological evidence to sustain scrutiny for evidence of personal identity,
ideologies, and incidents of brief duration when these were expressed.
There were three grounds for choosing Roonka Flat for this work. First, it lay
within a region whose rich resources and corresponding density of Aboriginal
settlement at the point of European colonisation was well documented; whose

the time depth and past material conditions of prehistoric communities in the

extension back in time had already been demonstrated archaeologically, but whose

Lower Murray Valley. To this end the work was guided by a three -part approach.
First, it focussed upon the excavation of open air stratified sites in dunes. This
was because it was presumed that these would preserve a fuller record of the past
than other types. This presumption was based partly upon the density of material
commonly seen to be exposed in them, partly upon the eminence of their situation,

time depth was obviously inadequate in the light of the maximum age

and partly upon the observed preference of historic Aboriginal groups for

radiometric age determinations to exceed 5 -6000 yrs bp was at variance with dates of

occupying such features for the advantages of softness, dryness, and outlook over
the surrounding terrain they offered. It seemed reasonable to assume that these

Joyce 1965).

The Excavations at Roonka

considerations would have applied as equally in Antiquity as in the recent
documented past.
Secondly, it focussed upon the parallel mapping and excavation of as complete a
range of distinguishable types of sit" locatable within as circumscribed an area as
could be perimetered around them. This was based on the assumption that, because
any prehistoric Aboriginal group would obtain their sufficient subsistence of food
and materials by foraging the naturally occurring products of a local territory,
nothing less than the complete range of site types this would give rise to, would
serve to represent that territory and create the sample of information necessary for
adequately describing their material conditions.
"Thirdly, within sites undergoing excavation, it focussed upon exposing and
completely recording each and every evidence of structure confirmably introduced
into soil by some past human activity. This was based on the assumption that the
only valid and direct evidence of human events in soil, would be the presence of
some visibly preserved scar of the actual activities performed at any point on some
occasion in the past. Any record of the form of such a structure, together with any
objects and radiometrically dateable material it contained, would become part of

the source data it would be necessary to draw upon, for deciding which of the
activities it would be possible to conceive of for the past, provided the best
explanation of its appearance. The most obvious problem of these structures was
I08

determinations then being reported from other sites in the Murray - Darling Basin.
Previous work downstream at Devon Downs, Tartanga (I Tale and Tindale 1930),
Fromms Landing (Mulvaney 1960, Mulvaney et al 1964) and Swanport (Stirling
1911), had produced evidence of prehistoric occupancy (Fig. 1) but the failure of

twice this age from localities at the stream system's headwaters (Mulvaney and
Second, it contained a broad range of types of site within a relatively restricted
area. Opportunistic surveys had disclosed the presence of an open stratified site on
Roonka Flat, rock shelters at McBean Pound, rock paintings on Donald Flat, and
scarred trees at Blanchetown. Of additional historical interest was the presence in

parallel of important sites of European settlement, including the colony's first
frontier magistracy at Moorundie, its first riverport, Blanchetown, and some of its
earliest pastoral runs.
Third, some of those sites had already been investigated but never reported. The
rock paintings on Donald Flat had been described in print (Shear(' 1928) and rock
shelters and surface sites on McBean Pound and Roonka Flat had been explored but
never published.

Fourth, the extent of environmental deterioration due to flooding and
deforestation had exposed many visibly rich sites and necessitated their rescue.
In order to give shape to the region's exploration, two nested study areas, first a

presumptive local territory called the `Roonka Study Area', and second, its
presumptive regional surrounds and called the 'Ngaiawang Folk Province', were
settled upon (Fig. 1). The local subsistence territory was based upon the cluster of
sites around Roonka Flat, and the bounds of the larger area were adopted from
those reported for the tribe which had occupied it.
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The programme of investigations on Roonka Flat and its surrounds took nine
years (1968 -77) and spread over three campaigns of work. The first was devoted to
excavating a trench of maximum horizontal extent within the eroding core of the
main stratified open site (Fig. 2). The second was devoted to extending excavation
to other parts of that site, and to mapping the topography of its surrounds in detail

to recover what evidence remained of its original natural environment and the
relationships detectable between it and other sites exposed on its surface. The
second campaign also involved test excavation of all mapped sites to assess their
chronological and functional relationships with. the main site and each other. A
similar stratified open site across river, which appeared to contain artifacts it had
not been possible to recover at the other sites, was also excavated. The third
campaign was devoted to reconnaissance of the larger region, in order to find
certain types of site it was suspected existed, but which had not been found in the
area of intensive investigation. As it was now evident that the material recovered,
quantitatively and qualitatively, fulfilled the work's original aims, excavation
ceased and analysis began.
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7'he cumulative result was a considerable quantity of evidence of the range of data
classes it had been expected would be found, and a quantity of additional evidence

LAIDE

of new classes, whose discovery had not been anticipated. In material terms, it
comprised surveyed site plans, excavated structure plans, and material objects and
samples.
When the objects and structures were classified by form and content into those
t elated to human activities and those from the natural environment, evidence for a
broad range of materially focussed pursuits of economy and technology was found

SW AN PORT

to be paralleled with that for the ideological activities reflected in painted rock
surfaces, and the ceremonial and value laden activities of mortuary practice. The
successful rescue of a sequence of tombs also produced a sample of the physical
remains of the people from the communities which had produced the cultural
evidence.

When the objects, samples and structures were related by their similarities of
depth and radiometric dates, many could be grouped into zonal associations, which
suggested differing functions within a site over the period of time represented by
their depth. When sites were found to be related for any of the periods represented
by such zonal associations and compared to their physical surrounds, it was found
that they tepresented differing patterns of occupancy.
In this way, it was found that the stratigraphy of the study area represented by

excavated sites could be subdivided into a sequence of periods representing

o
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20 30 ao eo

1. Map of archaeological localities in the Lower Murray Valley.

differing kinds of land use. When the plans of the surveyed unexcavated sites from
the surrounding region were related to fossil landscape traces, it was found that a
parellel sequence of cultural landscapes could be established for comparison.
Thus, it became possible to examine the various classes of evidence within a

conventional archaeological framework of periods based upon changes in the

e

`J >t

material conditions of human existence. The recovery of a date of 18,150 + / -340 yrs
by (i.e. 'before the present' where the present is agreed by convention to be 1950 AD)
for the earliest occupation of one of the dunes, tripled the maximum ageof human
occupation for the region, so confirming the soundness of the original assumption
that open sites would offer the least disturbed of sequences. The cultural range of

the evidence also confirmed the value of matching excavation to the full range of
known siles.'I-he correspondence among dateable structures and object contents
within excavated sites, and between exposed site plans and fossil landscapes,
disclosed a sequence of three prehistoric cultural periods at the main locality and
two prehistoric landscape phases for the surrounding region (Fig. 3). However in
order to test this evidence for the presence of events of brief duration, there were
some further problems to solve.

Chronological Problems
The correspondences between structures within any period could not be resolved by

conventional stratigraphie analysis. Originally, it had been assumed that the
structural evidence would be in the form either of horizontally related surfaces or of

hilly preserved underground structures. As excavation progressed, however, it
became evident that reworking of site matrices in antiquity compounded with
modern erosion had destroyed most of the original surfaces whose preservation
must always be assumed if purely stratigraphie correlations are to be verifiable.
Moreover the detail of t he excavation records demonstrated that, in many instances,

reuse of previously humanly modified soils within structures, had redistributed
dateable material from its of igival sites, destroying its usefulness for dating and
corrupting the usefulness for dating of any conceivably contemporary dateable
tuaierial with which it had become mixed. In some instances there was usable
associated material, for example bone, but whose use for dating was ruled out by
the need lo keep it intact for other study. In many other structures, no material
suitable for radiocarbon dating had survived. It was obviously necessary to extend
the range of dateable buried human materials, if possible.
Over the decade 1974 -1981 work on the Roonka material by dating scientists led
the refinement of three additional radiometric techniques. One was
"l'hernroluntiuescence, which measures the rate of absorption of soil background
to

radiation into minerals which had been heated at some time in their past so
expelling their store of radiant energy. 'I his technique can now provide age
determinations for fire heated materials and sun scorched ancient soils. A second
was Palaeonragnctisnr, which measures the disparities of terrestrial magnetism
induced in rocks alst when Ihe'y are heated in fireplaces. It can beapplied Iodating

problems, but is becoming even more useful as a means of tracing the paths
pursued by individual cooking sutiles within fireplaces as they were used and
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2. The first campaign of excavation. Trench A, Roonka Flat Dune, 1971.
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reused. The third method was Uranium Fluorimetry, which measures the products
of the constant rate by which uranium, a common trace element, is diffused into
buried hone by groundwater. It can provide extremely accurate age determinations
from samples of bone smaller than those removed from patients in today's hospitals
for routine biopsies.
In addition to supplying techniques that provide dates not only for the Roonka

structures but much of the soil that mantles them, the addition of these three
applications to Radiocarbon revealed hitherto unsuspected chronological
complexities (Pretty and Ward in press). For example, each of the fireplaces they
were tested upon were found to have histories of repeated use, sometimes separated
by gaps of up to eight and a half thousand years! This necessitated a substantial
rethink of our ideas about the chronological complexities of structures, which on
stratiglaphic appearances betrayed no evidence of more than a few hours of firing
on a single occasion.
The uranium age determinations for the tombs provide us with an extremely
accurate picture of their sequence and rate of establishment in absolute time terms.
This enables us to determine the rate of change in most aspects of the technology,
much of the best preserved of which has emerged from tombs. Significantly, it is
also enabling us to use the evolution of funeral modes as a basis for speculating
upon ancient ideologies and commenting upon ancient values. Obviously, this
will have to be in advance of the additional perspectives still to emerge, when the
kiuhen and factory remains can also be dated.

Roonka Flat :Cultural Chronology and Landscape History Compared
Conventional
Chronology

Radiocarbon
Chronology

Cultural Chronology Landscape History
Roonka Flat
Ngaiawang Folk Province

1960 AD
1950 AD (O.BP)

T

I
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16050 BC
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Comparison of cultural periods established from excavation, Roonka Flat, with cultural

landscapes established from mapping, Ngaiawang Folk Province.

To demonstrate how what has been learnt can be used to test whether
archaeological evidence can provide evidence of incidents as well as periods; and of
ideas and personal identity, as well as material conditions, let us now examine two

forms of interpretation which the elates and the field records from Roonka are
supporting.
The Reenactment of an Incident

Tomb 108

Tomb A /I08 in the Roonka Flat Dune (Fig. 9) has been assigned to the third
c

¡Ilium' period, which, on current dating evidence, ranged between 5610 + / -120 and

220 +i -80 bp. `)'iris is the best preserved and most richly endowed of the three
Roonka periods, and so indicates a cultural diversity not attributable solely to the
physical preponderance of its presence. Its radiocarbon date of 5610 + / -120 bp is

extremely accurate having been obtained through the Australian National
1lnivcrsity'S Radiocarbondating Research I.aboratory from the Zurich Accelerator
Facility. it is however based upon carbon within the fill and might represent the
introduction of older settlement refuse. Evidence from Tartanga downstream, for

example gives evidence Of a comparable open settlement during the Sanie
geological context as far back as 6030 + / -120 bp. Although this age for Tomb 108

may have to be revised when the equations between radiocarbon and the
fluorimetric uranium are refined, we can be certain from the relative uranium
dew' initiations that it is the third oldest tomb of its type at Roonka. Although it
and its finery have frequently been discussed (Blainey 1975, Pretty 1977, Mulvaney
1980, Flood
( leset ipt ions.

1983)

the following account will add significantly to those
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The tomb was constructed in the form of a deep vertical shaft at the base of which

lay a young man in a half sitting posture, shoulders and head upraised. The legs,
originally drawn up in front, had fallen over to one side. Resting upon his left side,
lay a child of about seven years of age, which lay fully on its right side.
The man appeared to have been swaddled in a garment, probably a skin cloak,
clasped together at the left shoulder with bone fibulae. A line of pins down the
midline of the body showed where it had been pinned together. The remains of
animal paw bones, probably some form of tassellation, fell over the left shoulder
behind. The remains of feather quills, probably some form of trimming, ran along
the left cloak margin. A double stringed chaplet of wallaby teeth encircled the front
of the man's forehead. Each tooth had been notched to carry its sewing to the band

which would originally have encircled the head. The teeth are in pairs, eat h
representing an individual beast. Taking gaps from post depositional losses into
account, the capture of some 75 of these animals is implied. A similar chaplet,
consisting of only a single strand of teeth, rested on the man's left upper arm where
it had fallen after having slipped off the child's head. In front of the child's chest
was the skull of a brolga, presumably a pendent. The lower part of the chi ld's body
was stained with traces of red ochre supporting evidence that, when children were
found associated at this site, they bore traces of either red or while pigment. Resting
on top of the child, as an added offering, lay a necklace of snake vertebral bones.
which had been deliberately arranged into a coil. When examined, it appeared as if

equal numbers of its beads had been grouped and strung in opposed groups, so
accentuating its appearance of design.
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After careful examination by osteologists I was advised that in life this man
would have presented an appearance of medium height and of graceful as distinct
from muscular build. From the fixing of the cloak over the left shoulder, so freeing
the corresponding limb for movement we might reasonably assume that he was left
handed. This condition was much more prevalent among Aboriginal people than
our own and where it retained its biological frequency from the lack of any social
prohibitions against it. There was no evidence of serious illness or mishap so that

the cause of death is not apparent. T'he same applies to the child.
Tomb 108 was one of eighteen arranged in this way, although only one other was

as richly furnished. They represented one of four parallel modes which were
practised in the Third Period. It gave every evidence of having been opened and
filled as a single act of a few hours duration, and contained no trace of vegetable
padding or structural supports of any kind.
The parallelism between the head ornaments of the younger and the older person
is so far unique in Australian archaeology. The necklace was striking for being one
of two occurring in tombs of this period at this site. They were paralleled only by

the older necklace of Tasmanian Devil teeth in a tomb at Lake Nitchie in the
Darling Anabranch, dated to 6820 + / -200 bp (Macintosh 1971), and the much older
group of three bone beads recovered from the rock shelter of Devil's Lair, in the far
south west of Western Australia (from c.12,000 to c.I5,000 bp: Dortch 1977).
This man and his companion offer us a vivid picture of the everyday appearance
of two Australians of five and a half thousand years ago. Although we cannot here
explore the ideological significance of their singularity among their ancestors and

descendants, the material for such a study is available and the analysis is
progressing. My principal object here is simply to illustrate the extent to which
archaeological evidence can tell something of the personal identity of subjects,
captured as extremely brief incidents from a past, the acuity of whose dating is
being constantly sharpened. Moreover, it may be of interest to us of European
descent to compare this group at Roonka with the fascinatingly similar modes,
employing comparable ranges of furnitures, in tombs excavated in Mesolithic
Europe, for example at Teviec and I loedic in southern Brittany (Pequart et al 1937,

Pequart et al 1959). Although it is manifestly unsafe to pretend long distance
correlations in archaeology, the radiocarbon age of 6575 +/350 yrs hp (Delibais et al
1966) from I 10(11 it is a forceful reminder of how much of the modern world was

given to over to hunting and gathering until the very last few thousand years.

The Cultural Dynamics of Mind -Rate in the Evolution of Funeral Practice at
Roonka
'Ehe material evidence from Roonka is reducible to seven classes, five of which are
shown in the form of a table (Fig. 5). If changes within the form of each are matched
against the same time scale, we may gauge something of the 'cultural dynamics' of a

locality, that is, the rates at which each class of evidence changes relative to all
others.
In this instance, food remains have been selected to represent economy, artifacts
in bone and stone to represent technology, ornaments in bone and shell to represent

costume ornament, rock paintings to represent religion, and funeral practice to
represent social structure and values.

There are many ways in which material evidence may be classified by
archaeologists. That used here differs from many others but has been justified by
the decision to examine the chronology for cultural dynamics instead of, as is more
conventional, the evolution of technology.
When each class of evidence is ranged on the table to reflect the frequency with

which it registers change through Time, we obtain the order shown. In this
instance part of the information on the table has been drawn from other excavated
sites in the region surrounding Roonka Flat in order w clarify the outline of the
picture of prehistoric change it offers.

The sequence is interesting because it implies that mortuary practice has
changed more frequently than any other class of evidence. Ilad the ranking been
based on technology, the frequency of changes would have been less; had economy

been chosen, no change would have been detectable. For this reason, as is
customary in archaeology, mortuary practice has been used to subdivide the
chronology into periods. Originally, and solely on stratigraphie grounds, it had
seemed that the Third Period was further subdivisible into two subperiods (Pretty
1977) but, in the light of the evidence from the recent dates, this is now rejected.
The principal significance of the changes in funeral modes to historians is that
they are products of minds. Funeral practice in Aboriginal Australia was one of the
three critical events of any person's life as a member of a social group (the other two
being birth, and initiation or marriage) and in it their status and affiliation within
their group was symbolised. It therefore follows that the analysis of tomb layouts
for evidence of formal observance will supply some indication of the symbolism
implicit in their original creation. It is unlikely that this will be more than
vestigial, but its embodiment in the fossil remains of the population who invented
the symbolism, enables that population to be viewed as a working model of the
society originally structured by the system whose vestiges have survived. If, as is the
case at Roonka, we can identify those aspects of funeral symbolism that remain
stable, and those that exhibit change over time, our capacity to interpret an ancient
ideological system is vastly enhanced.

When the Roonka data were examined closely there was evidence for both
constancy and change. Change was most evident in the number and form of the
modes, or physical manner of arranging a person's body and limbs within the
confined space of a tomb. Their number increased by a power of two as each
chronological period passed and the present was approached. Another aspect of
change, but omitted from the table, was the orientation of a body in relation to the
direction of the sun's daily passage. This varied in its range from one period to
another. Yet another aspect of change, also omitted from the table, was the planar
relationships of tomb locations one to another within the area of the site and their
locational relationships to their contemporary settlements. These also varied from
period to period.
There were aspects of constancy for all periods. The most striking of these was
the limits evident in the age at mortality range of the fossil population. Contrary to
expectations that it should contain mostly children, then aged persons, and only
then adults, it contained adults only, to the virtual exclusion of the other two

headband of
mammal teeth

groups. A second constancy was exhibited by the tendency for children, when they

were present, to accompany adults. Another constancy was a lendency for certain
tombs to contain animal offerings, most commonly the two valves of a mussel she'll,
placed rim upmost upon the tomb (loot on either side of the body. The dist ri but ion

.

of ornaments on the other hand (they were obtained exclusively from tombs)
appears to have been random and probably an aspect of personal individuality.

;:

string of
mammal teeth

A comparison of the tombs from Roonka with other sites in the Murray Valley,
together with reported observations upon tribal societies witnessed at the ntome'nt
of European contact, provides an explanation for such evidence of selection by age.

Infants, adults, and aged people were observed to be disposed of in differing
locations as a symbol of their age at mortality status. As rights of participation in
corporate affairs for both men and women was signified by initiation and marriage,
so apparently was this status preserved at burial, were they (odie before the onset of
old age (Angas 1897).

If this be so, then it follows that the variability in nodes, orientation and
bird skull
( pendant? )

location, which apply to men and women alike, can only reflect the presence of
descent groups within the body politic of Australian Aboriginal societies. What we
would then have at Roonka is a picture of how the structure of one of these societies

evolved over the period since the Late Pleistocene.

This is not the place to enter too deeply into the symbolic complexities of

string
reptile

Australian Aboriginal descent groups or of the ways and means of demonstrating
how any relation they are claimed to bear to original societies can be verified.
Enough, however, has been presented to support the thesis that what we have here
is the material basis for a community whose taste for invention was obviously
devoted more to matters of status, values, and social obligations than material
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4. Roonka Flat Dune, Trench A, Tomb 108.
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5. Cultural dynamics at Roonka. Select classes of cultural data to illustrate relative rates of their
change over time. Entries within brackets indicate evidence drawn from other excavated sites in the
surrounding region (for details see Pretty, in press).
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fabrication. The most powerful argument in support of this thesis is the picture of
the historic Aborigines as portrayed by sympathetic observers. Its principal value in
this context is its bearing upon how the ideas historians will need to have must be
recovered, if a humanistic dimension is to be added to the history of Australia's
Aboriginal Epoch.

clarifies its place and time of origin. Thus, only when we can command a
geographically much fuller picture of such practices, will we be able to write a
soundly based cultural history of ancient Australia. Until then, the work at Roonka

must stand as an instance of what can be discovered and a mere hint of the
'Underground' of Australian history.

Conclusion
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and political implications of mortuary practice at Roonka, in the light of dates
derived from the excavation of structures within sites, has illustrated the potential
of Australian archaeological evidence to supply information about incidents and
trends, the role of ideas and values, and the possibilities of deriving personal
identity from archaeological evidence. Although it is doubtful that radiometric
ages have yet attained the accuracy of calendrical dates, they can sequence incidents

of brief duration and supply prehistory with a dimension of temporal sequence it
lias previously been denied. The value of this can be seen particularly in the area of
mortuary practice, where the ability to rank a series of tombs into an unambiguous
sequence has enabled careful assessments of formal symbolic variability to be

matched against an original population in order to clarify an outline of its
prehistoric structure. Although the original nominal identities of people and
groups obviously remain lost, it is striking how closely the evidence of physical
form and personal adornment can advance towards a purely descriptive picture of
personal identity. If the current experiments of the programme's anatomist, Dr
Miroslav Prokopec, in applying the Gerasimov techniques of facial reconstruction
to the Roonka population (Gerasimov 1971) succeed, historical portraiture will be
added to physical appearance and costume, to enhance personal identity.
'The evidence from Roonka is however slender. Only two out of its six excavated
sites have histories traceable back beyond 5,000 bp. The basis for its earliest or Late
Pleistocene mortuary period being characterised by a single mode rests upon only
two instances. if this is matched against the range of modes exhibited throughout
the Murray Darling Basin as a whole during the Late Pleistocene, it becomes one of
four known modal variants, and represents 8 per cent of the total fossil population
rescued. Although the thesis that cultural variability in prehistoric Australia is best

exemplified through mortuary practice is thereby upheld, the database is
inadequate to supply the information we need.
This alerts us to the principal difficulty we face in dealing with the Roonka
evidence. it is unique. It is the only Australian locality for which we at present
possess such a range of information. The question the historians among us will
wish to know is not merely what an idea is about but when, where, and among
whom it began. For example, our earliest date at Roonka for the mode exemplified
by Tomb 108 is its radiocarbon age of 5,610 + / -120 bp. It is not however the oldest
instance of this mode which is present four and a half thousand years earlier at Kow

Swamp, further upstream (Thorne 1975). At Roonka during this interval
completely differing modes were practised and we have no evidence for
determining whether and by what means the mode links both localities and
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Macintosh and Jon Firman from whom much of the information drawn upon in this paper
depends. The linework is the work of Dick Ward and Barry Rowney and thephotograph was
taken by Lloyd Chipman. I ant grateful to W. Grant Inglis, Valerie A. Power, Professor John

Mulvaney and Professor David Turner for consenting to read and comment upon the
manuscript.
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'BOUNDLESS SALVATION': THE RISE OF THE
SALVATION ARMY IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA
CHARLES STEVENSON

The Methodist Connection

The Salvation Army was a Methodist revival. It had all happened before in the
Primitive Methodist resurgence, but the Salvationists were more militant, calling
their religion 'Aggressive Christianity'. Primitive Methodism went for the working
classes; the Salvationist motto was 'Go for souls, and go for the worst': the
drunkard, the gambler, the wife- beater, the thief, the swearer, the horse -racer to
mention only some of the stock types depicted as the outcasts of society.' The
founder, the Rev. William Booth, had been thoroughly immersed in Methodism,
being strongly influenced as a youth by the Methodist evangelist, James Caughey.
Methodism, however, had developed reservations about such revivalism by the time

Booth was offered the Newcastle- upon -Tyne circuit of the Methodist New
Connexion, a rebuff to their revivalist campaigns that led them to resign from the
church. It had happened before when the founder of the Bible Christians, O'Bryan,
had been expelled because he insisted on itinerant preaching and refused to be
confined to a circuit. Likewise, the founder of the Primitive Methodists had been
expelled from the main Methodist body.

Booth remained thoroughly Methodist in doctrine. Yet this overwhelming
Methodist influence has been neglected. in his chapter 'Contributory Movements'

in the History of the Salvation Army2, Robert Sandal) never once refers to

society'. Paper read to the IXth Congress of the International Union of Prehistoric and

Methodism, so intent was the idea that Methodism had rejected the Booths. All that

Protohistoric Sciences, Nice.

the Army stood for was déjà vu. From Methodism came the belief in an instant
experience of repentance, called 'conversion', and the 'blessed assurance' of

Pretty, G.L.,

1977,

'The cultural chronology of the Roonka Flat; a preliminary

t crsideration', (in) Stone tools as cultural markers: change, evolution and complexity' (ed.
R.V.S. Wright), Canberra, Australian institute of Aboriginal Studies, pp. 288 -331.
Pretty, (:.L.., in press, 'Prehistory of South Australia'(in) New history of South Australia (ed.
E. Richards). Adelaide, Wakefield Press.
Pretty, G.I.., and Ward, G.K., accepted for publication, Chronology of Roonka, Dating
.strategies for a regional sequence. Oxford, British Archaeological Reports International
Series.

holiness when sin no longer assails. It was a personal experience of the love of God.
The strong emphasis on unordained men and women, the penitent form, the use of

sometimes with brass bands, obsession
women preachers, open air meetings
with the growth of the movement, were all Methodist tradition, especially inherent
in the Primitive Methodist and Bible Christian expressions. The corps with its

Sheard, I I.I.., 1928, 'Aboriginal rock paintings seven miles north of Blanchetown, River
Mw ray, South Australia', Transactions of the Royal Society of South Australia, vol. 53, pp.

outposts was essentially the Methodist circuit. Clearly Methodist is the 1878 Song.s
of the Salvation Army, having the self -same sections as the Methodist I Lyons Book:

23I -234.

'Believers Rejoicing, Believers Suffering, Consecration, Holiness, the Society

Stirling, E.G., 1911, 'Preliminary report on the discovery of native remains at Swanport, River

Meeting,' etc.3 The South Australian Methodist Journal in 1883 claimed that nine tenths of the Army's officers had been Methodists, and concluded that eventually

Murray; with an inquiry into the alleged occurrence of a pandemic among the Australian
Aboriginals', Transactions of the Royal Society of South Australia, vol. 35, pp. 4 -46.
Thorne, A. C:., 1975, Kow Swamp and Lake Mungo; towards an osteology of early man in
Australia. Ph.D. thesis, University of Sydney.
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'Methodism will be seen to be the true and lasting "Salvation Army ".''
Only the military mimesis was uncharacteristic of Methodism. It was a striking

metaphor! There were precedents for uniform wearing: the Shakespearian

Charles Stevenson, a History teacher at Strathmont High School, spent his formative years at
the Bayswater Boy's Home in Victoria, where his parents were Salvation Army social work
officers. He joined the Society of Friends in 1958 and wrote With Unhurried l'ace: A Brief
History of Quakers in Australia (Melbourne, 1973).

denomination as well as the various temperance movements for whom this happy,

Chartists who were organised an authoritarian lines, and the Staffordshire
Temperance Lifeboat crews in 1861 who dressed as lifeboat men to protest outside
public houses.5 It is sometimes implied that the Army uniform derived from the
distinctive dress which some Quakers wore; but the Quaker style of dress was a
testimony to a simplicity which did not follow the changing fashions. Discarding
the sacraments, inspired by Quaker custom, only carried the Methodist attitude one
step further.
The Wesleyan Methodists provided the Salvationists in South Australia with a
John the Baptist Matthew Burnett who began a three -year mission in 1880. His
evangelistic tactics were by no means universally accepted by his fellow Wesleyans,

hyperactive and personal religion appealed. This seems to have been the main
source of membership. It even boasted the 'converted nun'. Notwithstanding, a
significant minority of converts were 'trophies of grace': the men and worsen saved
from drunkenness or some life of crime. Of all these Bobby Judd's story is the most
captivating: to kill time before attempting a planned burglary he stumbled upon a

Salvation Army meeting, and, his house- breaking tools concealed under his
clothing, he knelt at the penitent form.10 Although Bobby's story is well
authenticated, Sir Paul Hasluck warns that exaggerating one's sins to emphasise
the great change brought about by conversion had a gratifying drama about it.11
From this distance of time it is difficult to explain the phenomenal growth of the

but his street processions, temperance pledges, penitent form conversions,
ruffians at Clare who pelted the
testimonies, and the opposition he aroused

Army. Burnett's mission was only a part of the story. Statist ics., even when they were

were all basic to the Salvationists.

the fact that thousands flocked to Salvation Army meetings in 1883 and 1884. At the

Army with eggs had first practised on Burnett

available, do not explain the mood of the people. Newspaper reports all support

Burnett's ground work helps explain the Army's growth in South Australia. In

monster hallelujah meeting to present the flag to the Strathalbyn corps the

Burnett's last public appearance in South Australia, at the Morphett Street

Southern Argus reported that 'Every hit of room was occupied' in the institute,
'stage, piano, platform, lobby, gallery, and every inch of floor being crowded.'"
Attendance dramatically declined in 1885. What was the attraction? Was it the
novelty of the banners, street processions, flags, uniforms, its tremendous
adolescent enthusiasm, and hiccuping shouts of 'hallelujah', its catchy music and

Salvation Army barracks, he spoke in warm sympathy of the work being done by
the Army.6

It seems no co- incidence that the Salvation Army in Australia grew out of
Burnett's revival meeting in the Pirie Street Wesleyan Methodist Church where
Edward Saunders heard John Gore's testimony about his conversion. Both men
had been 'converted' in England in Booth's Christian Mission (as the Salvation
Army was known until 1878). Having migrated to Adelaide the one joined the
Wesleyan Methodists and the other the Bible Christians. At 8 p.m. the evening
following their chance encounter, these two men conducted the first Salvation
Army open air meeting in Australia, albeit unofficial, when Saunders began with
number 140 in The Salvation Army Song Book:
the hymn
'We're bound for the land of the pure and the holy....
Oh say, will you go to the Eden above ?7
In 1840 the Primitive Methodist Church began in South Australia also by holding
an open air meeting in Light Square. With the help of a brass band Burnett, too,
began his crusade in South Australia with an open air meeting in Light Square.8
Having just visited most town in South Australia, Burnett was well placed to
advise the Army on new openings. It was probably on his advice that the Army
moved into Moonta just after Easter 1883 where they opened two corps. Apart from
Sydney and Melbourne where the work was just beginning, Moonta was the first

opening outside Adelaide. Indeed, Burnett's friend, mining Captain Hancock,

the thump of the drum? Was it because of the emotional testimonies of converts like

Billy Judd
the opportunity to see Bill Sykes in person? Was it because of the
interest whipped up by the newspapers, the opposition and persecution that the
movement encountered, or was it simply riding on a consciousness of the time that
longed for religious revival?
Just as the Western Australian goldfields were all the rage in the newspapers in
1894, so 1883 and 1884 were the years in which newspapers were saturated with
columns of news and views, invariably biassed and hostile, about the Salvation
Army. 'Misappropriation of funds' was a favourite theme. There were frequent
reports of 'consternation caused by Salvation Army lunatics.' An officer at Clare
was publicly described as 'the thick - necked lout.' Letters to the editor condemning
the Salvationists were sometimes scurrilous. They were even referred to as 'the
religious rabble.' 1884 was the last year of violent opposition to the Salvationists
and it is significant that after this year the newspapers softened their approach and
eventually ignored the movement except to report the Army's social work which
was widely acclaimed, and to report the touring 'Guards' band, lantern slides,
cinematograph films and gramophones, new inventions which the Salvationists

became the only church other than the various Methodist bodies. Yet even in
Moonta the Salvation Army was subject to scathing ridicule in each issue of the

were quick to make use of in the 1890s. Only the Sydney ,Bulletin remained
aggressively opposed to the movement right into the twentieth century, both by
cartoons and prejudiced articles.

local paper, the final insult being when the editor, W.11. Wilkinson, took the Army
to court.9

including Major James Barker himself." They were young men and women,

Bounding Salvation

mainly in their twenties, without the nurture of a Salvation Army training college.
Some activities proved misguided: they marched through the streets of Naracoorte
after seeing in the new year of 1885! Well- intentioned buffoonery such as Gore

gave the Salvationists permission to work freely in Moonta Mines where the Army

Like a ripple spreading out on a pond, the Salvation Army in the 1880s expanded
everywhere. At its height in the mid -1890s there were three divisions, 65 corps and

On the other hand, in 1884 the Army was composed of very inexperienced officers

riding a donkey down Chief Streeet, Brompton, merely gave good press for
opponents of the Army.1' Over - optimism spread the movement too widély; the

75 outposts in South Australia. it attracted men and women from every
124
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ripple would soon recede
an example being the twelve corps opened between
Mount Lofty and Victor Harbour which were all eventually closed.'5
The Salvation Army's rise and shaking down into permanency followed a typical
pattern throughout Australia, and the two neighbouring South Australian towns
of Mount Barker and Strathalbyn aptly show the usual trend. The former showed
tolerance; but the latter was the scene of the movement's worst opposition in South
Australia."

Hard Ground in Mount Barker
Progress in 1883 was stifled by inexperienced leadership; but 1884 was the year of
enormous expansion
26 corps were opened in South Australia alone. When
'emissaries of the Army' paraded the streets of Mount Barker in the last week of
January 1884, there was considerable interest. Did a respectable town like Mount
Barker with seven churches already, need another? Mount Barker even had the only
Friends Meeting house and Unitarian Chapel outside Adelaide. The perspicacious
Courier suggested that the Salvationists would have done better had it taken its
mission further out
to the camps of the navvies who were then building the

intercolonial railway beyond Nairne where alcoholism abounded in spite of
company (Walker and Swan) insistence on prohibition.'
With no personal knowledge of the Salvation Army, the public only knew of it
through the jaundiced eyes of the press. Consequently, no -one knew what to expect

when the actual 'invasion' of Mount Barker came on Saturday afternoon, 2
February 1884. C.R. Wilton, editor of the Courier (and later, as leader of the
Advertiser literary staff, well - disposed to the Army) wrote:
AN INVASION: The normal peace and quietude of Mount Barker was disturbed on
Saturday afternoon by an incursion of the Salvation Army. The leaders and the band
arrived by train from Adelaide, and they were met at the railway station by the pioneers
who had been preparing the way for some days previously. A procession was formed, and

headed by a most inharmonious braying of trumpets and beating of drums. The
misguided enthusiasts marched to the Primitive Methodist Chapel, which had been lent to
them by that denomination. In the evening the first meeting was held, and the building
was crowded with a congregation whose principal motive for attending was curiosity.
Addresses, "full of sound and signifying nothing ", were delivered by Messrs. Hooker and
others, while a somewhat sensible speech was given by Mr. Baker, an ex- councillor of
Adelaide, who has lately cast in his lot with the Array. During the course of his harange
Mr. Baker announced it to be the intention of the Salvationists to stop in Mount Barker
"till the day of judgment ", and this statement was received with the Army catch -word of
"i lallelujah." "

From now on this eighteenth opening in South Australia of 'the redeemed
slaves', as the Mount Barker Salvationists called themselves, provided plenty of
local news for the apprehensive public. From this publicity it is easy to adduce that
the Salvationists went to the men and women for whom the Army was ordained: at
least six local 'Salvationists' went before the court on criminal charges.19 These
were persons not quite able to make the grade of 'trophy'; but within a decade the

courts would be handing such cases to the Salvation Army prison -gate and
women's rescue departments.
Mount Barker's opposition was never physical. Its 'scoffers' did their sneering
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more subtly than in Strathalbyn; but then, Mount Barker had a history of tolerance,
especially religious tolerance: this was the influence of Mount Barker's great citizen
and founder, John Dunn and perhaps also because of the Quaker influence on
the district council. Unlike some other country towns the Mount Barker council
never even contemplated a by -law to prohibit Salvationist activity.
The Army's main antagonist sat on the Mount Barker Circuit Court as a Justice
of the Peace. This was the bluff and hearty John Paltridge, a leading citizen and

'one of the finest men I have ever known', wrote Wilton in his weekly column
'Metropolitan Memoranda'.20 Whether Paltridge felt some rivalry
ire was
Captain of the volunteer militia or whether his Anglicanism could not abide the
histrionics of the Salvationists, he oppressed them on two occasions. First, in 1889,
he fined the Captain and the Lieutenant, both bewildered by the proceedings, for
'laying on of hands' as the amused Courier described an incident in which a youth

was too forcibly ejected from the Salvation meeting. The youth returned after a
mob had been asked to leave for brawling earlier in the meeting.21 The court never
even momentarily considered that it was the mob who should have been fined!
The second occasion occurred soon after Paltridge acquired the rented bat racks
in 1891. Because of the terms of the lease the Salvationists refused to leave.
Obviously the real motive of Paltridge was to remove the rowdyism of Army
meetings from the area his son and family 'had been put to much inconvenience
and pain by the Army's notions conduct in carrying out their extraordinary means
of devotion.'22 He was doubtless emboldened by the contemporary action in

Ballarat West where the first batch of Salvationists had just been jailed for
marching in the streets. The upshot of the Mount Barker court case was an 'order of
ejectment with immediate possession'. An auction was held outside the barracks
the next day of the odds and ends belonging to the Army. This was to help pay for
the rent (a trifling amount) and costs of the court action. The order of ejectment was
unnecessary because the Mount Barker corps was then in the process of building its
own barracks, a converted shop in Gawler Street. Perhaps with some knowledge of
pending ejectment proceedings a Mount Barker critic of the Army had recently
written of 'a certain amount of appreciation unconfessed though it may be for
the big drum, the cornet, and the other "musical" instruments of the War Cry
people.'2"

Twelve years later came an extraordinary somersault in attitude. When
Commissioner McKie, the Army's Territorial Commander for Australasia, arrived
at Mount Barker to conduct a regional officers' council, he was officially welcomed
at the railway station by the Chairman of the district council, T.C. Pal tridge (son of
John Paltridge), supported by other councillors, ministers of the local churches,
with the Littlehampton brass band in attendance. The Courier reported that 'the
occasion is an important one, and, as the head of a combined religious and social

body now so well known and respected throughout the Commonwealth,
Commissioner McKie will be accorded a hearty welcome.'24 The official welcome
then continued in the Mount Barker Institute. More than respectability had been

attained; the town felt honoured to have a Salvationist presence in its midst.
The Strathalbyn Struggle
The Salvationists 'opened fire' in Strathalbyn on Saturday, 31 May 1884, in the
Institute hall with the support of the Wesleyan minister. The War Cry report of this
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25th opening in South Australia they called themselves 'the Buelah Warriors'
said: We arrived in this Beulah Land, held a council of war, and opened fire on the
devil's kingdom.'25 The Army was in an euphoria of exuberant zeal which intended
`to drum the devil out of Strathalbyn'.
And one Monday night the 'devil' made a grand appearance in Strathalbyn and
attracted 500 people. It was the Great International Circus. While the trapeze artists
in skintight clothing were performing, the circus band providing music from the
balcony of the Terminus Hotel.26 'Bombarding' by aggressive Christianity came:
the Salvation Army band competed with the circus band. Others mingled with the
crowds calling our 'War Cry! War Cry!' to sell their paper. Not only did they spoil a
pleasurable evening for the public but they so incited the larrikin element that the
annoyed editor of the Southern Argus wrote:
We are anxious to give them full credit for their good intention ... but we are obliged to
confess that almost as much harm has been the result of their establishment here; the good
they have done has been about counterbalanced by the evil. We are confident that the
Salvation Army has led to more larrikinism in Strathalbyn in the last three months than
we have had in three years before .... We cannot see that he [Captain Street] had any -one
but himself to blame for the treatment he received from the mob ... we contend that the
originators of Monday's fracas were of the Army, and not of the larrikins....27

The editor, who lived next door, had been enduring the Salvation circus outside
the post office every night of the week ever since their arrival in the town. Now he
went on to remark: 'As the representatives of the town we protest strongly against
the unquestioned liberty hitherto allowed to the Army being allowed any longer.'

Poor Captain Street scurried borne that night with the mob at his heels, and an
annoyed crowd of spectators back at the circus. 'The devil' was supreme in
Strathalbyn. Yet, such is the strange workings of time, that Street's imprudence
would confound the mighty. Out of this episode came one of the Salvation Army's
great victories in Australia.
Meanwhile, J.L. Stirling, the local member of Parliament, asked a question in
the lionise of Assembly to the Attorney General, C.C. Kingston: '...whether there is
any existing means ... by which the proceedings of the Salvation Army in public
streets may be prevented from becoming a nuisance.'28 The reply that the Police Act

dealt adequately with riotous disturbances of the public peace satisfied neither
Stirling nor the Strathalbyn Corporation. Therefore, at its meeting on 11 August,
the council drew up two by -laws to stop Salvation Army activity in the streets. This
by -law was modified by the Attorney General's department to apply only to Sunday
clrwn beat ing, or street obstruction. The Attorney General's department was aware

McRae's Commercial Hotel in High Street. McRae's brother, Donald, was one of
these offenders.'People congregated on this corner to watch the fun on Sunday
evenings. Even a dog was dressed in mockery in Salvation Army colours: yellow,
red and blue. In the hotel bar, Salvation Army pledges, broken by imposters, were
exhibited.
Believing that the by -law was 'a parody of the Queen's justice', the Army held a
huge rally in Strathalbyn the week in which the by -law was proclaimed. It was like
the old Methodist camp meeting. A special train was hired to bring Salvationists
from Adelaide. (The line between Strathalbyn and Adelaide had only been opened
since September.) Following a huge open air rally and a 'tea' in the Agricultural
Hall, 200 Salvationists marched to the station to meet the Antipodean visitors.
Colonel Ballington Booth and Major T. Henry Howard. The founder's eldest son,
Booth was soon to take charge of Salvation Army operations in the United States,
and Howard to become the Australasian leader in 1886. The whole company then
marched to the Institute where 1,000 crowded into the hall.
Next Sunday seven Salvationists were apprehended for playing band music in
the streets. They had played 'Soldiers fighting round the cross', an old Primitive

Methodist hymn. They appeared before the mayor, Dr Blue, on the following
Friday in the crowded Strathalbyn Court House, the high walls of which must have
felt oppressive to many a prisoner standing in the dock and looking at the three
diminutive windows high up on the wall opposite. Blue was an honourable man.
Following his death his widow in 1898 became the wife of the Chief Justice. S.J.
(later Sir Samuel) Way, and the president of the State Children's Council which
reported warmly each year of the Homes run by the Salvation Army. The Counsel
for the prosecution, J.H. (later Sir John) Gordon, was a special guest at the Army's
first congress in Adelaide in 1890. A local solicitor, E.J. Tucker, for the defendants,
opened by twice objecting to the composition of the bench that more than one

justice should sit, and that Dr Blue, as the Mayor who had presided over the
corporation by -laws well known to have been passed 'for the purpose of putting
down the Salvation Army processions', was biassed and that 'it would he a graceful
act for him to retire.'29
The upshot was that Tucker pleaded that 'the interests of religion would suffer if
the defendants were convicted, as their Sunday parade was the means of attracting
to the barracks numbers of people who otherwise would loaf about the streets and at

the public house all day.' Gordon replied that 'rather ... the interests of religion
would be conserved if the peace and quietude of the Sunday were restored.' The
Salvationists were fined £1 and I4 /- costs each or, in default of payment, seven days

that religious sentiment in the community was too strong for too stringent a law.

imprisonment. The five who took imprisonment were met by a crowd of

Having been sent on a very extended furlough, Street was replaced by an

Salvationists at the Adelaide railway station and marched to the Adelaide Jail. A

experienced officer, Captain John Cain, and his Lieutenant, Tom Statham, who
was to gain great respect in Strathalbyn. Cain was also a reasonably proficient

week later a special issue of the War Cry reported that 'a host of officers and soldiers
met together in Light Square' and after a short meeting 'fell into procession with a

cornet player. The Salvationists avoided any further cause to be branded as

strong brass band ... to the front.'30 They marched to the jail gates where with
volleys of 'hallelujah' they received their five comrades, the band struck up, and
they marched back to the Morphett Street barracks.
The Southern Argus relented: 'We regret the stand taken by the five young men
who have gone to gaol rather than pay the fine inflicted upon them ... we have no
authority for stating it as a fact, but we believe that had the amounts been paid, the

hooligans; but they treated the pending by -law with contumely. Had Strathalbyn
succeeded in stifling their open air activity it wouldn't be the Army without it
other corporations watching the St rathalbyn situation closely would then pounce.

The Gawler Corporation had drawn up a by -law ready for proclamation. The
Salvationists saw the by -law as another attack by the 'devil' along with the rotten
'Salvation eggs' that were sold for pelting at the Salvationists as they marched past
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after winning the legal battle, the Southern Argus wrote of hint that his death was
Corporation would have remitted them at their next meeting, as it was not the wish
of any of the members to be hard on the Army, and certainly the result of the first
case against the soldiers was never contemplated.'31 But many thoughtful citizens
throughout the colony objected to the noise which usurped Sunday quietness and

peace. They thought the by -laws had been a sensible compromise to preserve
normal decency. Even the Adelaide Advertiser editorialised: Some features of its
work if not altogether repulsive are at least intensely disagreeable.'32 As for the
Salvationists, they went 'marching on in the light of God', lifting up 'the salvation
banner of love', and meant what they sang: 'We'll fight beneath its colours till we
die....'

While the five 'Beulah Warriors' were in jail, the Mount Barker officers
'specialed' at Strathalbyn on the Sunday. They were also dragged to the court for
holding their Sunday open air meetings and fined £5 with £1.7.0 costs or one
month in jail. The females were let off." The War Cry was justified in calling those
who laid this particular charge 'a ring of publicans, brewers and winebibbers'.
Donald McRae, adept in throwing rotten eggs from the safety of the hotel backyard,
was one of the informants; so was the proprietor of the Robin Hood Hotel.
Back from jail, promoted to Captain in charge, Tom Statham was hailed before
the court again for holding the usual Sunday Salvation Army meetings £10 plus
costs, in default three months. With the help of the Religious Liberty Defence Fund
to raise the necessary costs
the Salvation Army appealed to the Supreme
Court. The case was heard by Mr Stewart, S.M., in the Adelaide Local Court. The
magistrate summed up, in terms of the particular by -law, that the evidence that a
nuisance had been committed was absolutely absurd. The by -law would have

allowed a volunteer military band to play, yet it would have caused the same
discomfort. The nearby church bells had not caused distress, yet they similarly
would have woken one up from an afternoon nap. The sick child in the National
Bank aroused from sleep without any signs of being the worse was insufficient
substance for a court. Consequently the by -law was antagonistic to common law.
Application by the Strathalbyn Council to appeal was refused.34
Captain Street had captured the streets. It was the eve of the fifth anniversary of

the arrival in Adelaide of the first Salvation Army officers in Australia. The
convicted Salvationists at Strathalbyn and 26 at Kapunda had their sentences
quashed. There was widespread dismay about the result of the appeal. The
Advertiser said: 'We regret that the by -law intended to control street processions on
Sundays should have failed.'"
Fears that the Salvationists would now go to worse extremes were unfounded.
They had come a long way since Street's indiscretion at the circus, and their
converts had had time to become proficient on their band instruments. It was an
important victory for the Salvation Army; yet it was pyrrhic. Persecution on the
streets abated. The crowds turned to the next attraction roller skating, and later
bicycle riding. Left to itself, the Army never again drew the same phenomenal
crowds.

In calling themselves 'the Beulah Warriors' those first Salvationists recognised
the bc.uny of Strathalbyn. How strange that such an enchanted spot as Albyn
Terrace should stand alongside Ballarat as the seat of the Army's worst persecution

regretted by many besides Salvationists 'who had a very high opinion of his
personal merits, his demeanor having been highly pleasing.'36Statham had written
a ballad as he went off to serve his jail sentence. It went to the tune 'We're Marching
on to War':
We are the Beulah Warriors, you plainly understand.
They've sent us off to chokey because we played the band;
Throughout the streets on Sunday, we sung of Heaven's joy,
For which they sought to punish the hallelujah boys.
Chorus:
Still we're marching on to war though on the way to gaol
We mean to pull together, and never, never fail,
To blow aloud salvation, salvation from all sin.
Though they cast us into prison, we'll never cease to sing.
We marched the streets for Jesus, we beat the drum and played;
One said it hurt his feelings, you know he meant his trade.
The quick they formed a by law, and passed it safely through;
Now Beulah boys just stop that noise, or something else you'll do.

We knew our Lord commanded, go raise the joyful sound,
Bring in the sinking to be saved, the lost ones to be found.
But while we blow for Jesus, and did His love proclaim,
Up came a bobby boldly, and straightway took our name.

They sent us summons for to come, then fined us thirty four.
Now Army chaps, you'll stop perhaps, or next time 'twill be more,
Your money bring in fourteen days, be sure and do not fail;
But as you know we did not pay, so they marched us of to gaol''

The Army continued with dwindled numbers in Strathalbyn. For 15 years they
used the Agricultural Hall as their barracks until their own was built in High Street

and opened in August 1900. As was the case in Mount Barker it was a pleasant
group with between 20 and 30 soldiers on the roll. The Southern Argus now wrote
supportively: 'We hope the Army will do good work in its new quarters'."
Bounteous Salvation
Since the Strathalbyn struggle the Army that met with such jeers and scorn became

a respected part of the Australian folklore. This phenomenon can also be
represented by the Mount Barker and Strathalbyn area. It concerns the Salvation
Army social work begun in South Australia by one of the Army's most colourful
characters, Major Charles Jeffries.39 Jeffries opened a Prison Gate Home on 17 acres

of farming land on Henley Beach Road at Lockleys in 1890. This was the first of
many Salvation Army farms purchased around Australia where, it was believed,
farm labour would help rehabilitate. Simultaneously, a Women's Rescue Home
was opened on the corner of King William Street and South Terrace.10
'Eden Park' at Mount Barker became the centre for work amongst troublesome
boys, not bad enough for a reformatory, but 'too badly behaved to place out.'91 Like
the recently opened Home for Boys in Victoria at Bayswater (previously Dobson's

in Australia. When Captain Statham died somewhat unexpectedly two months
I30
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The Basin Farm') 'Eden Park' was first renamed The Eden'. The very same week-

end that the Strathalbyn barracks were opened, Commandant Herbert Booth
(Ballington's youngest brother), as Territorial Commander for Australasia,
inspected 'Eden Park' and had been favourably impressed. It was opened in a
caretaker fashion at the end of 1900 without any of the flaring advertising that one
would have expected in 1884.92 Simultaneously, a Girls' Home was opened at
Woodville, moving within a decade to Beaumont, Norwood and finally Fullarton.

The institution at 'Eden Park' began to function fully from the beginning of
1902 when Adjutant and Mrs John Carless, already experienced in this type of
work, were appointed in charge. A school was opened on the property in March
1902 and, conducted on normal education department lines, received
commendable reports from inspectors' in an era when school inspectors' reports
were sometimes cruelly candid.
The Salvation Army first arrived at Mount Barker in a time of change. It acquired

'Eden Park' as a result of another change. The first change occurred once the
railway reached the town in November 1883: water (from the railway reservoir) was

laid on, Mount Barker South was opened up, the Institute and the Courier office
were given such a face -lift that the neighbouring shops followed suit, the Dunn
Memorial Church was built and the first full -time incumbent was appointed to the
Anglican Church. When the price of wheat fell a decade later, a second change
occurred: the district changed from wheat to dairying and mixed farming. Dozens
of local farmers sold up and went off to Western Australia where gold was causing a

boom. Indeed, 'Eden Park' could not sell on the market and remained untenanted
for some time. Similarly , the adjoining 'Yunkunga' property, belonging to the
well -known pioneer, Walter Paterson, did not sell until J.R. Wollaston acquired it
in 1901, having first come on the market in1894. At the same time that the 'Eden
Park' school opened, the Sisters of Mercy, having purchased'Cro's Nest', opened St
Scholastica's girls' high school in Mount Barker.93
One of the finest residences in the district, 'Eden Park' was the flowering of
Ramsay's Agricultural Implement Factory ploughs, strippers, wagons which
hacl operated in Mount Barker since 1853, with branches at Clare and Adelaide.
Ramsay's actually owed its beginning to the Ridley stripper which was invented by
several Mount Barker men in 1843. Built in 1881 'Eden Park' helped in a temporary
increase in the population of Wistow, together with the building of the Primitive
Methodist Church and more particularly the railway line through to Strathalbyn.
The Patersons from Dollar in Scotland were the first Europeans to settle on the
site44; but for centuries Aborigines had camped at Umpunga, a water -hole on the
property.95

The story of how 'Eden Park' cant up for sale is one of Mount Barker's most
harrowing stories. 'Eden Park' was as troubled by disaster as the Garden of Eden
had been to Adam and Eve. Only two months after the death of his little eight -

burst. in an instant Ramsay was ablaze. Oil had spilt over him. At the next stop he
rolled out of the carriageonto the ground, the (lames increasing ill the fuller air. 1 le

was quickly wrapped in a rug and some bags, and the flames extinguished.
"Telegrams were despatched, and at the Adelaide station an ambulance was wait ing
to rush the victim to the Patients' Home in South Terrace. I le was 'In mil from head
to foot, the skin being taken off from all parts with the except ion of the head. Ills
beard was completely destroyed. The skin came off the left hand like a glove .... 'qr,

The mile long funeral procession from 'Eden Park' through Mount Barker to the
Blakiston cemetery was lined with crowds of stunned mourners. Mount Barker shut
down for the day as did government- offices and many businesses in Adelaide.
The two popular Ramsay brothers,, Jack and Bob, both caught an incurable
disease and died in Adelaide after having done well on their three leases, 'Eden
Park', 'Eden Park South' and 'Eden Park Extended', part of the Mount Dundas
goldfield near Coolgardie in Western Australia where they went in 1894.97
Work for delinquent boys could not have pleased the Ramsays more. Once a year
in 'Eden Park's' gentlemanly days the Ramsays held a picnic for all the children
boarded out in the district by the destitute department. There were as many as fifty
children present in 1885.18 In its first ten years 500 apprehensive boys were driven
up the avenue of pines which led to the stately home to spend six or so months
receiving an 'education toned with true godliness.' They slept on inner spring
mattresses, and wore on special occasions 'the neat uniform of she sailor pattern',
arose at 6 a.m. and did their allotted household tasks before breakfast. After school
they attended to their own individual gardens as well as the institution garden
itself, helped with 100 marino ewes, the pigs and the cows; above all helping in the
poultry section 'Edeit Park' poultry won many prizes in the Adelaide show, and
its poultry was advertised for sale weekly. By the time final possession of 'Eden
Park' occurred in August 1905, the farm was paying the running costs of the
institution. Most boys were placed out as farm hands, some were returned to the
Magill Industrial Home or Minda, or returned to parents. The institution had
accommodation for about forty boys at a time.49
When the Carlesses were farewelled from 'Eden Park' in 1912, a month before the
death of the Army's founder, the Courier wrote that the news has 'been received by

all with profound regret.' They were universally respected 'as conscientious
workers and good citizens and the good they have done amongst the boys cannot be
over- estimated.'50 It is doubtful that even the Courier knew that it had once treated
the Army with scorn.

The purchase of 'Eden Park', as well as the Bushmen's Club in Whitmore
Square, and the German Club and Albert Hall in Pirie Street, actually made the
Salvation Army more respectable in the eyes of the public. The work carried on in
such places as 'Eden Park' earned the appreciation of the public, an appreciation
that was consummated into folk -lore admiration with the Army's Red Shield work
in the First World War.

months old son, J.G. Ramsay, recently Chief Secretary in the Playford

Had they not adopted their unique brand of larrikinism in the 1880s the

Government, meet a most horrible death, just before Australia Day, 1890. He was
returning to Adelaide by train after a clay at Saddleworth. A fellow M.P., W.B.

Salvationists would not have reached the 'perishing lost sheep' they came to search
out. Within a decade of its foundation the movement settled into a more reasonable
maturity. The improved quality of its bands was now acceptable whereas the shrill
amateurism of the makeshift first bands had tried the patience even of would -be

Rounsevell, had left the compartment at Riverton to smoke in the smoking
contpar[tnent. Left alone, Ramsay lay down on the seat reading a newspaper but
sleep soon overpowered him. Suddenly there was a large explosion. The lamp
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sympathisers; but eventually the good that they did outshone the shock that they
gave Australia in the 1880s.

12. Southern Argus, 4 Sept. 1884.
13. Barker was the first Australian leader. His great c ontribut ion to the Salvation Army in
Australia was in organising its social work. For judgment of Barker as an administrator,
see articles and advertisements in the South Australian Advertiser between 13 and 27
Aug. 1883.

14. South Australian Advertiser, 27 May 1884, and various country newspapers.
15. Ashton
Uraidla, Clarendon, Goolwa, Milang, Mount Barker, Nairne, Noarlunga,
Stirling, Strathalbyn, Willunga, Woodside and Yankalilla.
16. Kapunda's attitude to the Salvationists was sparked by a similar incident to that of

Strathalbyn. Gore (of Chief Street, Brompton, fame) caused the hitherto friendly
reception in Kapunda to change. He set up in rivalry opposite a band playing for Mr
Redmond, M.P. who was to give a lecture that evening on behalf cif the Irish National

League. This led to the 'anti - Salvationist' group which won the 1884 Kapunda
Corporation elections to enact a by -law to prohibit Salvation Army operi air meetings;
but although it imposed fines - never paid - the Kapunda court, unlike Strathalbyn's
shrank from actually jailing the Salvationists. ( Kapunda Herald, 17 July, 23 Nov. 1883;
see also 2 Oct. 1883 for Wesleyan Methodist losses to the Salvation Army in Kapunda.)
On the very day when the Salvation Army 'opened fire' in the old mill in Franklin

Street, Kapunda, a breakaway group using the old title 'The Christian Mission'
competed in the disused Welsh chapel! Like the Hallelujah Army in Commercial Road,

Port Adelaide, and the Rev. A. Turnbull's 'Christian Crusaders' in the old Glenelg
Railway building in King William Street, Kapunda's Christian Mission did not last
long, although each group sprang up almost simultaneously.
The Port Pirie episode in 1902, when the Army's Captain McCamish served one
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V.A. EDGELOE

Two of the University of Adelaide's nineteenth- century graduates made notable
contributions to the development of astronomical science and observatory service
in Australia. In both cases, however, the professional careers were in effect cut
short: one by World War I and subsequent financial stringency imposed by his
State government, and the other by his death at the age of fifty soon after he had laid

the foundations of an Australian observatory designed to participate in
international science.
William Ernest Cooke (1863 - 1947)'

The son of a colonial civil servant, Cooke was born in Adelaide in 1863 and
attended St Peter's College for the last three years of his school education. There he
won an Open Farrell Scholarship, was placed in the First Class in the University's
matriculation examination in 1878, and won a University Entrance Scholarship.
On leaving school he entered upon a cadetship in the Adelaide observatory under
Sir Charles Todd.

Despite the obligation to give part of his time to work in the observatory his
academic record in the University was a good one, rising to a First Class in the
third -year examination in 1882. Seven years later he qualified by examination in
mathematics for the degree of Master of Arts, being one of the first two graduates to

qualify for that degree. (The other was David Henry Hollidge, founder of Kyre

College and for nearly thirty years a lecturer in Latin in the University's
department of Classics.)
At the time of his graduation Cooke won the South Australian Scholarship for
1883, which was worth £200 a year for four years for study abroad in fields not then
being provided in South Australia (e.g. engineering). He declined it, however, in
order to be First Assistant to Todd as South Australian Government Astronomer,
and in the absence of Todd in 1885 he was Acting Astronomer. Associated with his
work in the observatory he participated in several surveys of the South Australian
borders with the eastern States, taking the opportunities thus provided for making
astronomical observations and taking astronomical photographs from normally
isolated sites.
In 1896, by invitation from Sir John Forrest on the recommendation of Todd,
Cooke was appointed foundation government astronomer in Western Australia.
There he not only developed a well- equipped observatory, especially for stellar
photography; as government meteorologist until 1908, when the service was taken
over by the Commonwealth, he also established a weather bureau which provided
valuable service for shipping and the pearling industry along the western coast of

Dr V. A. Edgeloe was Registrar of the University of Adelaide 1955 -73.

Australia. But his primary interest lay in stellar mapping, a field in which he soon
acquired an international reputation and, indeed, influence in the development of
that work on an international basis. At the astrophotography congress in Paris in
1877 his views on the advancement of international astrophotographic work had
been respected and influential, and when he had equipped the Perth observatory
adequately it joined and began to participate in the international programme in
1900.

In 1912 Cooke transferred to Sydney as Government Astronomer for New South
Wales and Professor of Astronomy in the University of Sydney, the government
appointment being the dominant one. The transfer was, on the whole, not a happy

one. His professional life in Perth had been one of notable and satisfying
achievements; professional life and work in Sydney were to prove inhibited by
government decisions after World War I. One of the inducements that had led him
to seek the Sydney appointment was his understanding that he would be enabled to
regenerate the somnolent observatory there and to re -equip it at up -to -date
standards. But that was not to be the case.
His main achievements were two: modernisation of the astrographic equipment
and regeneration of the observatory's participation in international work; and the
introduction of a relatively minor course in astronomy in the University of Sydney.

The course comprised two lectures and one visit a week to the observatory

terminated in 1926, his work as head of the observatory being carried on for more
than a decade by James Nangle in an honorary capacity.

According to G.F. Dodwell, the S.A. Government Astronomer, Cooke was
'greatly attracted to the work of measuring the exact positions and movements of

the stars and to the international programme of mapping the heavens by
astronomical photography'. He was also a prolific inventor and writer of
numerous articles on astrographical matters. According to his entry in the
Australian Dictionary of Biography his inventions numbered more than a
hundred, the outstanding one being a sundial which could be used to determine
local time and true north accurately and which won a gold medal at the Wembley
Exhibition in 1924.
A Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society, Cooke was in many respects the
most distinguished astronomer of Australian birth, educa tion, and life -long service
in Australia. Although much of his service was given in other States he maintained
an intermittent association with his native State. For six or seven years in the early
1900s
the exact period is difficult to ascertain he served as honorary secretary

of the University of Adelaide's centre in Perth for the conduct of the South
Australian public examinations in general education for which the University was
wholly responsible. And finally, as the shades of night began to fall, he returned to
Adelaide where he died in November 1947.

throughout the academic year. The first term's work, however, must have been
primarily mathematical for it was part of the second -year course in mathematics for

both arts and science students.
The crucial cause of his less than satisfactory development of astronomical work
in general was failure to secure funds for massive re- equipment of the observatory
and transferring it and the astrographic section, which was located unsatisfactorily
some miles from its parent, to a new site. The astrograph had been located more
than a decade before Cooke's appointment on a site that involved considerable
travel for members of the observatory staff and was rapidly becoming scientifically
unsatisfactory through increasing industry, motor traffic, and dirt roads nearby.
Soon after his arrival in Sydney, in consultation with Edgeworth David and James
Nangle, the State Superintendent of Technical Education, Cooke selected a site at
Wahroonga to which, he proposed, the whole observatory should be transferred.
World War I began before the government had reached a decision.
Then, after the turmoil that followed the war had settled down, Cooke raised
again the question of transfer to Wahroonga and supplemented the proposal with a
request for wholesale re- equipment of the institution. The cost, in monetary terms

and values at that time, was very substantial. The recommendations were
submitted to the first Lang ministry in 1925; the response was, in effect:
(i) according to the submission the existing equipment was apparently so poor as
to make the work of the observatory of little scientific value; (ii) the Government

was quite unable to meet the cost of re- equipping the observatory to Cooke's
standards and transferring it to a new site; (iii) the observatory should therefore be
closed down and Cooke's appointment as Government Astronomer terminated. In

the outcome the observatory was not closed down, and the astrographic unit was
transferred in 1931 back to the original site where the whole observatory still
operates today. Cooke's appointment as Government Astronomer, however, was
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Walter Geoffrey Duffield (1879 - 1929)2

Born at Gawler in 1879, Duffield was one of a significant number of students whose
school education was provided by Queen's School in North Adelaide and St Peter's
College and who subsequently had distinguished careers in professional life. At St
Peter's from 1894 to 1897 he won fifth form prizes in German and History, and in

his last year third place in the sixth form and the form prize in French. At the
University he graduated Bachelor of Science in December 1900, having shown
distinction in mathematics and physics throughout the three -year course. In the
third year he undertook an unusually heavy programme three subjects instead of
two, the third being geology and mineralogy. The climax of his studies was award

of the Angas Engineering Scholarship under which he proceeded to Trinity
College, Cambridge, in 1901.
At Cambridge he graduated in 1903 in the mechanical sciences tripos and secured

a one -year Nobel research studentship for work in the National Physical
Laboratory. For the next seven years he worked as an honorary research fellow in
the University of Manchester, the only ascertainable source of financial support
being a Mackinnon Research Studentship from the Royal Society during 1906 and

1907. His work there on arc spectra earned him Manchester's DSc degree and
Fellowship of the Royal Astonomical Society in 1908 and publication of four
papers in the Proceedings of the Royal Society.
From 1910 to 1923 Duffield was professor of physics in Reading University
College; for nearly all his time there he was Dean of the Faculty of Science and a
member of various bodies, including the Court of Governors, that discharged
policy- making and ultimate administrative functions. Indeed, he had a dynamic
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interest in the administration of university -type education, as he demonstrated on
two occasions about a quarter of a century apart. At Reading he was one of a group
of eight professors who over a period of several years opposed certain elements in a
draft constitution for conversion of the College into a university (a conversion that

was not achieved until 1926). In particular the group argued vigorously for
academics' authority in matters academic and against concentration of financial
authority in a small finance committee on which the College Principal would be
the only academic member. In Canberra a quarter of a century later, when an

association was being formed with its prime objective being listed as the
establishment of a university in Canberra, he formally moved a substantial
reconstruction of the clause defining objectives. His amendments provided for
various other activities of a pre- university kind to be functioning satisfactorily
before the creation of a university was undertaken. In his words a university should

be established only 'as soon as an adequate student body both for graduate and
postgraduate studies is assured'. Clearly he wished a satisfactory number of
academically- oriented people to participate in determining the inaugural structure
and functioning of a newly established university; whether he supported the
establishment in 1930 of Canberra University College as a suitable preliminary step
is not now readily ascertainable.
The key scientific public service objective that Duffield pursued throughout his
professional life was the provision in Australia of a solar observatory that would

supply the missing link in the chain of such observatories around the world. He
attended meetings of the International Union for Solar Research in Oxford in 1905
and in Paris in I907; and when in 1908 the British Association for the Advancement
of Science appointed a committee to promote the case for such a unit Duffield was

the first Director of the observatory.

Despite the crucial part that he played in the foundation of the Mt Stromlo
observatory, astronomy was not Duffield's prime scientific field; indeed he
hesitated to accept the directorship of the observatory as he regarded his scientific
achievements and interests as being scarcely appropriate for a post that would
necessarily be concerned principally with astrophysics. His personal researches
had lain in arc spectra and associated fields, and in variations in the value of gravity

arising from variations in ocean depths. On the latter subject his passages to
Australia in 1914 and 1923 were occasions of practical investigations with very
limited facilities and equipment; following the latter passage he gave a lecture on
the subject to the newly founded Adelaide University Graduates' Association.
During World War I, despite chronic asthma from which he suffered throughout

much of his life, he undertook military investigation work at No. 1 School of
Instruction for R.A.F. pilots.
Duffield's scientific standing is indicated by the fact that many of his most
significant research papers were published in the Transactions of the Royal
Society; and the naming of a building thirty -five years after his death provides a
lasting memorial to his pre- eminent part in the development of observatory work
in Australia. On a different plane that of university education he gave warm
support to the establishment of residential colleges associated with universities. In

an interview with the Adelaide Register in May 1923, when plans for the
establishment of St Mark's College were under way, he outlined the great success of

the seven residential colleges affiliated with Reading University College and
concluded with the statement that in his judgement 'the residential life has a very
great influence for good on the undergraduate'.

its secretary. His immediate contribution was to visit Australia in 1908 -09 to urge

unsuccessfully, despite the warm support of W.H. Bragg

that the Adelaide
observatory should be developed to the necessary standard and that the University
of Adelaide should institute teaching in astronomy. The State government having
said that it was a matter for the Commonwealth government, an appeal to the latter

did not bear immediate fruit, but the possibility of approval in the unspecified
future was not completely ruled out.
Progress, however, was slow, despite gifts through Duffield's efforts of several
valuable items of equipment. In 1914 the British Association, which was meeting
in Brisbane, made powerful representations to the then Prime Minister; they may
have been productive had they not been completely undermined by the outbreak of
war.
Duffield came to Australia again in 1922 -23 to resuscitate the project, on this
occasioñ successfully with the Commonwealth agreeing in April 1923 to take the

necessary action. The long envisaged site at Mount Stromlo was confirmed;
Duffield was appointed Director and during 1924 visiteda number of observatories
in Europe, Canada and the United States; during 1925 and 1926 he and his small
staff worked in a wing of the Hotel Canberra while the necessary buildings at Mt
Stromlo were being erected for occupation in 1927; and by the time of Duffield's
death in August 1929 the observatory had been reasonably well established on a
working basis. In 1964 a new building on the observatory site, designed primarily
for academic and study purposes, was named The Duffield Building in honour of
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Another two of the University's nineteenth - century graduates made notable
contributions in the field of politics. One became President of both the Western
Australian Legislative Council and the Australian Senate; and the other, having
served in the South Australian Cabinet and as Agent - General in London, settled in
England where he was a member of the House of Commons for four years and then

served British and Australian business interests with distinction.
Walter Kingsmill (1864 - 1935)3

Walter Kingsmill, born at Glenelg in 1864, was a fellow student at St Peter's
College and the University of Adelaide with George John Robert Murray.4 At the

College both had meritorious records culminating in their winning two of the
three university entrance scholarships for 1881. Kingsmill's record at the College
included the Farrell, Christchurch, Prankerd and Bowman scholarships. As
undergraduates in the University, however, their academic records were quite
different: Murray had an unbroken Class I record over the three -year course, but
Kingsmill needed March examinations (for which no classifications other than
Pass were published) in the first two years and gained only a Class II pass in the
third -year examination.
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and served for a year as mining registrar at Marble Bar. The latter two offices

Kingsmill's next contribution to the project and as time was to show it was of
profound importance was to serve as a member of a parliamentary committee of
seven to determine a permanent site for the university. Three possible sites were
given serious consideration; the committee was as evenly divided between them as
is possible for a committee of seven; and Kingsmill's vote was crucial in the
committee's recommending 101 acres at Crawley. The recommendation was
adopted by Parliament in 1914.

suggest, as his subsequent public career was to confirm, that he was not motivated
solely and simply by personal interest and prosperity.

His last direct service to the now - established and operating university was to be a
member of its Senate (governing body) for about a year-and -a-half in 1918 -19, an

Part of Kingsmill's third -year curriculum had been the geological and
mineralogical unit in the department of Natural Science, and for several years after
graduation in 1883 he was employed by the South Australian Department of Mines,
qualifying as a mining engineer. He then spent a decade in gold prospecting, first
at various sites in New South Wales and then in the Pilbara in Western Australia.
There he managed several mines, became a member of the Pilbara Roads Board,

In 1897 he began a long and distinguished political career by becoming the
member for Pilbara in the Western Australian Legislative Assembly, an office that
he held until he transferred to the Legislative Council in 1903. His capacity was
soon recognised by his elevation to the Ministry, and over the early years of the

twentieth century he served for various periods as Minister of Public Works,
Commissioner of Railways, Colonial Secretary, and Minister of Education. But he

was too independent of mind and judgement to be an unquestioning and
subservient member of any political party or group, and in 1906 he relinquished
ministerial service to become Chairman of Committees of the Legislative Council,
an office admirably suited to his independence of mind, breadth of interests, and

impartiality of judgement. Except for a couple of months in 1910 when he
unsuccessfully sought election to the Australian Senate, he filled the chairmanship
until 1919 when at the unanimous wish of his fellow councillors he moved to the
Presidency.

At the State elections in 1922 Kingsmill failed to secure re- election, being

office that he relinquished on his election in July 1919 as President of the
Legislative Council.
Particularly after ministerial responsibilities were replaced by the broader and
less immediately demanding ones of committee chairmanship Kingsmill was able
to participate in the work of bodies in the fields of recreation, natural science and
conservation. He took an active interest in the provision of facilities and the growth
of participation in a wide range of sports; for example, his service over some twenty
years
nine as President of the Western Australian Lawn Tennis Association

saw the inauguration of today's annual schools competition and large -scale
country week carnival. He was also President of the Western Australian Cricket
Association from 1901 to 1906, but the records of the Association do not reveal his

making any special contribution to cricket during that time.
For a brief time

less than two years

he was a member of the King's Park and

Botanical Gardens Board, but that office must have been one of his least happy

defeated by a fellow member of the Nationalist Party. A key reason for the defeat, at

fields of service. In May 1912 the Board asked him to represent it in a case before the
Arbitration Court; he did so and in August reported in some detail the proceedings

least within the Nationalist Party, may well have been his firm opposition to the

before the Court which had decided in the Board's favour. The Board then

then currently popular practice of stigmatising all anti - conscriptionists as
unpatriotic. Western Australians as a whole, however, corrected that slight by

authorised payment to him of a fee of £10/10/ -. At a subsequent meeting (from
which Kingsmill was absent) a member of the Board who had not been present at
the August meeting took exception to the payment (which had been made) on the

electing him in December of that year as a member of the Australian Senate.
From the time that he entered the Western Australian Parliament in 1897 until
his last term as an Australian Senator Kingsmill maintained an influential interest
in education and educational services of various kinds. He played an effective part
in the foundation of the University of Western Australia. As early as September

1901 he moved in the State Parliament for formal investigation into the
practicability of founding such an institution, but resolution of the motion was
deferred. Two years later, as Minister of Education, he introduced a University
Endowment Bill which became an Act in 1904. Under it some 9146 acres of land,
mostly in the Perth metropolitan and nearby areas including part of the present
suburb of Subiaco passed into a trust as the first step towards the foundation of a
university.
Kingsmill was a foundation member of a Graduates' Union formed in Perth in
1906. One of the Union's prime objectives was the establishment of a university,
and in 1908 it sent a deputation of three, of whom Kingsmill was one, to wait on the
Premier and to press for action to achieve that end. The outcome of the deputation's
representations was the appointment in January 1909 of a Royal Commission, and
the outcome of the Commission's deliberations and report was the introduction in
1910 of legislation to found a university. The Bill was passed in February 1911 with
provision for it to become operative in 1912.
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ground that such services by members of the Board should be free. Before the Board

had reached a final decision on the matter Kingsmill submitted his resignation
from the Board with effect from the Board's meeting in December.5
In another field of natural science and conservation, however, Kingsmill gave
notable leadership and service to his adopted State. When in 1898 the Government
passed the Zoological Gardens Act it appointed the two - year -old Acclimitisation
Committee, which had recommended the establishment of the gardens, to manage
them. Kingsmill was a member of the committee from 1902 to 1920, succeeding Sir
Winthrop Hackett in February 1916 as Honorary Secretary and President. And fora

little over a year in 1916 -17 he acted in an honorary capacity as director of the
gardens during the absence on war service of the professional director.
But it was his sponsorship in 1912 -13 of a fundamental revision of the Game Act

that constituted what was perhaps his major state -wide contribution to natural
science conservation. The new Act and its amendments less than a year later
provided for the specific inclusion of birds in the scope of 'game' and for the term
'body' to include skin; for regions within the State and close seasons within them;
for control of the export and import of native and foreign birds; for permits under
licence to use native fauna for scientific and other approved purposes; for specific
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penalties for breaches of the Act and of regulations made under it; and for the
Acclimatisation Committee to be the authoritative advisory committee on the
administration of the Act. The schedules made under the Act listed thirty species of

birds and all native animals except rats.
Three years after his becoming a member of the Senate Kingsmill's
qualifications and political stature attracted election as 'Temporary' Chairman of
Committees from January 1926 to August 1929. Throughout that time he was also a
member of the Joint Committee of Public Accounts, which elected him Vice
Chairman in July 1926 and Chairman in March 1927. And then for three years
(1929 -1932) he filled the prestigious office of President of the Senate. Knighted in
1933, he failed to secure pre- selection for the Senate election to be held in 1934, the

probable reason for the failure being his opposition to the campaign being
conducted in Western Australia for the State's secession from the Commonwealth.

Kingsmill apparently took no active part in the foundation of Canberra
University College, but he did play important parts in the provision and
development of educational and cultural facilities in the isolated but expanding
national capital. He founded a Royal Society of Australia, which did not atttract
acclaim from the major Australian cities, and a Canberra Society of Arts and
Literature, which provided a cultural fellowship welcomed by civil servants and
others transferred from established cultural centres. He further promoted the
development of Canberra by actively supporting the by- passing, by suitable
university graduates, of the normal entrance examination for admission to the
Commonwealth Public Service.
I f is loss of party re- endorsement on two occasions preceding elections illustrates
his independence of mind and judgement in the troublesome world of political life;
his promotion of educational, cultural and sporting bodies and activities confirms
his commitment to the all -round welfare of his fellow -man; and his contribution to
the preservation of native fauna in Western Australia was invaluable. Two tributes
following his death in January 1935 reveal personal qualities not often found in

practising politicians. Sir John Kirwan, President of the Western Australian
Legislative Council, described Kingsmill as 'a man of scholarly attainments' who
'had a very discriminating taste in literature', while Senator E.B. Johnston referred

to him as 'a polished and courteous gentleman and a cultured scholar'.
Frederick William Young (1876 - 1948)6

A young brother of Walter James Young,7 he was born in the country town of Blyth
on 5 January 1876. From 1889 to 1892 he was a student at Prince Alfred College,
where his record was good but not outstanding, dux of his form in one year, three
prizes in another, two verse compositions published in the College Chronicle (the

subject of one was his class room, which he treated in the style of Goldsmith's
Deserted Village), a 'can be depended upon' member of the first XVIII in his last
year, a Class I pass at the Junior Examination in 1891 and a Class II at the Senior
Examination in I892.
Where he spent 1893 i do not know, but in 1894 he entered upon the law course at
the University. There he had a distinguished academic record, gaining a first class

pass and a Stow Prize in each of the last three years of the four -year course and
becoming the second recipient of the title of Stow Scholar."
Legal practice for several years in association with a series of practitiones9
preceded his election in 1902 as a member of the South Australian Parliament for
the country electorate of Stanley. He failed to secure re- election in 1905, but three
years later began a six -year period as a member for Wooroora, another country
electorate, and in 1912 became Commissioner of Crown Lands and Immigration.
He moved to London in 1915 as Agent - General for South Australia, an office that
he filled until the end of World War I. From December 1918 he was a member of the
British House of Commons for four years as a Coalition Unionist. He did not seek
re- election late in 1922.
In April 1919, soon after relinquishing the Agent - Generalship and becoming a
member of the House of Commons, he joined the Board of Directors of the English,

Scottish and Australian Bank,19 the head office of which was in London; from
September 1946 until his death in August 1948 he was the Board's chairman. In
reporting his appointment to the shareholders the then chairman of the board
referred to the 'long and honourable connection that his [Young's] father had had
with the bank'; and on his death the Board recorded its view that his 'outstanding
ability and devotion to the interests of the bank had earned for him the admiration
and respect of all who had had the privilege of associating with him'.
Young's most original ministerial contribution to governmental policy in South
Australia was his sponsorship in 1913 of an Immigration Act Amendment Act
which was allowed on 18 December. It provided a detailed scheme for State
sponsorship for the immigration of British boys between the ages of fifteerl and
twenty -one; free passages; assured employment and living accommodation
(including apprenticeships and residence in appropriate cases with the employer);
payment of wages guaranteed, with the Minister holding and investing a portion in
trust for the boy until the expiration of the contract (to be forfeited for serious
misbehaviour or neglect of duty); transfer or termination of appointment to he
subject to ministerial approval. The outbreak of war in August 1914 inhibited
reasonably prompt inauguration of the scheme; it was put into operation by the
Barwell Government in the early 1920s.
He was also interested in education, particularly at the university level. He wasa
member of the University Council, elected by the Senate, from March 1910 until his
departure for London in 1915; duing that time he was also a member of the Finance
Committee and the Faculty of Law. When in 1913 Peter Waite offered his estate of
134 acres at Urrbrae to the University for the purpose of education and research in
the agricultural sciences Young was one of a two - member subcommittee G.J.R.
Murray was the other appointed to inspect the land and to advise the Council on

its suitability for the purpose envisaged.
It was through his membership of Parliament, however, that he participated in
an immediate and major development of the University. He was a member of a
parliamentary committee which investigated in 1910 -11 a cogent appeal from the
University for expanded accommodation and increased annual income to meet the
growing demands upon it. The outcome of the committee's investigations were: (a)
a one -off grant of £12,000 for capital expenditure; (h) an annual grant of £4,000 for
general running costs; and (c) amendment of the University Act to provide for

Parliament to appoint five of its members to the University Council to facilitate
communication and mutual understanding between the two bodies. The grants
enabled, inter alia, the addition of a third floor to the (still existing) wing of the
now - demolished Prince of Wales Building that is currently known as the Old
Classics Wing, and the establishment in 1912 of a chair and department of botany.
As Agent General for South Australia in London, Young had the responsibility
of discharging what, as the war developed, would become increasingly complex
public relations not only with Britain but also involving the Netherlands. He did
so with such merit that he was honoured with a knighthood in January 1918.
International recognition of his contribution to easing the circumstances of the
Belgian people took the form of an award in 1919 as a Commander of the Order of
the Belgian Crown.
At that stage of his career he still had a yearning for an active political life, but the

yearning steadily waned. In his first speech in the House of Commons on 19
February 1919 he advocated reduction in the detailed reporting of committee -stage
proceedings, contending that such reduction would significantly reduce the time
lost in excessive talk, thereby expediting the efficient discharge of business. In his
first year he made brief speeches or asked questions on thirty -odd occasions; the
corresponding figures for the next three years were fourteen, five and six, and he did
not seek re- election in October 1922.

It is, perhaps, not surprising that, after twenty years of public life and service,
Young should abandon political life and turn to a business career. His father had
been a successful pastoralist; his wife was a daughter of John Darling who had been
at the top management level in two of Australia's largest companies engaged in
both national and international business and trade; his elder brother was general
manager of another large primary industry business; and membership of the ESA
Bank Board had no doubt whetted his appetite for top -shelf business management.
Late in 1924 he joined the Board of the Australian Estates and Mortgage Company,
which amended its name in 1937 to Australian Estates Company Limited; in 1934
he was elected vice chairman and in 1936 chairman, an office that he held until his
death twelve years later. As its name implied the Company's financial interests lay

almost wholly in Australia, extensively in pastoral pursuits and in the sugar
industry. The pastoral interests were spread over New South Wales, Queensland
and the Northern Territory; by 1981, when management of them had passed to an
Australian company that is now a member of the Elders group, they numbered
twenty one. Eight of them, aggregating over 1,000,000 acres with a commencing
carrying capacity of about 220,000, concentrated on sheep, with three of the eight
specialising in the breeding of stud merinos. The other thirteen were cattle stations
with a total area of a little under 9,000,000 acres and an aggregate carrying capacity
of about 200,000. Again, two specialised in stud operations. Over the years 1982 -85
all the properties were sold, five to private owners and the others to companies. The

sugar interests lay in cane farming and milling in Queensland, activities which
were taken over in 1975 by the Australian company CSR.
Despite residence in I.ondon during the last thirty -odd years of his life Young
maintained a comprehensive and detailed interest in Australia, and he made
periodic visits partly, no doubt, for family reasons, partly to keep himself up-todal e on Australian life, business aneldevelopment, and partly to confer with the on-
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field managers of his Companies' affairs. An interview with the Advertiser in
December I9387evealed the breadth of his interest in Australia's future. One view
that he expressed was that Australia's export of primary produce was approaching,
or had perhaps reached its maximum; it was therefore essential for its economic
growth that Australia should develop secondary indusit ies. Another was that the

improved standards of living in Britain were reducing economic and social
incentive for migration; Australia should therefore turn to Europe as the
appropriate source for significant migration in t he In
And with the shadow of
impending war already darkening he expressed the view, at that lime generally

accepted by many Australians, that the dominant factor in Australia's national
defence was committed membership of the British Empire. About the same time he
expressed in London the view that there was 'a sound Empire feeling in Australia
which has been well led by the present Lyons Government.'
His annual reports to the shareholders of the Estates Company reflect detailed
knowledge not only of the varying performances of the Company's properties but
also of the nation -wide situation in the relevant industries. In the pastoral industry
he regarded breeding as likely to contribute markedly to improved production; so
successfully did the breeding programmes on the Company's properties perform
that they attracted major prizes at various shows in New South Wales, including
the summit one in Sydney. But scientific breeding was not the only contribution
that the Company made to the advancement of the sheep industry in Australia as
the following extract from Young's report to the annual meeting of the Company
in July 1937 indicates: 'The Board is now contributing a substantial annual sure to
the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research in Australia, and the money will

be specially used to try to overcome some of the disabilities under which the
Australian industry now labours, particularly pests such as blowflies, rabbits and
weeds, as well as the prevention or cure of a number of sheep diseases. Pasture
improvement will also receive some attention under these grants ....It is perhaps

some satisfaction to feel that our Company was among the first to realise the
possible advantages of utilising scientific research, and that we took some part in
supporting in its early stages the movement which has now become general'.
In the realm of banking Young firmly believed in the efficiency and service
rendered in the English tradition by the Australian trading banks (he consistently
used the word 'trading' and objected strongly to the word 'private' in relation to

them). It was only to be expected, therefore, that he would
as he did
strenuously oppose the Bank Nationalisation Bill introduced by the Chifley
Government in 1947, making a special trip to consult personally with the ESA
Bank's executive staff in Australia and, no doubt, to communicate his views to
other opponents of the Bill. In his annual report as chairman of the Board to the
Bank's shareholders in December 1947 he expressed the opinion that the projected
nationalisation was based, not on the ground of economic necessity, but for the
purpose of implementing a partisan ideology.
At its meeting on 13 September 1948 the first after Young's death on 26 August
the Board of Directors of the Australian Estates Company recorded that his death
was 'a very serious loss to the Company and also personally to his col leagues on the

Board'. And in a circular to shareholders of the ESA Bank in December 1948
Young's successor as chairman of the Bank's Board of Directors paid the following
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tribute: His very wide knowledge of conditions in Australia and his grasp of
financial and mercantile affairs in general gave his counsel an especial value which
will be sadly missed by his colleagues on the Board, and by the executive and staff of
the Bank in London and in Australia, where he was a familiar and highly esteemed
figure'.
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Scholar, State politician and Minister, Agent - General of the State in London
during World War I, member of the British House of Commons, and for many years

a director of two British companies with major financial interests in Australia,
Young was a graduate of whom the University of Adelaide and indeed the State
might well be proud.
of South Australia
Footnotes
1. Sources: St Peter's College and University of Adelaide records; Advertiser, 12 and 13 Nov.

1947; Australian Dictionary of Biography, vol. 8 (Melbourne, 1981); and particularly
information supplied by the Archivist of the University of Sydney.
2. Sources: St Peter's College and University of Adelaide records; Mr Tom Owen of
Canberra; material supplied by the Archivist of the University of Reading and by Dr
Newell of the Mt Stromlo observatory; Australian Dictionary of Biography, vol. 8,
(Melbourne, 1981).

3. Sources: St Peter's College and University of Adelaide records; Mr Tom Owen of
Canberra; the Archivist of the University of Western Australia; the Battye Library; the
administrators of WACA and WALTA; Australian Dictionary of Biography, vol. 9,
(Melbourne, 1983).
4. Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of South Australia and Chancellor of the University
of Adelaide 1916 -42. He had been a member of the University Council from 1891.
5. The matter dragged on for six months, the Board deciding in June 1913 that the sum

paid should be refunded in equal shares by six members of the Board. The current
secretary tells nee that, contrary to the practice obtaining in many other governmment
boards and committees, the only payment that may be made since then to a member of
his Board is refund, in appropriate cases, of travelling expenses.
6. Sources: Prince Alfred College and University of Adelaide records; Advertiser, 26 Dec.
1938; Clerk of the I louse of Commons; ANZ Central Bank Archivist; Australian High
Commission, London; South Australian Consul for Belgium; Controller of Sugar
Division, CSR.
7. As general manager and later managing director of Elder Smith and Co. Sir Walter

Young exerted considerable influence in the early development of the Waite

Agricultural Research Institute. Within the University at North Terrace he
unobtrusively consolidated and expanded the University's site.
8. In various references Young is stated to have graduated and been awarded the title of
Stow Scholar in 1898. In fact he graduated, and award of the title was confirmed, on 15
December 1897. He was admitted to legal practice in 1898.

9. They included one who became a Supreme Court judge, two who became King's
Counsel, and one who received the Victoria Cross for service in World War I.
I0. That the Bank's major financial and business interests lay in Australia was confirmed by
its amalgamation in 1970 with the ANZ Bank.
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What would South Australia have been like without Methodism and its activist and

reforming spirit? One thinks of those institutions in this state that began under
Methodist auspices: Prince Alfred College, Annesley College (formerly Methodist

Ladies College), Resthaven IIomes for the Aged, Kuitpo Colony, the helping
Iland Centre and Lifeline. (Even Maslins Beach takes its name from a Methodist
pioneer farmer of the district.) This list could go on. For South Australian
Methodism was never inward - looking. Combined with its cheerful evangelical
piety was a strong sense of social responsiblity. It sought, Dr I hunt con( ludes, 'to
eradicate what it saw as social evils, which prevented people from becoming what
they could be and what, the church believed, God wanted them to be'.
Methodism did unusually well in South Australia. in March 1838 the Wesleyan

Methodists opened the first permanent church in Adelaide, four months before
Trinity Church. During the 1840s, while every other denominat ion was struggling
to get started, and despite a good deal of internal feuding, they surged ahead. As
early as 1842 they had four churches and twenty -one 'preaching places' in and
around Adelaide. From the 1870s to the 1960s about one - quarter of South
Australia's population regarded themselves as Methodists, a proportion that was
double the national average. In a colony in which the Presbyterian Church was
much weaker than most other parts of Australia, and in which the Anglicans
became solidly 'high church', Methodists saw themselves as the leading Protestant
denomination, with the responsibility for bringing evangelical Christianity to
every community. The whole colony was their parish. They were most successful in
the agricultural areas of the Mid- North, Yorke Peninsula and Eyre Peninsula, and

were proud to be 'the rural church of South Australia'.
Dr Arnold Hunt's This Side of Heaven recounts the story of Methodism in Sou( Ir
Australia from the 1830s to 1977, when Methodists joined with Congregationalists

and the majority of Presbyterians to form the Uniting Church in Australia. The
book is a significant contribution both to South Australian history and to the
history of Australian religion. It is based on a wide range of primary sources,
including the records of the South Australian Methodist Conference and local
circuits held at the Mortlock Library, the correspondence sent by South Australian
ministers to the Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society and other English
supporting bodies in the nineteenth century, and interviews with men and women

who were prominent Methodists. The scope is broad. Hunt gives generous
attention to the 'Minor Methodists' Bible Christians, Primitive Methodists and
Methodist New Connexion who are usually ignored in historial accounts which
focus on the numerically and socially dominant Wesleyan Methodist Church.
There is a wealth of detail, and many pen - portraits of colourful individuals, but the
reader is never in danger of losing sight of the main themes. Hunt sums up complex
issues with clarity. His approach is fair minded, so that every point of view is
presented in terms which its supporters would recognise.
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Privately, Dr I Ions has described his motive for writing this book as 'filial piety'.

I le was brought up in a rural Methodist family, with Bible Christian origins, at
Wirrabara in the Mid -North of South Australia. Ile has been principal of the
Methodist theological college in Adelaide and president of the South Australian
Methodist Conference. But he is also a critical observer, who tempers his affection
for Methodism with an awareness of its weaknesses and blind- spots. The social
witness of Methodism was sometimes intolerant and it produced some unattractive
wowsers. Its preaching could easily degenerate into torrents of self indulgent

verbosity. Now and again hunt permits himself a slightly rueful personal

From the late 41360s onwards the official Methodist position on abortion and
homosexuality was more liberal than that of other major churches.
It is clear from Hunt's account that South Australian Methodism underwent
many changes after the Second World War. 'There was a softening of the old
hostility towards gambling. (lancing, drinking and the use of Sunday for pleasure.

A church report in 1962 conceded that 'the moderate use of alcohol is not
incompatible with Christian discipleship'. The social concerns of Methodists
extended into new areas: they supported overseas aid programmes and debated the

morality of the Vietnam War. The political influence of the church waned

comment, as on page 189: 'Anyone who works his way through the hundreds of
items in the Methodist papers dealing with temperance and the liquor industry
from 1870 onwards is likely to suffer from a great weariness of spirit.'
A number of themes emerge from this book. One is struck, for example, by the
importance of lay leadership in Methodism and by the scale of lay involvement in
teaching and preaching in rural congregations during the nineteenth century. By
contrast, every other major denomination in the state depended to a much greater
extent upon professional clergy, which was a hindrance in a rapidly expanding and
scattered population. Many Methodist laymen and ministers became community
leaders. Hunt tells us about the great Methodist 'pulpit princes' of the turn of the
century, who in their heyday drew regular congregations of many hundreds to their

significantly, especially after the retirement in 1959 of the Rev. E.H. Woollacott as
superintendent of the social service department. For more than twenty years he pad
been a skilful and effective political lobbyist. in 1965, despite a vigorous Methodist
led campaign oposing a state lottery, the majority of electors in South Australia
voted in favour a result that church leaders found 'devastating'. The proportion
of the state's population that described its religion as Methodist declined steadily,

Sunday evening services. The greatest of these was I lenry Howard, minister of Pirie
Street Church from 1902 to 1921, who ended his career preaching to millionaires at

than ever before. The church that entered union in 1977 no longer believed as

Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church in New York. There was always a great
enthusiasm among Methodists for overseas missions

but virtually no interest in

missionary work among Aborigines. This produced avid audiences for
missionaries on furlough, showing lantern slides of their work in Asia and the
Pac ific islands, and inspired dozens of gifted young men and women to offer for
missionary service. (Dr Hunt himself was for six years a Methodist missionary in

India.) 'I'hetc was the Methodist involvement in Sunday schools. In South
Australia their schools attracted more than half the total Sunday school
enrolments, including many children from non - Methodist families. At some
suburban sc hoots, the numbers attending the anniversary services were so large that

this annual celebration was always held at the local town hall or picture theatre.
Thousands of middle -aged and elderly South Austalians have vivid memories of
their attendance at Methodist Sunday schools, and until recently this was surely
one of the great shared experiences of a South Australian childhood.
And there was the distinctive 'Methodist way of life', which Hunt describes

sympathetically in chapter 6. South Australian Methodism was activist and
pragmatic in outlook, not very interested in dogmatic definitions, liturgical
niceties or sl writ a Live theology. It helped to produce dedicated public servants,
men as diverse as Shirley Jeffries and
efficient farmers and honest politic inns
Norman Makin. It was a major influence in shaping a society which placed high
value 00 self-improvement, moderate reform, stability and thrift.

Moreover, the Methodist emphasis on 'experience' made the church more
accommodating than most other religious bodies to new knowledge derived from

the social sciences, especially in the area of human relationships. Methodist
ministers did not refuse to conduct marriages for people who had been divorced.
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due partly to a big influx of Roman Catholic and Orthodox immigrants in the
1950s and 1960s.

Once flourishing youth organisations, such as the Order of Knights, with its
curious blend of Arthurian and masonic symbolism, disappeared. There were new
theological currents and a greater diversity of views among Methodist ministers
firmly as it once did in a 'distinctive Methodist message' that required a permanent
ecclesiastical organisation.
In this book only one major source of evidence on South Australian Methodism
is unexplored the views of non - Methodists. Nineteenth century newspapers and
religious periodicals are a mine of information on Methodism, as it was seen by

outsiders. High Church Anglicans dismissed it as a schismatic body outside the
Catholic Church, whose authority came from John Wesley rather than Jesus

Christ. One pioneer clergyman privately described the Wesleyans of his
neighbourhood as 'We- sly- ones'. Roman Catholics sniffed at the pleasant Sunday
Afternoons of the Central Methodist Mission and the big meetings conducted by
visiting revivalists, seeing them as evidence of the religous decay of Protestantism;
it could attract people only when it sugared its weak religious message with free

entertainment. But they also spoke appreciatively of the lack of bigotry among
South Australian Protestants, and the Southern Cross published gracious
obituaries of prominent Methodist politicians such as Sir Frederick Holder.
Presbyterians and Baptists looked on Methodists with a wary eye; they were always
fearful of being swamped.
In the years immediately after the First World War, some Methodists, led by the
Rev. George Hall, were prominent in a series of annual conferences on Christian
reunion that were initiated by Gilbert White, first Anglican Bishop of Willochra.
This local ecumenical movement ran out of steam in the mid- 1920s, but in its day it

was unique in Australia. The interaction of Methodism and other forms of
Christianity in South Australia is an area that deserves further analysis.
Very few errors of any kind have crept into this hook. On pages 182 and 203 the
Congregational minister and social reformer, Joseph Coles Kirby is incorrectly
referred to as John C. Kirby. The conference on church union in February 1916 (p.
293) was at Petersburg, not Jamestown.
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This Side of Heaven is a well presented denominational history, with a good
range of photographs, and some cartoons by Oswald Pryor, to illustrate the text. It
is a major piece of scholarship which illuminates large tracts of South Australian
history.
David Hilliard,
Discipline of History,
The Flinders University of South Australia

A History of Prince Alfred College.
R.M. Gibbs. Prince Alfred College, Kent Town, 1984. Pp. xiv +393. $25.00.
A history of Prince Alfred College can properly claim the attention of all those who

are interested in the development of South Australia, especially if it as skilfully
written and carefully documented as this one by R.M. Gibbs. The foundation stone
of the school was laid in November 1867 by our first Royal Visitor, and, together St
Peter's College, for a very significant forty year of the State's existence was at the
undisputed forefront of providing a secondary education for boys.
it is right, too, that with this book we should now have a worthy

acknowledgement of the generosity and faith of the many supporters and
benefactors who made it all possible for the school to exist and flourish. It was not

until 1879 that the State belatedly bestirred itself to provide its own secondary
education. And then it was not a school for boys but it took the shape of an
Advanced School for Girls. For almost another thirty years the government
contented itself by offering annually for competition six scholarships for boys at
the top of the primary level, the winners of which could choose whether they would
attend St Peter's College or Prince Alfred College. Even when, in 1908, Adelaide
High School was finally founded the provision made by the State for the secondary
education of country children remained sketchy and grudging for a further lengthy

period. To this day the education opportunities and facilities offered to children
from remote areas of the State
and beyond by private schools like Saints and
Princes are unmatched. Finally, towards the end of the 1960s, the government
acknowledge the obligation to assist in supporting, by various sorts of grants, the
burden sustained until that time for well over a century by the unaided efforts and
resources of these independent schools.
Once Prince Alfred College had opened its doors, in 1869, after an initial stumble
or two for its first two years, it sprang into vigorous life under the leadership of
John Anderson Hartley and Frederic Chapple. Both these eminent educationists
were brought here from overseas at the initiative of the school. Hartley's stay was
brief. Iie resigned his headmastership to become the first Inspector General of
Education. But both on the College and on the Education Department he made an
enduring impact: so strong was the Methodist stamp on the State system that the
Church never felt the need to establish its own primary schools, as some of the other

religious denominations did.
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Hartley was succeeded at die College by Chapple. For the next thirty -eight years,
as the author makes eloquently clear, it was no idle phrase to say that he shaped the
school's fortunes. He was entitled to claim, as he did, that tinder him it became 'a

mighty power in the land', 'an institution vital to the life of South Australia'.
It is difficult to know what constitutes a history of a school. A simple answer is
for its historian to trace its growth and development from its beginnings. Such a
book would be a chronicle rather than truly a history. It would detail the evolution
of such matters as the school's buildings, student numbers, staff, administration,
old scholars' achievements, curriculum and games, under the regimes of successive
headmasters. Except possibly for those directly involved in the institution such an

account would make dull reading: the more so as it could scarcely avoid
as
indeed the earlier history of the school written in 1951 had not managed to do
crying up the school's gains and successes in a rather parochial manner. The
temptation to do this must he strong: a history such as this one is almost certain to
be commissioned and it might seem churlish not to try to fulfil the expectations of
the commissioning authorities and the likely readers of the book. In part, Gibbs
follows this course; with the inevitable result that there is some monotony in the
repetition of the same themes
buildings, staff, etc.
under each of the seven
headmasters in turn. Moreover, there is the age -old problem of the narrator's art of
whether to deal with events from within or from without. The former method, in
the case of a school history, yields at best, a welcome immediacy and vividness of

effect, but at the risk of becoming wearisome by adducing details of ephemeral
happenings arising from often petty inter- school rivalry. Such a book, addressed as

it is to a select circle, can be of little interest to the general reader.
It is much more difficult to write and much more rewarding to read a history of a
school which sees it as a social manifestation and a historical event, shaped by and
helping to shape the community and region in which it exists, and forming an
expression of the times which gave it birth and continue to mould it. It is the great
merit of this book, as one would expect from the author of A History of South
Australia, that, combined with that close -up view referred to above, it succeeds so
well in showing us the school against a broader background and in a wider
perspective. The noteworthy sections of the work are precisely those which deal
with large topics like religion, custom, empire, economics and war.
In a well executed brief history of Methodism, we are shown how the school came
to be established as and when it was and we see also that it is one significant
articulation of that movement. At the same time it was, and largely remains, the
outcome of its historic period (lately called Victorian) in the ideals it set itself and
the principles it followed. It was meant to be a 'pragmatic institution' in which self help and hard work would inevitably be rewarded with success. The founders 'saw
education as they saw their business and their faith, as a matter of balance - sheets,
struggle and ultimate' achievement. Science and commerce, declared headmaster
Chapple, rather than classics should be the subject of study, and morals were
exalted above mind. What is variously called 'muscular Christianity', 'the public
schools system' or 'the work and games ethic' (capital cricketers make true men)
was not only the prevailing educational thinking and practice in England at the
time the school was founded but it was specifically regarded as 'a useful instrument
of colonial purpose' (see The Games Ethic and Imperialism, by J.A. Nangan,
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Viking, 1985). The games ethic was widely believed to promote 'not simply
initiative and self reliance but also loyalty and obedience'. As Gibbs so vividly
shows, this spirit was realized with outstanding success on the cricket ovals and on

the field of battle. Those chapters, for example, which speak of the school's
involvement in the First World War ('to fight and kill for the flag') are masterly.
Especially moving is the story of I lugo Throssell. The school saw him at Gallipoli,
where he won the Victoria Cross, as 'the school in action'. Plainly he was cast in the
same mould as, for example, Lieutenant Elwes, who had called to a brother officer
at the battle of Laing's Nek during the Boer War: 'Come along, Monck, Floreat
Etona, we must be in the front rank'. But from such heights, Throssell plummets to
the despair and disillusionment of the grim events of the Middle East battlegrounds

and finally to death by his own hand back in Australia. In this, as in other
respects like architecture, dress and curriculum, there was much aping of English
however inappropriately in earlier days.
customs
Much of this attitude was changed, first by the disasters which befell the British
forces in the Pacific and Far Eastern regions in the Second World War, and still
more by the spirit of questioning of and protest against hitherto accepted values
and precepts, which were largely the result of the war in Vietnam.
Central to understanding the nature of a school is the answer to the question:
what was it like to be a student there? This is peculiarly difficult to answer since
first -hand evidence is rarely available, and reminiscence is always coloured by
nostalgia, regret or resentment. By expert gleanings from letters, diaries and boy's
magazines and other writings, the account the author presents has an authentic
ring about it. Contributing to this is his readiness to admit the school's failures,
shortcomings and inadequacies, as well as describing its many undoubted and
notable achievements and triumphs.

The book reads well. The style is firm, plain and unmannered; the narrative
interest is well maintained throughout. The photographs, some of them
outstanding, support the text, and the lay -out and format of the book are pleasing
both in themselves and as in keeping with the worth of its contents.

Spence herself; wrote much of an autobiography which was completed soon after

her death by her friend and co- worker for proportional representation, Jeanne
Young, who also wrote a biography of Spence, published in 1937, which she styled

A Study and an Appreciation. Thus it is almost fifty years since any readily
available work on this major figure, apart from the brief A.D.B. entry and
occasional articles.

Spence's wide - ranging talents and energies led her to become a teacher,
journalist, novelist, critic, essayist, preacher, social and political reformer and
pioneer female political candidate. She also took her place on public boards, held
numerous committee memberships and kept in touch with friends and
correspondents in Australia and abroad. At the same time she was a capable
housekeeper, devoted daughter who brought up three successive families of
orphaned children, and a friend to many people including her own servants and
those holding high office in South Australia and elsewhere. These aspects are all
treated here; most are set within a feminist framework.
Like other contemporary biographers of nineteenth- century women, Magarey
emphasizes the difficulties which Spence faced in moving into the pubi is sphere. In

addition, she joins earlier writers in hailing the example Spence provided by
inspiring women, even decades later, by waging a 'remarkable battle ... to wrest
from patriarchal provincialism a hearing for the voices of women'. The links in
such a chain of influence still require further delineation. Nevertheless, on Spence

herself the author's detailed work is sound, based on clearly documented and
extensive, though not exhaustive, use of sources. Some of the limitations here were
unavoidable, for the early diaries which Young used appear to have been lost and
only a portion of Spence's prolific correspondence has found its way into public

holdings. However, her letters may be found in the papers of a number of
Australians and doubtless in overseas collections also and these sources await
future examination. Exploration of such sources would have provided further
bases for the biography which the author hoped would 'illuminate not only our

understanding of Australia's past but also our understanding of the changing
position of Australian women'. The book sheds light on both to some extent.
Magarey has disciplined her material by dividing the various themes of Spence's

F.11. Schubert

life and work into eight chapters which fall fairly naturally into chronological
sequence. She charts the landmarks of her Scottish childhood and education, the

Unbridling the Tongues of Women:
A Biography of Catherine Helen Spence.
Susan Magarey. Hale & Iremonger, Sydney, 1985. Pp. 240. $29.95, pb. $14.95.

closeness and security of her family life, the shock of financial loss and emigration,
and the succeeding years of hardship and even poverty. The sense of locality and the
passage of time are well conveyed here, linked with Spence's developing character

and intellectual powers. The relatively carefree Scottish girlhood becomes, after
1839, young womanhood clouded by doubt and change.
Perhaps her emotional development is made to seem too straightforward. For
example, when she was about twenty -four, in 1849, Spence lived for two years in the

When Catherine Helen Spence died in 1910 aged eighty -four, her name and works
were well known in Australia, and to an extent in the United States and Britain.
Her labours were so diverse that a biographer might risk listing them as a kind of
catalogue. Susan Magarey, who avoids this pitfall, enhances Spence's remarkable
achievements by her well - written and well- organized biography. She has worked
on Spence for a number of years, having completed an M.A. thesis on her in 1971;
she also wrote the 1976 Australian Dictionary of Biography entry.
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country. This was a period to which Jeanne Young attached importance, but
which is not discussed here, although Spence's disappointment in love because of

someone's 'worthlessness' is mentioned. Those two years were a significant
formative period in Spence's life which apparently strengthened her philosophy
and from which she felt ready eventually, as Young relates, to return to the city 'at
the call of the family'. It was from this time that her knowledge of rural ways, so
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clearly displayed in her novels and her fine essays on early colonial life, was
developed. Discussion of these matters would have further enriched the portrait of
Spence which emerges in the book.
Likewise, her deep Christian commitment, which enabled her to face her adult
life with serenity, is only partially taken into account. It is discussed mainly from
the aspect of her doubts on Calvinism, her discarding of the idea of 'inbred sin' and

her intellectual and spiritual acceptance of Unitarianism. This is well handled,
but nevertheless the basic Christian ethic which informed Spence's countless acts of

kindness, her compassion and commitment to social justice seems to have been
overwhelmed by consideration of the social actions themselves which made her a
pioneer for women. The links between faith and works have at times been lost in
the ideological theme of feminism.
Spence's social contacts, which facilitated her entry into the public sphere, are
put in perspective. Mainly family and church friends, some of these people were of
immense value in encouraging her, even with financial help. The author shows
how Spence's unworldy nature was also touched by Scottish shrewdness which
doubtless proved useful on the committees and boards she joined. She worked

compassionately, clearsightedly and hard for such varied causes as the State
Children's Council, the Destitute Board and the women's Co- operative Clothing
Company.
The Co- operative, like several other important topics, is not to be found in the
index, where one also searches in vain for the Federal Convention of 1897 for which

Spence stood as Australia's first women political candidate. Nor can one find her
hook The Laws We Live Under, which is discussed in the text, while her State
Children in Australia mistakenly titled 'State Children in Adelaide' throughout
text, bibliography and index is concealed in the index as a subheading under
'Spence', whereas each novel is given a separate entry. Another misnomer is the title

given to the Woman's Christian Temperance Union, on which the plural
'Women's' is bestowed throughout. Among errors of fact is the claim that the
Constitution could be amended only by 'a two - thirds majority in both Houses of
Parliament', and that women were enabled to stand for Parliament under the 1894
Act by a clause added, whereas it was by the removal of a clause denying them that

right. These and other points may perhaps be righted in a further printing.
The use of a feminist framework appears to have opened the way for at least one
case of misinterpretation. This occurs in the account of E.C. Stirling's 1885 speech

in the South Australian Parliament in support of his resolution on women's
suffrage. Magarey claims that members of the House of Assembly 'laughed and
quipped throughout his speech. It was all a flippant, chivalrous bluff'. A reading of
Ilansard provides a different interpretation. Stirling made a long speech, more
than a quarter the length of this book, and yet he was heard with few interruptions.
There was no reason why the usual practice of interjections should have been
suspended. More than twenty were approving 'Hear, hears'; one was to the effect
that Gladstone himself supported the principle, while almost without exception
Stirling invited the few instances of laughter, some of which were at the expense of

gender order that suddenly felt threatened'. Nevertheless, this judgement ignores
the political realities of the emerging Labour movement and the regrouping of
politicians.
The politics of Spence's campaign for proportionaI representation are given clue
weight, her motives lucidly explained. A brief explanation of the principles of the
system, making use of Spence's own lecturing techniques, perhaps as reported in
the newspapers, would have assisted those readers unfamiliar with it. The political
interests which Spence espoused, her non -party stance, and her journalism on
political issues all contribute to the book's balance. The most compelling chapter,
however, apart from the first, is that on the novels. Here, Magarey ranges clearly

over plots, characterization and Spence's own personal beliefs and character,
interweaving the various influences which moulded the shape of the books and
noting the gradual discarding of pseudonyms and the public emergence of Spence
as a writer. This appears a more leisurely chapter than sonic, where the amount of
material, as in the sections of journalism, is overpowering, so that the character of
the subject herself becomes lost, whereas in discussion of the novels she emerges as a
lively woman with a sense of proportion and of humour.
Possibly publishing restrictions limited the hook's length to what appears to be

fewer than 70,000 words, although room has been found for sixteen pages of
photographs. Not included is the intriguing question of what Spence termed her
'boycotting' by the press; she complained to her friend Alice Henry in 1902 that
Sowden of the Register refused to publish anything of hers. Perhaps with
justification, her latter years are not accorded similar emphasis to the earlier
decades. Nevertheless, her understanding of children and of education could have
been rounded out with some discussion of her interest in kindergartens and the
playground movement; she wrote with enthusiasm and understanding of both in
her old age.
A more puzzling omission is the dismissal of her death in a mere two lines; not
even the cause of death is mentioned. A biography should embrace the whole of life,
including the manner of death. In the case of Spence her end was characteristic of
her life and should have been included. The interested reader, who has been drawn
to identify with her, is left unsatisfied, and yet details are available in the public
record. Nevertheless, in spite of being tantalizingly short, this biography succeeds
in unfolding the life, work and times of a distinguished South Australian woman
for a generation to whom she has been relatively unknown. It is too a significant
contribution to the continuing debate on women's part in Australian history.

Helen Jones

The .New Women: Adelaide's Early Women Graduates.
Alison Mackinnon. Wakefield Press, Adelaide, 1986. Pp. 228. $17.95.

the male sex. I I is speech was later acknowledged as a model of the women's suffrage

case. Doubtless there is some truth in Magarey's claim that the Assembly rejected

Stirling's 1886 Bill on the sane issue because of opposition from 'a patriarchal

Formal lectures began at the University of Adelaide in March 1876. Eight
graduating and fifty -two non - graduating students enrolled. The majority were

women. Far from being excluded from the University. the intention, right from the

start, as the statement of the first Chancellor, Bishop Short, made clear, was to
encourage women to enroll and to graduate.
In 1883 Edith Dornwell enrolled as a graduating student in Science and gained
her degree three years later. In 1887 Laura Fowler enrolled as the first woman in the
medical course, graduating in 1891. In the same year Agnes Heyne enrolled and in
due course, under her married name Dorsch, became the best known and most
sought after teacher and coach of Classics and the mother of children who all had

outstanding records. (When she asked Professor Darnley Naylor for his

photograph he inscribed it 'To the brilliant mother of brilliant children.) In 1897
Florence Way Campbell graduated as Mus. Bac., the first woman to do so. In 1900
May Burgess made history by being appointed as Demonstrator in Chemistry (she
was still in full flight in 1917 -18 when I took Chemistry under her at the School of
Mines, receiving, justifiably, shafts of her crusty temper for idle work). From then
on the part played by women grew apace, Helen Mayo, M.B., B.S. (1902), for
instance becoming a Member of the University Council in 1914, Mary Kitson
graduating as the first women LL.B. in 1916, and so on.
There is little evidence that women had substantial, if any, difficulties in
pursuing whatever course they wished which were available. Such questioning as
there had been was slight and ineffectual. I knew in my youth some of the pioneer
women graduates. They did not see themselves as martyrs in any way. It has to be
remembered that the Married Women's Property Act was passed less than a decade
before the founding of the University, and that ideas, especially bad ideas like
what
the Act sought to amend, rooted in long time, cannot be overcome immediately.
There were a few difficulties in Medicine but not as great as in the Eastern
States.
The late Dr Elma Sandford- Morgan 's account of her experiences at Sydney, and the
facts she collected for her brochure for the Lyceum Club, were chilly: though male
chauvinism played a part, certain ideas, cultural and social, deeply rooted even if
deeply erroneous, played a bigger part.
Where pioneer women graduates did have a grievance was the treatment meted
out to them after graduation. It was not easy to get a job, and if they did get a job
they were paid notably less for the same work as that done by their male colleagues,

an injustice, which was also an absurdity, lasting until recent years.
In this book, Mrs Mackinnon brings out names and facts. She says that her
concern has been to gain an idea of what it felt like to bea University woman in the

first decades of the University's existence. She succeeds well in this. She started off
with taping the reminiscences of some of the survivors but soon moved
on to the
records held by the University archivist and to letters, diaries and photo albums.
She seems not unaware of the limitations of her particular approach for which
she seems to be indebted to the 'ethnohistory' ideas of M. Lantis, a savant
on Alaska
1 have not yet had the advantage of studying but fortunately in practice she has

stuck to collecting, appraising, and setting out logically and conscientiously
reliable information about the women graduates. She also gives weight to the
outlook and teaching of such local pioneers as Catherine Helen Spence and nonconformist Christians like the Meads and others.
Among the significant facts which emerge is that all the pioneer women

graduates were well above average for brains and for character and indeed for sheer
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vitality (the majority lived well beyond the biblical threescore years and ten). Some
combined marriage and child -ra ising with their professions, as did Edith Dornwell
and Agnes Dorsch; some did not marry, for example Ilelen Mayo; most achiived a
sense of fulfilment, notably Helen Mayo; a few, perhaps through self sacrifice as in
the case of Laura Fowler, did not reach their potentiality; andone or two got near to
tragedy, such as Rosamund Benham. She, a medical practitioner, manifestly most
gifted, and not only in poetry she hit on ideas close to those being worked on a
little later by Freud and Jung was denied suitable appointments and after some
years of obscurity and poverty died in her forties.
Some readers may remain unconvinced on a couple of points or have other views
on balance (e.g. the length given to Lady Cilento), and there are a couple of trivial
errors Clampett, for instance, was an Archdeacon not an Archbishop but Mrs
Mackinnon has written an interesting and useful book that is based on
conscientious research, is free of pretentiousness, and meets a need. It is to be hoped
that she will expand her material and her researches so as to give us an account of
Laura Fowler, Helen Mayo, and Rosamund Benham, three quite different figures
but all of interest above average.
Walter Crocker

Sound of Trumpets:
History of the Labour Movement in South Australia.
Jim Moss. Wakefield Press, Adelaide, 1985. Pp. xvii + 454. $20 ph.

This book is not, as the publisher's advertisements so confidently claim, the

'definitive history of the labour struggle in South Australia'. Nevertheless, right at
the outset, let me record my admiration of the way Jim Moss went about collecting
material and writing up his findings. Over a period of many years, after finishing
the day's hard work as State Secretary of the Communist Party until 1973 and later
as a mechanic, he slaved away among the newspapers and archives of the State
Library. Without the advantages of sabattical leaves, research grants and research
assistants, he has now succeeded in writing the first full- length history of the labour
movement in South Australia. This is an achievement which deserves high praise.
Moss presents his history within what he claims is a marxist framework of
analysis. Whether or not he lias achieved this aim is not my concern. 1 leave that

messy operation to the 'Prolier than thou' theologians of the left -wing sects,
preoccupied as always with the 'correct' theoretical perspective. What I shall

attempt to do is to judge' the book as a contribution to historical scholarship and to
our understanding of the State's history over the last century and a half. A work of
this length, based on extensive research and containing over 1,500 footnotes, not to

mention a 13 -page bibliography, must be judged by the normal canons of
scholarship.
The chapters leading up to the formation of the Communist Party in the early
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1920s are executed far better than the rest of the book. The earlier period brings
together a mass of material previously confined to newspapers, articles and theses.

The general line, of course, is that a 'progressive' historian and while quite
predictable and open to the criticism of this type of history it is nevertheless a

working class wiis called upon to resist war and to fight for peace' (p. 339). The
Prime Minister of Australia at the t ime, R.G. Menzies, is said to have been mainly
concerned with 'appeasing' Fascism (p. 338). "I1w period is defined as a 'phoney
war', with 'the British ruling class and other conservatives ... appeasing Fascism'

legitimate interpretation of the development of the broad labour movement. Some
radical groups, such as the Fabian Society and the Clarion Fellowship of Socialists,
have escaped Moss's notice, but their brief lives can be followed up in the chapter on

(p. 352). Those who lived through the Blitz and the Batt lc of Britain would define it
rather differently. With the invasion of the Soviet Union by Nazi Germany in 1911,

the 'character of the war changed' and the 'workers were strengthened by the

South Australia in Verity Burgmann, in Out Time': Socialism and the Rise of

Labour, 1885 -1905 (Sydney, 1985).

consistent anti Fascist stand of the labour movement's left wing, with its
international connections and reinforcement, and the activity of the militant

The book's flaws proliferate with the period after the First World War. Basically,
we are presented with a history of the extreme left wing of the labour movement,
with the Communist Party and its sympathisers increasingly playing the leading

workers' (p. 352. My emphasis).
In his treatment of the revival of the Cold War after the Second World War, Moss
admits occasionally that things were far from rosy in the Soviet bloc. ile refers in

one passsage to Stalin's 'inhuman despotism' in Eastern Europe (p. 357);

role. Given the miniscule size of the Communist Party in South Australia, the
result is an altogether lopsided and skewed view of the history of the broad labour

Khrushchev made similar observations in this famous speech of 1956. However,
almost all of Moss's criticisms are directed against the West, and especially Menzies
and the Liberal Party, 'closely aligned with US and British imperialist aims' (p.
366). When Menzies became Prime Minister again in 1949, he 'joined the anti Communism promoted by the US and British rulers, and their active preparations
for a new military conflict' (p. 367). Earlier, we have been told that Churchill
'launched' the Cold War in 1945 (p. 357). Chapters 26 and 27 in particular sound
like copy for the old South Australian Tribune; not surprisingly, 73 of the 127
references for these two chapters come from that source alone.
To review adequately the later chapters of the book would require another book
of at least equal length. Basically, they are an expanded and more heavily footnoted

movement, most of whose members remained firmly wedded to the moderate Labor

Party and to pragmatic industrial policies.
Moss concedes from time to time, almost in passing, that the overwhelming
majority of industrial workers were 'reformists' but then, inevitably, we return to
detailed accounts of the activities of the I.W.W., the syndicalists and later the
Communist Party. In an attempt to give credence to inflated claims of widespread
support for these groups, the author on a number of occasions cites estimates to be
found in my Honours B.A. thesis, written in 1958. Being young and naive, I then
accepted at face value the often ludicrously exaggerated figures which appeared in
their news sheets. Even Dr Brian Dickey, who wrote the warmly - worded Foreword
to the book, has stated elsewhere: '...much of what Moss writes about the activities

version of the author's booklet, Representatives of Discontent: History of the

of the Communist Party and other militant organised groups is far removed

Communist Party in South Australia 1921 -1981 (1983). It would have been more

appropriate if these chapters had appeared under the imprint of this earlier

(politically and, to a lesser but still overwhelming extent, industrially) from the
real perceptions and loyalties of SA's workers' (Advertiser, 8 February 1986).

publication.

In the chapters covering the period after the Second World War, the impression is

John Playford,
Department of Politics,
The University of Adelaide

cvnve'ycd that 'the people' supported various Community- initiated operations

such as those orchestrated by the World Peace Council in the 1950s, and later. The
description of these campaigns is imprecise and misleading. For example, when

L.L. Sharkey, General Secretary of the Communist Party of Australia, was
imprisoned in Sydney in 1949 for uttering seditious words, viz. that Australian
workers would 'welcome' invading Soviet troops who had some years earlier

'liberated' the peoples of Eastern Europe, we are told that in South Australia there
were 'many protests by the unions and workers' meetings' (p. 365). The Communist
Party certainly protested VOL iferously but not all readers would be aware of the fact
that at the time it was completely isolated within (he broad labour movement
because of the 'adventurist' policies it had been pursuing with such vigour and
whit h culminated in the devastating defeat it suffered in the great Coal Strike in
1949 at the hands of the Chifley I.alx)r government.
The discussion of events external to Australia is also seriously distorted. Take,
for example, the period from the outbreak of the Second World War in 1939 to the
entry into the war of the Soviet Union in 1941
the period of the notorious Nazi Soviet Part. We read that 'as the USSR was at peace with Germany, and the war was
between two rival imperialist groups, it was an imperialist war in which case the

Arcadian Adelaide.
Thistle Anderson. Wakefield Press, Adelaide, 1985. Pp. 64. $9.95.

This is a trifle, in content as well as in size.
Thistle Anderson's pamphlet runs to 30 pages or about 8000 words and Dr Derek

Whitelock's commentary 'Thistle Anderson in Edwardian Adelaide' runs to 15
pages or about 5000 words. Anderson's nine chapters are entitled 'The Holy
Village', 'Living Accommodation', 'The Tram - Cars', 'The Men', 'The Women',

'The Lesser Animals', 'Manners and Customs', 'Industries' and 'Redeeming
Features' (about 200 words).
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The commentary gives the reader a very hazy idea of who Anderson was, when
and where she was born
apparently in Melbourne, fathered by a Scot or her
background before her marriage to Herbert Fisher at the end of 1901
apparently
in London virtually nothing of her two or three years in Adelaide, and almost
nothing of her life after leaving Adelaide, the sanctimonious non - metropolis she
detested so much. Fisher, an Adelaide stock broker who seems to have been well off
enough to absent himself at long intervals from Adelaide, died in 1912. There is

nothing about him. When Thistle died, or how or where she lived after her
Adelaide years, is not said. All that is clear about her is that she had a certain
fluency, some knack of observation and perhaps some mild fleeting interest in the
fin de siècle values of Beardsley and Oscar Wilde (one of her books of poetry was
called Songs lo Dorian and Other Verses). She was apparently childless, she was
certainly bored, was almost entirely urban in tastes, and she had a vague connection
with the theatre world, which was manifestly her natural habitat.
The Adelaide of 1905 no doubt had its share of unlikeable traits. Its particular

form of parochialism combined with self- satisfaction would not have been
endearing. But the Adelaide of Thistle's two or three years sojourn also had notable
qualities and notable achievements to its credit. They obviously meant nothing to

her. Her pamphlet is given up to superficialities laced with spite and getting her
own back. How Dr Whitelock can find in them 'wit' or that she was 'an original' or
'wrote in a noble and courageous way' is not self- evident.
The antipodean Adelaide of 1903 -05 was far away indeed from the London and
Paris, even the San Francisco, after which she hankered far away in spirit no less
than in externals or in space. Its population amounted to only about 160,000
hence her pejorative references to it as the Village and it was only about 60 years
old. Its c itizenry was continuing to have no inconsiderable task in workingout the
problems of a State isolated from the rest of Australia as well as from London and
Paris, and bedevilled with droughts arid with the ill - understood drastic
fluctuations of world prices for wheat, wool and copper. At this time it was pulling
itself out of a severe depression. There may have been only one theatre and one
nit 'sic ball in the Village, as she complained she says nothing of the reportory or
private theatricals
but cultural or social life was not quite the desert she, or Dr
Whitelock, would lead one to believe. It is true that a certain Premier had not yet
arrived on the scene for his immortal reclamation of Adelaide from desertification,
but its schools, private and public, were sound while the University in Thistle's
time included a jurist of the standing of Salmond, a pioneering historian like G.C.
Anderson, and scientists of the standing of the two Braggs. in 1908, just before
leaving Adelaide after a residence of 23 years, W.l I. Bragg, himself a practitioner of

amateur theatricals and a lover of music as well as a sportsman, wrote to a
Cambridge contemporary: 'I think there could hardly be a more delightful city to
live in than Aclelaicle, nor a kindlier people'.
No hint is given of the extent, the variety and the quality of a score or more of
voluntary charities, or the low crime rate, and of men in public life of the force of
Thomas Playford (grandfather of SirThomas) and Frederick I folder. Thistle's two
and a half years, moreover, coincided with institutionalising the new constitution
of the Commonwealth of Australia, in itself not a trifle.

Some things she disliked about Adelaide would have been recognized and
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regretted by many leaders of the State but they would have seen them for what they

were, a part of the process of growing up in hard circumstances and trivial in
comparison with the realities with which they were wrestling.
The flavour of her pamphlet is conveyed in her criticisms, snub as the
ostentatious church -going combined with the prevalence of drunkenness and
consciously concealed immorality; the cruelty to animals ('for which Adelaide has
a world -wide fame'); 'no rank or fashion'
'to be smart or well turned out is to

transgress'; no culture, as evidenced by only one theatre and one music hall;
housing 'cheaply built, badly fitted, and execrably furnished'; hotels, apart from
'The South Australian,' are also execrable and she illustrates from the'few (lays' she

spent in a North Terrace hotel (apparently 'The Botanic), suffering from 'the
screams of delirious patients at the Hospital' (a ample of hundred yards away
her hearing must have been preternaturally acute) 'and the roar of the wild beasts
from the ... Zoo'; the men are largely the type that 'wears celluloid collars' and
'narrow -toed shoes'. 'Most of the village's male population have married barmaids,
nurses, or money', while as for the women their misfortune is that 'they were not
born guadrupeds
they are a kind of mistake for cats, and only lack the outward

and visible signs of the feline tribe'; manners have an 'utter brutishness', for
instance guests at the Mayor's Ball 'fight like wild beasts' in their rush for food; the
wine is terrible, 'May a merciful God forgive Adelaide her wine'; in any case 'the
main industry of Adelaide is child bearing'.
Pioneering Adelaide was understandably uncongenial to a newcomer as urban
in tastes as Thistle was; and the parochialism and self satisfaction of not a few of the
haute bourgeoisie, still not unknown here in 1986, could never he winsome. But
this, like the snobbery, was only relative and Adelaide's performance was on any
count far from insignificant. Thistle Anderson missed all this. Her exaggerations,

as will be seen above, were gross and at times absurd. R. Harrison's tart and
occasionally unbalanced, even ferocious, Colonial Sketches (1862) gives an ugly
picture of Adelaide when not thirty years old, but the reader knows that the picture
is drawn from extended experience as well as antipathy and conveys much truth
unpleasant as it might be. Thistle's pamphlet is pretentious, shallow and paltry.
She is not odious but it is difficult not to feel that she is a rather silly woman, and
that her pamphlet exposes more of her shortcomings than of Adelaide's. Adelaide
in 1905, as in 1985, had shortcomings, but so too had Leeds or Liverpool, Lyon or
Lausanne, Boston or Kansas City, or any other human aggregation.
Why, Dr Whitelock asks, should Arcadian Adelaide be re- printed? Well he might
ask. His answer is that it deserves 'to be rescued from the oblivion to which it had
been so rapidly consigned by the rattled Arcadians' (my emphasis). He praises it for
its 'wit and polemics', adding that Thistle was 'an original' and 'wrote in a noble
and courageous way', making her sound almost another Madame Roland. Echoing
conventionally, if not without non sequitur, the up -to -date wisdom of a certain
group today, he goes on to say that 'along with colonial artefacts and architecture,
[it] deserves restoration'.
He is particulary enthusiastic about Thistle's strictures on the temperance
reformers of those days though Thistle herself criticized, rightly, what every student

of local history knows, namely that abuse of alcohol was a ubiquitous and
desolating social problem. He claims that she 'obviously got around the pubs'
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though there is no evidence in her pamphlet for such a folly. No woman of the
educated classes, or of the solid working class, would have dreamt of entering a pub.

Dr Whitelock does not seem to have grasped that there is little if any connection
between the quiet delights of a pub in his native England and the swilling and
brawling common to Australian pubs, especially at that time. The members of the

Woman's Christian Temperance Union might have looked gimlet -eyed and

gloomy as he complains, but there is no doubt about the need for their
campaigning. He finds it 'startling' too that in 1905 Adelaide had only one active
'the Edwardian years were strangely short of high
theatre and one music hall

culture'. The famous Premier had not yet arrived, alas. 'Nearly six decades of
wowserism were still to come in 1905. But I am sure Thistle would approve of the
current relaxed Adelaide, with its culture, heritage agreements and wine -witheverything.'
Perhaps Dr Whitelock was not at his best in this commentary. It is difficult to see

it otherwise than as shallow, in places as misproportioned and as pretentious as
Thistle's noble and courageous lines. The question why the Wakefield Press, said
to be short of funds, should have invested in re- printingArcadian Adelaide remains
unanswered.
Walter Crocker

century about 30,000 people in the colony were of Cornish birth or Corn ish descent.
Not all were connected with mining; there were artisans, shopkeepers. farmers and
teachers. The focus of the book is, however, as the title indicates, on the miners and

the towns they helped to create. They were 'pushed' by the increasingly difficult

conditions in the mining industry in Cornwall. (One has only to read E.V.
Thompson's novel, Chase The Wind, to realise why so many people wanted to
leave Cornwall.) They were also 'pulled' by the accounts sent home of the higher
wages and the less dangerous conditions in the copper mines of South Australia.
The emigration of so many vigorous young men and the mines they worked
overseas (in South and North America, as well as in South Australia) further
weakened the productivity and profitability of copper mining back in Cornwall
itself.

The Cornish brought their culture with them and the author gives due weight to
the substantial influence of Methodism on the Cornish way of life. In its various
branches it was the dominant religious influence in the Cornish settlements and,
through its 'improvement' societies and the opportunity that its structure gave to
laymen, it helped many to become leaders in their communities as well as within
their churches.
The majority of the leaders of the important strike at Moonta in 1874 (important
because of the organisation of labour it involved) were Methodist lay preachers who
had first learned to argue a case in the pulpits of the many chapels in the area. The

most notable of Moonta's political leaders, a generation later, John Verran,

The Cornish Miner in Australia: Cousin Jack Down Under.
Philip J. Payton. Dyllansow Truran, Kernow (Cornwall), 1984. Pp. xi + 242. £8.95.

The Cornish in Australia.
Jim Faull. AE Press, Melbourne, 1983. Pp. 115. $9.95.
Philip Payton (alias Car Dyvresow, to give him his Cornish bardic name) studied

from 1975 to 1978 at the University of Adelaide for his Ph.D. in Politics. His
massive two - volume thesis, 'The Cornish in South Australia', was the result. This
book is based on the thesis and other research undertaken by Dr Payton during his
slay in Australia. It will unquestionably be the definitive study of the Cornish in
Australia, as John Rowe's account of the 'hard -rock men' in the United States is of
the migration across the Atlantic.
Payton divides his material into two parts. The first deals with the Cornish in the
mining towns of South Australia and the second with the diaspora, the movement
to other colonies and, especially, in the latter part of the century, to Broken Hill and
Western Australia. A final chapter discusses the dilution of the sense of Cornishness
among descendants in this century after the closing of the mines on northern Yorke

Peninsula in 1923 and the attempts to maintain or revive this by the Cornish
Association and the bi- annual Kernewek I.owender festival.

Payton estimates that the number of Cornish migrants to South Australia
between 1836 and 1886 was around 13,000, possibly more, and that at the turn of the

summed up the influence of the church when he said that he was an M.P. because
he was a P.M. (Primitive Methodist).
This book, one surmises, was written primarily for Cornish readers, a product of
the Cornish studies which is a minor industry in the county. Payton displays an
encyclopaedic knowledge of the parish origins of those who figure in his story.
(Some 285 emigrant families are listed in an appendix.) He is anxious to show how
significant was the role played by the Cornish in South Australia. Occasionally he
overstates his case. The Methodist minister, John Thorne, is described (p.87) as a
'Moontaite'. Thorne was born and grew up in Devon and, after migrating in 1872,
was never appointed to Moonta.

The Cornish contribution to nineteenth century South Australia was so
important that it would be a pity if this book, originating in Cornwall, were not
widely available here. If it were to appear in an Australian edition (surely worth
considering) certain errors would need to be corrected. Samuel and John Stephens
(p.12) were sons of a Methodist minister, not a miner. Spring Farm (p.41) is east of
Clare, not north of Burra. The name of W.F. Jones (p.87) should be James. The
account of the Kooringa Wesleyan discipline case (p.81) should conform more
closely to the record in the Mortlock Library. And who the evangelists, the 'Barrett
Brothers' (p.205), were is not 'lost to history'; a daughter of one of them lives at
Fulham. An Australian edition would need to give the sources of more of the
footnotes. There are few in this edition largely because Cornish readers would not
have access to much of the primary material used by the author.
Jim Faull's book is a more modest, but no less valuable within the limits of its
purpose, contribution to our understanding of the Cornish element in Australian
life. He draws heavily on Payton's thesis. The photographs are good and come up
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In these days when critics of our British origins and British connections tenet to
get a respectful hearing it is worth noting that the author is an Englishman, though
now a resident of many years in South Australia. Ile is one of several Englishmen
who, like the late General Symes (a benefactor of the RGSSA and the founder of the

better than the sepia ones in Payton's work. Fault has written this for secondary
schools but it deserves a wider market. It is the first in an 'Australian Ethnic
Heritage Series' and it is good to see the Greek word 'ethnic' being used in a wider
sense than has become the case.

National Trust of South Australia), and, a generation or two before them, the

remarkable Baldwin Spencer, brought tremendous enthusiasm as well as

Arnold D. Hunt

considerable gifts for knowing and understanding Australia as their second home.
Most of the exploreers were, of course, British in origin.
Mr Peake -Jones sets out clearly the relevant fads in the history of the RGSSA
how and when it was founded, the kind of men behind it ('the leading Wren of the
colony' according to Baron von Mueller; the continimiens to exploration daring its

The Branch without a Tree: The Centenary History of the Royal
Geographical Society of Australasia (South Australian Branch)

first quarter century; the change of emphasis in the next quarter towards a
professional or scientific geography; in the third quarter the coping with the

Incorporated, 1885 -1985.

problems entailed in the acquisition first of the valuable York Gate Library, then of
Dr Lucas Benham's Library, and then of theGill Library, problems of housing and
looking after the hooks; while in the last twenty -five years the RGSSA's troubles
about space and other matters arising from radical changes in the nature of South
Australia itself continued but there was also the stimulus of the Society's special
work regarding the flooding of Lake Eyre.

Kenneth Peake- Jones. RGSSA, Adelaide, 1985. Pp. 197. $35.

This book consists of twenty -one chapters written in chronological order though

with some desirable thematic overlapping. The text is complemented by
generalised but useful maps and by a generous series of well- chosen photographs.
There are thirty -eight pages of appendices listing Founders, Patrons, Presidents,
various committees and various executive officers, the recipients of the John Lewis

His account is always firmly rooted in the varying conditioning forces of the
time, not least those pertaining to social history. Again and again, he is able to
show what a handful of devoted men can do; through them, year after year, the

medals and a record of the hundred years' harvest of lecture papers and

RGSSA is kept going, as indeed it was set going in the first place. It would take too
long to name all the stalwarts but mention is particularly due to A.T. Magarey, T.S.
Reed (both these men merit studies), Gill, father and son, Basedow, John Lewis,

publications, which runs to some 800 items, a particularly interesting revelation of
the quality of the Society and of one lively facet of Adelaide's cultural life from early
days.
The title of the book is not as esoteric as it might look at first sight. It is a neat way

families like the Newlands (five generations of them,), the Bonythons (three

of conveying a fundamental peculiarity in the RGSSA. The Society is not an
offshoot of its famous British namesake. The original intention in the 1880s was
that there should be an all - Australia federation of Geographical Societies, and the
founders of the Society in South Australia had this in mind and so chose the title.

Queensland amateurs of geography followed suit. In the end no federation was

formed but the South Australian Society, although remaining completely
autonomous, has kept to the original name. So too the Queensland Society.
Knowing Mr Peake- Jones's work', of which there has been a notable output, and
his interests, we would expect a good book from him. He combines several
qualifications out of the ordinary: by training an Oxford classic, by profession a
teacher of Latin and Greek, by taste, which is near to a passion, he is a countryman,
a bushman, and an explorer, and by hobby he is a historian of South Australia, in
particular of its exploration and opening up. An additional qualification to these
high qualifications for writing this history is that he has given years of productive
effort to the RGSSA culminating in the office of the President.
his previously published work, notably on Sturt and Brock, showed that he had
mastered the historian's technique of running down the facts
never as easy as

people might think

RR

and of distilling the essential truth from them, and

expressing it in cool incisive unexaggerated English, and enlivened with dashes of

wit and humour, never forced, never trivial, and never mean - spirited or
ungenerous. Ile prose has tm recourse to inter- faces, parameters or the jargon of
what is called psycho- history.
166
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generations), Barrow, father and son, A.A. Simpson, Mawson, Madigan
(notwithstanding a certain cantakerousness), Sir Thomas Elder (keeping out of the
limelight but often helping effectively at difficult moments), Kilmeny Symon, and,
last but by no means least, Sir Archibald Grenfell Price. In spite of certain attempts
to denigrate him at the time the biography of him by Colin Kerr came out, a plain
honest useful work, Price was the person responsible for getting a high academic
status for Geography, including a University Chair in South Australia, and for an
enormous amount of work for the RGSSA itself of varying kinds, as well as for

working out the basis and structure of the National Library of Australia, for
pioneering work on the true factual history of South Australia and the Northern
Territory, for studies on New Guinea and the Pacific, and for getting St Mark's
College going and thriving.
The lists of subjects dealt with by the RGSSA in its hundred years of life reveal
not only addresses or articles on South Australia and exploration but not a few on
overseas countries including Central Africa in the 1880s. Even H.M. Stanley

addressed the Society. Especially striking is the quantity of articles on the
Aborigines, and persisting throughout the century. In the second year of the life of
the Society three of the seven articles concerned Aborigines, and so did two of the
three given in the next year. Later the famous Gillen was a speaker. The myths

fashionable in recent years, not unrelated to the enthusiasm about multiculturalism and sacred sites, that no interest was taken in the Aborigines and there
was no social concern about them need qualification.
167
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The President, Mr Brian Ward, is right in his Preface to speak about 'the
magnitude of the Society's contribution to the life and work of South Australia' and

that it has been 'out of all proportion to the modest size of its membership'.
Mr Peake- Jones's history is an indispensable addition to books of quality on
South Australia's past.
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the 1920s and 1930s. Can one wonder then that two generations earlier Sir Samuel
Davenport would find this a 'savage land'? How 'monstrous and dismal indeed' the
Mallee must have seemed to his generation! All this Whitelock does well. He has a
keen eye for incident and detail.
As for the second part of Conquest to Conservation, it is rather heavier going.

Here he is concerned to chronicle the rise of the conservation movement, the
passage of legislation (the 1972 National Parks and Wildlife Act stands out), and

Walter Crocker

Conquest to Conservation:
History of Human Impact on the South Australian Environment.
Derek Whitelock. Wakefield Press, Adelaide, 1985. Pp. xvi + 271. $35, $25 pb.
Derek Whitelock is no believer in dry as dust history. His histories are invariably of
the committed sort, passionate in their advocacy of this or that cause, racy, florid
even, in their prose style, and laced with personal asides. It grates on some readers
and appeals hugely to others. Conquest to Conservation, Whitelock's eighth book
and, we are told, the one he considers his best to date, is very much a chip off the old
block.
Certainly few histories are as aptly titled as this one, falling as it does into two
roughly equal parts. 'Conquest' is the theme of the first hundred or so pages. The
Europeans who settled South Australia in the nineteenth century destroyed much

of the native vegetation and soil cover by over - grazing stock. They cleared
agricultural districts so ruthlessly that 'less than five per cent of the original native

the great political fights about conservation issues, particuarly those in recent
years. In some ways it is a complex tale. He is concerned, for instance, that 'land
rights legislation has placed the destiny over wildlife over an enormous area of the
State in the hands of a few hundred people.' He knows too that the conservation
movement's progress has been an up and down one. Significantly it has done best
in those years when farmers have been under less economic pressure to clear land.
Yet Whitelock remains a whig and an optimist at heart: his is an account of how
things took a turn for the better. Nowhere is this more evident than in the sweeping
word pictures he paints in the final chapters. There is little history here.

Conquest to Conservation is a fine book and handsomely produced by the
Wakefield Press. My only complaint is that the photographs are small and set
against a dark background.
A.J. Stimson,
School of Matriculation Studies,
Kensington Park College of Technical and Further Education

The Bragg Family in Adelaide: A Pictorial Celebration.

tree and shrub cover survives, and that in conservation parks.' They destroyed
several species of animals and plants. They plundered much of the coastline and

John Jenkin. The University of Adelaide Foundation in conjunction with La

polluted rivers for short -term gain. They buried the five creeks of the Adelaide plain

This book is a collection of some fifty photographs, all of considerable interest, and
each photograph is complemented with an explanatory text of several paragraphs.
Such subjects are covered as Adelaide and amateur theatricals, the Todd family, the

under concrete and turned the Torrens itself into a drain. A conquest it was and
Whitelock documents it remorselessly. He might have quoted the line attributed to
D.H. Lawrence: 'Australia is like a poor prostitute and the Australian just bullies
her to get what he can out of her and then treats her like dirt.'
At the same time, it is no simple morality tale of evil -doing we are offered here.
The Aborigines, he reminds us, were also adept at manipulating the environment.
They were responsible for the huge fires which regularly swept across the land. He

has no time for 'the current sentimental belief held in some quarters that
Aborigines lived in total and innocent harmony with nature,' and he tries hard to
understand the conquest morality of the men and women who settled the province
in the nineteenth century. In their cultural baggage they brought with them certain
preconceptions of beauty and utility which shaped the way they saw this strange
and seemingly barbarous land, and would continue to do so well into this century.
'I was given a very English version of what was beautiful in nature,' the historian
Manning Clark would recall of his schooldays around Victorian's Westernport.
'...lt took me almost a lifetime to drop that European recoil in horror at our arid
and harsh land, and see a fragile beauty in all those places.' He was growing tap in
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Trobe University, 1986. Pp. 86. $15.00.

Observatory, the infant University and its good standards, the founding and the
development of the Physics Department by Bragg, its mechanical genius Arthur
Rogers, work on X -Rays, Radio, Alpha Particles, Gamma Rays, and Crystals,

contacts with such pioneers as Rutherford and Soddy, and the house Bragg
designed on East Terrace. There is a short bibliography, some notes and an index.
It is a delightful book. It is also highly informative and authoritative. The work

of a physicist, Dr John Jenkin, who originated from Adelaide but has been a
physicist at La Trobe University for eighteen years, it shows a marked feeling for
history and a flair for writing.
Dr Jenkin states that the book is published to celebrate the arrival in Adelaide one
hundred years ago of the University's first Professor of Physics. Bragg was only 23

when he arrived, following on a brilliant career at school and Cambridge. His
studies had been primarily in Mathematics; his Chair in Adelaide was designated
Mathematics and Physics. He thus had to develop his own knowledge of Physics as
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Kavel's People

well as setting up a Department of Physics. For years he had no assistants though in
1889 he appointed Arthur Rogers as instrument maker, 'an inspired appointment',
says Jenkin of this half crippled man often in pain (Roger's daughter, Eileen,
associated with the University all her life, died last year). Bragg was housed in small

David Schubert. Lutheran Publishing House. Adelaide, 1985. Pp. xii + 191. $27.95.

cramped quarters and provided with exiguous equipment eked out on occasion
with generous help from Robert Barr Smith. He had no Physics colleagues and was
at a distance of four or five weeks from Europe where seminal work on the subject
was being done. The isolation was compounded by the fact that he knew no

With the publication of Kavel's People David Schubert has made a much needed
and highly commendable contribution to our knowledge of the early years of
German - Lutheran settlement in South Australia. Over the last ten years a great

German and so was cut off from the work being done by Einstein and others. It was
the creative urge of his own genius which provided him with stimulus and pushed

the centenary of the arrival of their forefathers in South Australia. With few
exceptions these books have taken what is best described as the parish pump
viewpoint. The wider issues have not been examined.

many family histories have been written by the descendents of Germans celebrating

him on to the researches which led in time to the Nobel Prize.
His achievement, like his self discipline, was the more remarkable because he
gave so much effort and time to other demanding things such as the University
Council, the School of Mines, certain Faculties, notably Engineering and Music,

Schubert takes the period from 1838 to 1843 and brings together a wide range of

original documents from this period, some of which have never appreared in
translation before. His method is not new. One cannot help but comparing it to

sport (he was a first -class golfer, with a handicap of 1, and a keen Lacrosse player)
and various student activities. He had an interest in gardening, and in his younger
days he was interested in amateur theatricals. Although by nature reserved, and
never at ease with small talk, he was adept at handling awkward human situations,
at practical organization, and at choosing men. The foundation of what became
ANZAAS owes much to Bragg.
By 1908 he had an international reputation; the year before he was made F.R.S.
and, what was then unusual, in the first ballot. He was offered the Chair at McGill
vacated by Rutherford's translation to britain. He declined. He was then offered the
Chair at Leeds with various special inducements including equipment and staff far
beyond Adelaide's budget. After much agonizing he accepted and left with his

Jurgen Tampke's Wunderbar Country (1981). Schubert has approached his subject
with an attention to detail lacking in Tampke's work. Each of Schubert's extracts is
preceded by an historical explanation, biographical details and where necessary

with maps, diagrams, sketches or photographs. Before reading the extract the
reader has a comprehensive understanding of the writer of the article. Some of the
introductions are examples of painstaking historical research which in themselves

help to throw a great deal of light on the German- Lutherans both in South
Australia and Germany.
1988 will see the 150 -year jubilee of the landing of the first large group of
Germans in South Australia and the book is a timely reminder of how integral a
part of South Australia's history the Germans have been. The book is significant
for an even more important reason. It is the first professional historical view of the
German - Lutheran immigration since the amalgamation of the two major synods
of the Lutheran Church in 1966 and hence the first book to take in all Lutherans. It

family in .1909.
Bragg's twenty -three years in Adelaide had given him the happiness of creativity

for his genious. It had also given him much personal happiness of the human kind.
He had soon become at home in a circle of cultivated, high- minded and cheerful

is the first book published in English with the imprimatur of the Church to
examine in detail the period of early German migration. Schubert, a practising

people, not all of whom were connected with the University though its staff
included such congenial and able men as Rennie, Chapman, Mawson, William

Lutheran, brings the light of professional scholarship from within the Church to
separate [act from mythology. The latter centered around the reasons [or, and the
location of the original villages of the earliest German migrants. This has given the
Lutheran Church in South Australia a much sounder historical base on which to
approach the next 150 years. In this he has shown considerable moral courage.
Schubert has also given the interested reader sound historical evidence rather than
the myths served to the general public in tourist pamphlets and coffee table books
based on doubtful secondary sources.
The extracts, illuminated by their introductions, are a delight to read. One of the
more interesting accounts is that of an ancestor of David Schubert, Christian
Schubert, who describes the persecutions which led to the original emigration. it
becomes clear that the only people actually put in jail for their beliefs were the
Pastors, and although through the internment of the Pastors the parishioners were
deprived of their spiritual leaders they were not actually subjected to any physical
incarceration.
The book follows a chronological development beginning with accounts of the
emigration, followed by an account of the European background including some

Mitchell, G.C. 1 lenderson and H. Darnley Naylor. Three years after his arrival he
had the good fortune to marry Gwendoline, one of the daughters of Sir Charles
'l'odd, fatuous for his part in the Overland Telegraph line and for his own scientific
work (1w was made F.R.S. in 1889).
Gwcndoline's grave and severe beauty looks out from several photographs: she
gave Bragg security and smoothed off various rough edges. The wife of one genius,
she was the mother of another. Laurence, whose schooling was done at St Peter's

College, matriculated at the age of 15. At the University he switched from
Mathematics to Physics. At the age of 25 he was bracketted with his father for the
Nobel Prize. Gwendoline's younger son, the different but highly talented Robert,

was killed in action in the same year; a blow from which she is said not have
recovered.

Sir William Bragg lived on until 1942, Sir Laurence until 1971.

Dr Jerkin is writing a full biography of the Braggs. This present book is a
promise that it will be of outstanding quality.
Walter (:rocker
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excellent sketch maps as well as glossaries of the old German and modern Polish
names. Schubert then moves on to the settlement in South Australia, the largest
section, containing some excellent descriptions of the settlement of Hahndorf and

State High Schoól: Unley 1910 - 1985.
Craig Campbell. Mile End, 1985. Pp. vii + 320. $19.50.

Klemzig. Schubert then lists biographical notes on many of the migrants who
arrived on the four ships which arrived within his period of study. These migrants
were the only ones who actually left Germany during the period of persecution.
His maps and town lists also clearly demonstrate in the face of the commonly

held belief that most of the early immigrants did not come from Silesia but
primarily from Brandenburg and then Posen. In a list of 59 names only five lie in
Silesia.
One of Pastor Kavel's letters also bears on a matter of recent historical interest. In

1841 Kavel wrote to Angas about what he had heard from Forster concerning the

disagreement between Angas and Flaxman. Kavel, the spiritual leader of the
Germans, completely accepted the version told to him. Kavel wrote:
It grieves me to the heart, that Mr. C Flaxman, whom I had considered to be an upright
man and a Christ tan had been led away in such covetousness by the delusions of Satan.... I
consider it my duty to convince him of the sinfullness of his behaviour towards you .... I
shall tell him, that neither he nor his family will prosper, if he does not repent of his sin
and amend his error, but on the other hand, if he converts, the Lord will bless hint.

The God- fearing sincerity of the early Lutherans is here most evident.
The documents used although primarily from German souces also include some
English commentaries on the early German settlements. Jane Watts writing of
Kelmzig in the 1840s contrasts the courteous generous behaviour of the Germans

with the 'blackmail which is levied by English hop pickers under similar
circumstances their manners being proverbially rough, course, and displeasing.'
Although not a warts - and -all examination of the Lutherans, Schubert has included
coronor's reports including one possible murder of a child born out of wedlock.

There is also a letter from the oft forgotten Johannes Menge, the father of
minerology in South Australia, and if he is to be believed the prime mover in the
Germans saving Adelaide from starvation in the early days by supplying them with
vegetables.

Schubert's method of treating history naturally leaves some gaps but because of
his commentaries these are minimised. What he has achieved through the judicious
selection of documents and excellent translations, often with great difficulty from
the original spidery Gothic hand written letters, is the creation of an atmosphere in
the book where the past, particularly the past of the ordinary worker, lives for the
reader. Not everything is explained but what he has achieved, if perhaps not quite
in the way envisaged by Ranke, is to re- create the past 'as it really was'.

This evocation of atmosphere is complemented most handsomely by the
presentation of the book which was published by the Lutheran Publishing House
with the assistance of the South Australian Jubilee 150 Board. The clear attractive
layout is an invitation in itself to read.
For all those interested in the emigration and early settlement of the German Lutherans in South Australia as well as anyone who just wishes to be transported
back to the very first days of the colony of South Australia to re -live the experiences

of the pioneers the book is thoroughly recommended reading.
Ian Harmstorf,
Faculty of Education and Humanities,

Considering the importance of our adolescent years, remarkably little attention has
been paid by historians to the educational institutions in which we spend that vital
time. To this less than crowded field, Craig Campbell's book is a welcome addi t ion.
Un ley High School, one of South Australia's premier secondary schools, deserves
and is well served by this comprehensive account of its first 75 years. From a wealth
of school, departmental and official records, supplemented by personal papers and

interviews, Campbell has compiled and attractively presented a history of the
school, detailing its internal growth and development and its place in, and
relations with, the wider environment. The role and personalities of headmasters
and senior staff provide the backbone of the narrative, with the more ephemeral
students and junior staff of necessity constituting a shadowy presence.
World Wars, the Depression, immigration and demands for a more highly
educated workforce have all had their impact on the composition of the student
body and on the expectations of governments, employers, parents and students
themselves. While the chapter format is a decade by decade chronological one,
certain themes characterise the first two - thirds of the story

excellence in terms of exam results; less fully explored are the concomitant relative
neglect of the non - academic, and the pressuring of less able students. Throughout,
the dedication and resourcefulness of the staff are in evidence. The period since
1960 includes themes of more recent concern to the educational community the
broadening and diversifying of the curriculum, improved opportunities for girls,

the expanding role of women on the staff and the irruption into the hitherto
relatively enclosed and disciplined school environment of the pressures and
conflicts of the outside world.
Valuable as all this is, the main audience for this work will be, inevitably, the

thousands of people who have passed through Unley High School. Former
students will find this book a means of gaining a better perspective on their high
school years. Much of what was initially so overwhelming and confusing, and later

accepted as normal and natural, can be seen for the particular and peculiar
experience it was. Campbell's acknowledgement of the dearth of material on
'student experience' is justified, but it is a gap which each reader can fill in from
his /her own memories. Who of its who were there in the late fifties could forget not
only Messrs Giles, Smith and McKie, but also our classroom experiences with such

influential characters as Marjorie Ray, Minnie Parker, Marie Dunn, 'Pongo'
Sawley, Millie Walker and Claude Coates? So much that has lain half - forgotten
springs into consciousness as we peruse the chapters relevant to our own period. It
is sobering, also, to find that so many of the laments voiced in the twenties, thirties
and forties were instantly recognisable as causes for complaint in the fifties and
beyond.
All in all, this book is a pleasure to read, especially for an old scholar like myself.

Plentiful photographs add to the enjoyment, and tables and diagrams are used
judiciously. Anecdotal material lightens the narrative appropriately. One area
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perennial problems of

overcrowding, under - resourcing, the dominance of the P.E.B. and academic
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which I would like to have had investigated more thoroughly is the particular
socio- economic composition of the school population. Apart from a reference to
the availability of private schooling in the area, and to the more recent ethnic
diversity (which, among other things must have diluted the original Anglican and
non - conformist domination) little mention is made of just what it was about the
children and their teachers which made Unley the distinctive school that it was, and
perhaps still is. The 'A' stream students knew theirs was a good academic school,

and certainly better in this respect than all but one or two of Adelaide's private
schools of the time. Many passed on via the Teachers College and University to the
professions, often the first in their families to do so. Perhaps, in the days before high
schools tried to become all things to all students, this nurturing of academic ability
among those able to benefit from the experience was Unley's best legacy.

Jenny Tilby Stock,
Department of Politics,
The University of Adelaide

Biographical Register of the South Australian Parliament 18571957.
Howard Coxon, John Playford and Robert Reid. Wakefield Press, Adelaide, 1985.
Pp. xxii + 245. $30.00.

This book has had a long gestation period. The result has been worth the wait.
South Australian historians will keep a copy close to their desks.

The project was initiated by John Playford and Bob Reid in the 1970s.
Unhappily, Bob Reid died in 1976, at the early stage of the project, but he had
achieved an ARGC grant which provided necessary research assistance. Howard
Coxon, the Parliamentary Librarian, joined at the final stages, especially in the
editing process. Until its publication, establishing details of the lives of our leading
politicians was no easy task. Trying to obtain reasonably complete biographies of

the lesser parliamentary participants involved long, and often fruitless, hours
digging in archival material.
The Biographical Register continues the series of Registers of Australian
parliamentarians, the first of which was published by the Australian National
University Press in 1959. But the South Australian survey is one of the most
complete, in that it provides biographies of all members of both the House of
Assembly and the Legislative Council, some of whom were members at the
inauguration of the part-elected Council in 1851. In all, there are 626 biographies,

front Abbott, Sir Charles Arthur Ilillas Lempriere to Younghushand, William.

The authors have not included statistical summaries of who was what, when,
where, and under what party label, but the material is all there for those who wish
to trace patterns and examine 'slices'.
Reviewing it is both frustrating and fascinating. Frustrating, IXTause the usual
reviewer's approaches analysis and critique of argument, philosophy, structure,
coverage, etc.
are simply not called for. Fascinating, because dipping into the
Reigster at random is a tour through a century (and more) of society, polity and
party system.
Occupations of our MHAs and MLCs included ironmongers (Neville Blyth) and

bankers (Marshall MacDermott), prospectors (Harry Bartlett) and brewers
(William Knox Simms). Terms in parliament ranged from the 36 years of Henry
Ayers and the 32 years of Thomas Playford, to the very brief participants such as
Benjamin Herschel Babbage (March - December 1857), Horace Dean was elected on
9 March 1857; unseated 7 May, re- elected 1 June, and again unseated 13 June. (Ile
followed this unenviable record with two further elections and unseatings in the
N.S.W. parliament.)
The meticulous research for this book is obvious by the detailed entries and the
breadth of the sources. One example shows the necessity for cross- checking faced by
anyone who takes on such a task. Douglas Henry Bardolph, who went from Labor
to Lang Labor to Independent Labor. claimed that he was born on 22 June 1895.
The authors established 18 February 1893 from the birth certificate.
There are some gaps in the data
not surprising, given the task faced by the

authors, and the nature of the information sought. Religious affiliations, for
example, especially of colonial parliamentarians, were difficult to establish,
particularly as it was not uncommon for nonconformists to change a number of
times. Details of parents of a number of colonial politicns who w(re born in the
United Kingdom are also incomplete. Tracing these is difficult, especially if they
had relatively common surnames, only one Christian name, and if their families
had been geographically mobile. Filling the gaps using professional geneological
assistance would be expensive.
A reviewer could fill pages with interesting snippets extracted from the data. At
least three of the 626 members spent some time in gaol: Frank Skeffington Carroll
(for forgery) before entering parliament; Albert Augustine Edwards (for sodomy)
and Charles Tucker (for fraud) after leaving parliament. At the time of publication,
only 18 of the 626 subjects of the Register were still alive, and all of them had left the

parliament.

This book is a valuable addition to our knowledge of the history of South
Australia. It will be of interest and value to a range of historians, social and
political, and not only as a data reference source. The authors deserve a solid vote of
thanks.

Dean Jaensch,
Discipline of Politics,
The Flinders University of South Australia

The Register is in similar format to the preceding volumes, listing personal details,

extra parliamentary careers, and parliamentary and toinisterial careers, with
sources stated for each entry.'I'he product is a research report, a 'goldmine' for any
historian, a clear and valuable guide to further research, and a fascinating history
in its own right.
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River's End: The Story of Goolwa and the Murray Mouth.
Leslie McLeay and Nancy Cato. Adelaide, 1985. Pp. 104. $7.95.
Lady Augusta was back from her morning ride. Sir Henry held out his arms to his
lovely young wife
the bride he had brought to Adelaide two years before and
lifting her from the saddle, he set her gently on the ground.
'Spring is nearly here, Augusta, and the days are growing warmer. What say you to a
trip up the river? Would you like to come exploring with me ?'

Well of course she will! After all, he is her husband and the Lieutenant- Governor of

South Australia. The trouble is that River's End is littered with this sort of
dialogue, so much so that it is more a romantic novel than the story of Goolwa and
the Murray Mouth it purports to be. We are told in the introduction that Nancy
Cato reworked much of Dr McLeay's historical material so it is hardly surprising
that the book is a bit of a hybrid.
One comes away from it knowing little about Goolwa and the mouth. How large
was the township? Which decade was it most prosperous? How many bales of wool
were lumped across its wharf each season? What role did the shipping agencies

play? What did people do for a crust when the upper rivers were closed for
navigation and the town's steamers laid up? What local industries could sop up
employment during the annual slump? Why, in the end, did the river trade go into
decline and Goolwa with it? It is not unreasonable to expect answers to questions
such as these. Sadly they are hardly touched upon.
So what is River's End all about? Most of it is a romantic construction of those

heady days in 1852 -53 which saw the opening up of the Murray for steam
navigation. I say 'romantic' bemuse we are taken often enough into the hearts of Sir

Henry Fox Young (whose idea it was in large part) and the adorable Augusta,
neither of whom are present to deny the sentiments attributed to them. This is true

also of the other main protagonists, William Younghusband the merchant and
George Johnston. We are told that Johnson 'died of a broken heart' after the
grounding of his boat at the mouth and that his end was hastened by the decline of
the river trade he had helped establish. The fact of the matter is that when he died
Goolwa was as prosperous as it had ever been. As an account of the beginnings of
the river trade this book falls wel I short of the standard set by Grenfell Price and Ian
Mudie, and as a short popular history of Goolwa and the Murray Mouth locality it

is not a patch on John Tolley's South Coast Story.
A.J. Stimson,
School of Matriculation Studies,
Kensington Park College of Technical and Further Education

THE SOCIETY'S ACTIVITIES, 1985.
The following addresses were delivered as part of the Society's monthly meeting
programme for 1985:
February
The Iion. Clyde Cameron:'l'he Labour Movement in South
Australia.
March
April
May
,June

Dr Bruce Shaw: I Just Wanta 'fell You.
Dr Kevin Fewster: Channakkale
The Turkish View of
Gallipoli.
Dr Tony Stimson: The River Trade and Goolwa.

My Grandmother I lad One of Those!: A collection of
fascinating historical objects displayed and explained by
members and friends of the Society.

July

Mr Robert Nicol: Final Pageant The South Austral ion Way
of Death.

August
September

Mr Max Fatc-hen: Childhood Days on the Adelaide Plains.
Ms Patricia Sumer] ing: The Darker Side of Motherhood
Infanticide, Baby Farming and Abortion in Adelaide, 1870 -1910.

Ms Claudia Quinn- Young: Writers on South Australia.
Mr Noris loannou: From Folk to Studio Pottery
ISO Years
of Ceramic History in South Australia.
All meetings for 1985 attracted substantial audiences, some of them a full house.
This reflected not only the variety and attractiveness of the programme, but the
success of Council's efforts in gaining publicity. Two of the meetings, in July and
November, also involved quite substantial exhibitions which were commented on
very favourably by members. Similar activities are planned for the future.
The Society's programme of fund - raising tours continued in 1985 and was
extremely successful, tours attracting between 100 and 300 members and friends.
The following tours were conducted:
February
The Acacias, Marryatville. Tour Guides: Geoff Haimes and
Robert Nicol.
April
West Terrace Cemetery. Tour Guide: Robert Nicol.
Parliament House. Tour Guides: Barbara Wiese and John
June
Trainer.
Treasury Building.
August
Adelaide's East End. Tour Guide: Ron Gibbs.
October
These fund- raising tours attracted many new members to the Society, and also
October
November

allowed the participation in Society affairs of many members who are often unable

to attend the regular Friday night meetings.
As usual, the success of the Society's year depended on the contributions and hard

work of many people. The Journal for 1985 was again published thanks to the
editorial work of John Playford. John's absence during the final mechanical stages
of production showed the rest of the Council members just how much work he
undertakes and I would like to extend to him thanks for his past and continuing
efforts. Geoff Haimes resigned as Secretary and returned to New Zealand. His place
was taken by Margaret Roberts who has done an admirable job in maintaining the

Society's affairs. Enid Ulbrich retired as Treasurer, but escaped only for a brief
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holiday before taking on the new position of Membership Secretary. Deane Manuel

replaced Enid as Treasurer and like his predecessor has done an excellent job
keeping the Society's books in order. Thanks must also go particularly to Glen
Ralph who continued as Auditor, to Miss T.M. Donnellan for acting as Minutes
Secretary and to Vivian O'Neill and her brother Peter O'Neill for their invaluable
work typing the Newsletters and computerising membership details. I would

further express my appreciation to Ila Hollands and Enid Ulbrich for making post meeting suppers such a pleasant occasion for members who continue to comment
on the delightful food offered to them.

The 1985 programme was most successful and membership of the Society
increased by approximately 30 per cent. At the end of the year, in the face of
escalating printing costs, the Council increased membership fees. Nevertheless,

members still get very good value for money, with a varied programme, a Journal of

the highest national standing, and Newsletters crammed with information. The
increased fees, together with the continuing fund - raising programme and the gran t
made to the Society by the South Australian Department of Local Government,
should allow the Society to continue to grow and prosper. I extend to all Council
members and general members my thanks for their assistance with my work as
President and look foward to continuing that work in South Australia's Jubilee
year.

ROBERT NICOL
Presiden t

Corrections: A. J. Stimson, 'River Town
Goolwa in the 1870s and 1880s',
Journal, no. 13, 1985. the paragraph on page 74 beginning 'There was another
e loud....' should have been inserted onpage 72 between the paragraph which ends
'...from Echuca or Morgan', and the paragraph which begins 'In Adelaide it did not
look like that'.
Sir Walter (:rocker's review of M.I. Legoe, A Family Affair, Journal, no. 13, 1985,
page 158, third Hite from the top, should real Richard Legoe, not Robert Legoe.
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